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Abstrac t

T ' s paper is a detailed review of published research related to the
use of operant procedures and techniques in the development of speech

behav"ors in s ver ly language handicapped children.

Review of this

literature suggests that there currently exists an operant technology
for th

d velopment o

h ndicapped children

n u

g neral program for the
· ch ·nc udes
rna

n q

speech behaviors in a great many severely
Based on the procedures reviewed, a

evelopment of speech behaviors is suggested,

ehavioral referents by means of "Yrhich a therapist

both determine the potential utility of the recommended tech-

s

d d cide upon an appro riate starting point for training.
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Operant Techniques for Teaching Speech Behavior
To Severely Language Handicapped Children:
A Review

Of all the phenomena observable during the first developments
of a child perhaps the most astonishing is the facility with
~

To J

hich he learns to speak. lfuen one thinks that speech, which
ithout question the most marvelous act of imitation, is also
f'rst result admiration is redoubled for that Supreme Ince whose masterpiece is man, and ho . • . [made] speech
· c·p l promoter of education • . . • (Itard, 1894/1962,

n- arc-Gaspard Itard, teacher, physician,. and philosopher, man
the noblest of creatures who, through education and reason, could

ttain t

e f ction w ich was his birthright.

rn n s sp ech
c

as "a prolific and sublime means of improvement \vhich

ses his thought to blossom

1

hi

b

it

i
0

t

·t
•

He believed that a

II

o t

n in the cradle, and which he uses

pp ecia ing "tvhat it is to him and \vhat he would

(p • 3 7) •

Cu re t thought among teachers of speech to the severely language h ndicapped
t nee o

t

continuing to ackno"t-1ledge the great impor-

sp ech, t nds to be somewhat more prosaic.

(1968) b 1·eve th t
ta t

hil

n

ppropri te verbal behavior is the most impor-

ct of a norm 1 child's repertoire.

quisit

Risley and 'olf

or a large share of

ch"ld's

Verbal skills are a precial and academic educa-

tion as w 11 as b ·ng in trum nt 1 in a great deal of his day- to - day
ac iviti s .

w·

out verb 1 skills

child is foredoomed to 'develop -

2

m ntal retardation' no matter what other advantages may accrue to

him" (p. 157),

Th's specter of developmental retardation reappears

in the reports of other researchers (Hargrave & Swisher, 197 5;
Hartun , 1970 ; Hewett, 1965; Lovaas, 1977; and Lovaas , Berberich,
Perloff , & Schaeffer, 1966).
One of the more dramatic ways in which the importance of speech
may be demonstr ted is by observing the effects, for example, of
t ach· g

fe~ ~ ~

y by

e

t

ords to a retarded child.

Those few words may prove

hich marked improvements may occur not only in the

su j ct c ild, but also in peers, and, perhaps most importantly, in
th
t

ttitudes
chers

'

ther pists, institution personnel, and parents.

Thes e

' eff cts are of great importance for they make it possible

all

n

th

nd e pectations of those who work l;vith the child:

viors to

t

nd co

e fostered, reinforced, and maintained.

e

Bricker (1970b) put it succinctly when they state

u

b havior is a critical component of human development

quentl

children tho are handicapped in their language dev-

lopment need e plicit remedial training 0 (p. 148).

Procedures cur -

r ntly u ed in spee h training programs for severely language handi c pped children

re generally divided into two basic parts.

The

first is cone rn d with developing v rbal imitative behaviors and
p

r quisite skills.

im · t

t

_on

to mor

The second part is cone rn d with transforming
norm 1 appearing speech behaviors such as naming

obj c s and answer·ng questions .

Typic lly, these programs have

utilized operant techniques for th ir training procedures (Bricker &
Brick r, 1970b; Cook & d ms, 1966; Garcia & DeHaven

1974; Hartung,

3

1970· Lovaas, 1968, 1977, Lovaas, et
1967

al~,

1966; Risley & Wolf,

1968; Schell, Stark, & Giddan, 1967; and Sloane, Johnston &

Harris, 1968) .
This tendency to utilize operant procedures has not met with
un·versal approval.

Chomsky (1972a), for example, disagrees wi th

what he sees as the "'quite erroneous conception that knowledge of
language can be accounted for as a system of habits, or in

t ~erms

of

stimulus-r sponse connections, principles of 'analogy' and 'generalization' and other notions that have been explored in twentieth- cen-tury linguist· cs, and psychology and that develop from traditional
empiricist speculation" (p. 122).

In particular, Chomsky (1967) is

not satisfied tvith Skinner's (1957) formulations of verbal behavior .

'The quest"ons to whJ..ch Skinner has addressed his speculations are
hop 1 sly prec ture .
verbal behavio

It is futile to inquire into the causation of

until much more is known about the specific charac...-

ter of this behavior· and there is lit tle point in speculating abou t
cquisition tithout mueh better understanding of what

the proeess o
is

cquired' 1 (Chomsky, 1967

Skinner

p. 169) ..

auld, I believe, agree that little is to be gained

from s ecula ing about th

process of acquisition until there is a

bett r understanding of the behavior acquired .

Indeed, Skinner

(1957) s ys th t "our first responsibility is simple description:
wh t is the topography of this subdivision of human behavior?''' (p.

10) .

In Sk · nn,

' s (1957) p - oposal of a new formulation of verbal

behavior , "the emphasis is upon an orderly arrangement of wel l known
facts , in a cordance with

formul _tion of behavior derived from an

4
xperimental analysis of a more rigorous s,ort.

The present extension

to verbal behavior is thus an exercise in interpretation ra ther than
a quantitative ex trap olation of rigorous experimental results'r (p.

11)..

Skinner (1957) further states that "the book is not theoreti-

cal in the usual sense .

It makes no appeal to hypothetical explana-

t ory entitiesu (p. 12) .

It is, apparently, a f irst approximation of

a theory of verbal behavior in which

111

no assumption is made of any

uniquely verbal characteristics, and the principles and method s

employed ar

adapted to the study of human behavior as a who len (p.

11) .
Chomsky (1972a) disagrees 'ti th such an approach.

"'The fatal

inadequacy of all such approaches, I believe, results from their un1

11 ingness · o undertake the abstract study of

l~nguistic

competence.

H d the p ysical sciences limited themselves by similar methodelogi-

1 strictures
nomy ' (p . 112)..

inabilit - o

ve rould s ill be in the era of Babylonian astro-

Further, Chomsky (1972a) states

'I' I

beli,e ve that the

modern psychology to come to grip s 't.Jith the problems of

hum n intelligence is in part, at least, a result of its unwilling-

ness to undertake the s tudy of abs tract structures and mechanisms
of mind"' (p . 1 12).

Lovaas (1968) appears to agree with Skinner\s (1957) position.

"We would propose that central , organizing, behavior'""'initiating constructs . .
th rapist o

blish

"th r

spe ~ech

. may not provide a n easy out for t he work 'tvhich the
teac her will have facing him 'tvhen he attempts to esta-

in psychot · c children" (p. 151 ) .,

Lovaas believes that

might even be an advantage in de ling dir ectly 'l;vi th behavior,

5

r ther than concentrating on hypothetical inner determinants .

If

one concentrates on behavior, as a subject matter in its own right,
then one is unlikely to make mistakes which involve too unrealist i c
d mands on the patient, or unrealistic hopes for the family" (p.
I

51)

o

Paradoxically, Chomsky (1967) appears, at least to some extent,
ith Lovaas (1968) and Skinner (1957) in that he states

to ag ee

that "the b havior of the speaker, listener, and learner of language
con t ' t

s

u se, the actual data for any study of language'·'

H further states that "as far as the acquisition of lan-

70)

(p

0

guage is concerned
vation

it seems clear that reinforcement, casual obser- ·

and natural inquisitiveness (coupled

to imitate) are ·mporta t

~vith

a strong tendency

factors .. (p. 158).

Skinn r (1957) m intains that his ''formulation is inherently
P* ctical

nd s ggests ·mmediate technological applications at almost

t p" (p.. 12),

eve y

nd, indeed, some researchers explicitly acknowlBricker and Bricker (197Gb) state that "the

edge h.

c ntributions .

s e i i

procedures described in t is article are not unique, but

h ve b en used by a large number of investigators.
th i

1959.

development can
H

The basis for

e largely attributed to Skinner, 1938; 1957;

1nitiat d t e empirical support and structure of the prin-

cipl s of behavior used in these procedures and it is his interpretation of lan u ge th t h s aided in its descriptionr' (p. 109).
Lova s (1968) states that his program for the establishment of speech
in aut·s ·c children' is b sed on ale rning (reinforcement) theory
p

a

gm.

It r lie

heavily on a step-by-st p,

raduated progres-

6

ion of tasks , stimu lus fading techniques, positive reinforcement
w·thdrawal contingent upon incorrect behavior" (p. 152).

More

recently , Lova s (19 77) noted that
when one tries to help children learn to talk, one is fairly
'tvell restricted to a tt empts to manipulate the child's environment
Furthermore, if one seeks to manipulate the childts
environment to fac ilitate language learning, then one is largely estricted to those operations specified within modern
1 arning theory, certainly if one wants to base one's teaching
efforts on experimentally validated procedures. Within modern
e rning theory, it is those operations tvhich define operant
condition · ng or re 'nforcemen t theory that have been most
e plicitly related to the acquisition of human behavior. It is
prob bly , he c se, then, that we have no choice at this time
b
o work within modern learning theory to try to teach language (p . 10) ..
R"sley and \olf (1967), in describing the level of achievement of
one of their subjects st te "now the naturally occurring retvards of
havior (see Skinn r, 1957, for a discussion of these) appear

ver al

th

t

im ortant factors in maintaining and expanding his

mos

verbal re e

' (p . 75).

oi

's (1957) formu lations
1 ted tee

o og c 1 appli

behav · or · n
erant p o

then

have, a t a mini mum , stimu-

t "ons to the problem of developing speech

ely la guage handicapped children.

v

Hence, while op -

dures may not be perfect, they are a reasonable method by

tvhich to attempt

p ech train i ng.

The scope of the ap licability of operant techniques is
tr ted by R · s
per

been d velop d

' 1 The procedures described in this

rom work with echolalic children with al-

v ry cone iv ble dia nosis.

most
th

v

nd Wolf (1967).

y

illus~

Indeed, the records of each of

e children u sually contained diagnoses of retard tion and brain-

dam g

a

s

t'sm,

h 1 b 1 a

lied to the s me child by a

7

different diagnostician.

For our

proc ~edures,

the diagnostic classi-

fica tion of the child is largely irrelevant'' (p.. 7 3) .
is substantially in agreement .

Lovaas (1968)

He states that ' ' our experience has

been that autistic and schizophrenic children form a very

heterogen~

ous population, and that the diagnosis is a poor discriminator" (p .
149) ,.

Operan t procedu es, then, in addition to being reasonable methods for attempting speech training, appear to have broad applicabil. ty ·n therap,e u tic intervention with severely language handicapped

chi dren.

For these reasons the emphasis in this review will be on

operant procedures
This revi,ew is intended (a) to review current primary source
lite
s

atur ~e

of operan

erely languag

t r

techniques used to t each speech behaviors to

h ndicapped children,, and to critique this litera-

methodologically and in terms of the appropriateness of methods

us d· (b) to assess the effec tivenes s of these techniques; (c) based
on th's c i ique and assessment, to propose a program for teaching
pe ch to severely language handicapped children;. and (d) to suggest

areas 1.n l;vhich further research is needed .
Revielv of Lit erature

Th

theoretica l rea oning noted above, provides a rational for

ttempting to

t

children via op

ach speech behaviors to severely language handicapped
an

techniques .

However, the continued use of these

operant techn·ques can only be justified if it can be experimentally
demonstrated that operant techniques can, in fact . alter the verbal
behavior of sever ly language handicapped children.

The critical

8

importance of this question requires that it be addressed first.
One of the studies to be presented in this section will be explained fully .

This is done to acquaint the reader with some of the

procedures used in the development of speech behavior as well as to
demonst ate typical single subject des igns used to test the fun c tion-

al relationship between treatment and any changes in behavior.
the

Fo r

em ining studies , only those fac tors directly related to the ex-

perimental demonstration of the effec tiveness of the operant technique are included in this section .

u s·on of t e e f "c cy of the

This is done to simplify any dischniques .

t

The Eff ctiveness of Operant Techniques
Butz and Hasazi (1973) ,.,orked to develop verbal imitative beha · r in a profound y re arded girl, Gail, who had no known language
or

erb

·m·tative skills .

Gil's r teo

s

Prior to the beginning of the studies ,

t neous voc lization in the presence of the exper -

m nt r w s i creased to appro · ately si
Thee~

parts .

vocaliza tions per minute .

riment consisted of nine phases, divided into two major

The first four phases constituted an ABAB design to assess

he importance of contingent reinforcement in the maintenance of
Gai 's vocalizations .

Tio training sessions were held each day, a t

G il's noon and ev ning meals .
of these me ls

d v

throu hout t e

p r men

s ss ' on in ra

respon

tl

bal praise.

om or er .

every 15 seconds.
w s

Reinforcement consisted of spoonsf ul
Five training sounds were used

and e ch sound

\.Jas

presented 10 times per

Thee perimenter emit ted one vocalization

ocaliz t "on was defined as any orally-produced
udibl

to the

pe im nter .

An imitative response

9

was defined as a vocalization that bore a point...-to- point correspondence with the preceding experimenter-vocali.zation.
Phase one was designed to obtain a baseline measure of Gail's
vocalizations under experimental

conditions~

The experimenter pre-

sented training sounds as per above, and gave Gail a spoonful of food
five seconds after each modeled stimulus,, regardless of her perform-

ance

that is, reinforcement was provided noncontingently.

In phase

two, reinforcement was made contingent on any vocalization occurring
tithin five seconds of an experimenter-vocalization .
voc

ization made tvithin this time limit

~-1as

Only the first

reinforced, and all voc-

alizations occurring outside of this five second period were ignored.
Phases three and fou

were replications of phases one and two, re-

s ectively .
Data on

oc lizations and imitations were recorded on each

trial by the experimenter .
hav·ng

iors .

Reliability judgements were obtained by

n "ndependent judge rate the occurrence of these two behav-

The percent agr.e ement tvas obtained by dividing the number of

agreements b tween the experimenter and the independent judge by the

numb r of trials.

For vocalizations , the mean percentage of agree-

ment was 92 4.%, and for imitations, it was 90.8%..

The authors do not

ment1on how frequently reliability measures were made.
Fo

the thre

sessions of phase one, baseline, the average vo-

caliz tion rate w s 30. 7%, \-lhich was not appr .e ciably different fr ·om
chance expectation (33. 3%) (chanc·e expectation being a temporal coincidence between the e perimenter's vocalization and the child's
vocaliz tion.).

In phase

t\JO,

\-lhen reinforcement \vas contingent on

10
voc lizat·on, the av rage vocalization rate for the last four sessio s was 94 .5%.

Dur i ng phase three, a replication of baseline, the

average vocalization rate was approximately 38%, while in phase four,
a replication of phase two, the average vocalization rate was approximately 88%

(These last two percentages are estimated by this

author from data pr sented by Butz and Hasazi, 1973, in Figure l,
page 391 .)

B 'tZ and Hasazi (1973) conclude that these data rprovide

strong evidence that Gail ' s vocalizations were brought under the
control of the experimenter s vocalizations by the contingent reinfor

proceduresH (p. 391) .

m n

The last si

phases folloved a multiple baseline oaradigm to

d monstrate

he im ortance of contingent reinforcement in the devel-

o me

ocal im · tation

of

t

\h.ch reinforc ment

n

d as th

wa
n

t

the
m n

sounds

Phase four; ment ioned above,

unrelated to the form of vocalizations,

initial baseline in this mu ltiple baseline
'nforcement

p r di m

i

~as

per se .

design~

as first made contingent on one of

then on t o of the sounds, and so on.

Reinforce-

s continued on a non-contingent basis for any vocalization in

"\

the c se of

he other sounds .

In addition, only imitative responses

wh"ch occurred within the five -s econd limit vere reinforced; imitaspans s which occurred outside of t his time limit were ignor -

tive
ed .

In phase f 've
phas

fo ur,

liz t"on
n ea h

rein ore m nt co tinued f or all sounds as in

pt tlat aft r the
only "mi

bs quent p

.
er1menter
presente d an

ll·ll

1

vo-

tive responses of that sound were reinforced.
se, on

ddition 1 sound was added .

Phases

11

five, six, seven, eight, and nine were all 10 sessions in length.
Butz and Hasazi (1973) in discussing the data from phases four
through nine, state "that the number of imitative responses f or each
sound increased obviously and directly when the reinforcement contingency for the relevant sound was
th,e r state that '•the sequence of

introduced'~

p ~erformance

(p. 392).

changes and

They furexp ~erimen 

tal manipulations is highly correlated , providing clear evidence of
the effects of contingent reinforcement on the development of the
repertoire 0 (p. 392)"

im'tat~ve

agrees
~"

They conclude, and this autho r

that 'the results show that the subjectts verbal deve lopment

s rel ted directly to the contingent reinforcement procedures,

thus strengthening the contention that operant conditioning theory
and technique pr.o vide a useful framework for approaching children t s

1 nguag

p oblemsn (p. 392) .

Sch 11 et al. (1967) worked lith a four-and - one- half-year old

boy v _

o sly d1agnosed as deaf

aphasic .,

mentally retarded, autistic, and

They examined the effectiveness of the contingent reinforce-

ment used in one of their techniques in maintaining production of the

work " go' •

baseline measure, obtained before the i nstitut ion of

the reinforcement contingency, shOl.Jed that about 20% of the sounds

the child made were close approximations of

11

gon .

During treatment,

the produc.t'on of "gou sounds increased to approximately 40% of the
sounds the child made.

The treatment phase was followed by a phase

in which all vocali.z ations except "goH sounds were reinforced (a
diff rential reinforcement, DRO, procedure), and "go" sounds returned

to bas line level .

This pT1ase -was followed by four additiona l ses-

12

sions in which reinforcement was contingent on

11

go" sounds.

The

product·on of "go" sounds in these sessions ranged from app roxima tely 45% to app roximately 75%.

In addition to the ABAB demonstrat i on

of the effectiveness of the contingent reinforcement, a statis t ical
test s

th t during each of the five sessions in which r e i nfo rce-

o~ved

ment ~Jas

contingent on " go " sounds, there was a significant (.E._ <::
Unfortunately, Schell et al. (1967) neglect to men-

05) increase

tion the test used in determining this statistic .

Further elabo r a-

t"on of the procedures used by Schel l et al. (1967) is presented in
s b equen

sections o

this pap r, but the part presented here dem-

ons rates the effectiveness of the operant techniques in the estabnd maintenance of the child 1 s verbal responding.

lishment

Risle
t•

n s

and 1olf (1967) present two demonstrations of the effec- ·
ontingent reinforce ent in the

of

cholalic childr n

s onding ·

to

ch · 1

ppropriate y

re · n o c d

arne an objec t..

ducing appr x·m tely eight
ce

In the first case, they taught a
Each correct response tvas

an ed ~ ble such as ice cream.

it

aintenance of verbal re-

\fuen the child

orrect responses per minute

~vas

pro -

a DRO pro -

re in which the child was rei forced for not naming a picture f or

w s begun

10 seconds

naming

Under these reinforcement conditions , picture

esponses dropped to zero .

b ck to t

e

i

inal continge cy

The procedure was then changed
and the picture naming response

quickly inc eased to approximately its original rate .
The second d monstration also involv d a picture naming t ask .
Th

child w s producing app o im tely eight correct responses per

m· ut , w"th

n ed "ble su h as ice ere m being used as the contingent

13
r inforcer

The procedure was then changed.

The child was given a

spoon and a bowl of ic.e cream and allowed to eat at his own rate.
Pictures were presented by the experimenter, and the child was asked
to name them
ter.

Correct responses received praise from the experimen-

The child's, rate of

responses per minute

r ~esponding

~fue.n

dropped to approximately two

the original contingencies were reinstat-

ed, the child's rate of correct responding increased to

approximat ~e

ly 10 per minute.
These t"t;vO demonstra , ions again

illus trat ~e

the functional rela-

t"o s ip betveen the operant techniques used and the changes in the
children's behavior

Further elaboration of the procedures used by

R"sley and tolf (1967) is presented in subsequent sections of this
paper.
Slo ne et al . (1968) report on their work '\.Jith retarded child-

ren.
ting n
o

p esent two demonstrations of the effectiveness of con-

Th

ment on the accuracy of, first, correct imitation

infer

sp ech so nds, and

first demo stration

s ~econd

,, co rec t naming of pictures.

In the

the child had been recei ing contingent rein-

forcement for co rect echoic resoonses, and accuracy ranged between
8 % and 87%.

The procedure was then

changed~

The cftild continued

to receive reinfo cers, but they were delivered after arbitrary time
interv 1 , ra her than contingent on correct responding.
intervals

r,.;,

r

selec ed so that the number of reinforcers delivered

was _pproximately

quivalent to that given previously.

s ssions, accuracy dropped to
tingency w s r

The time

·_ s.t ted,

low of 3 0%.

During these

llhen the original con-

ccuracy quickly returned to its original

14

lev 1.
For the second demonstration, the authors trained a child to
ame

ive pictures.

For six sessions, reinforcement was contingent

on correct responses .

For the next three sessions, contingent rein-

forcement was continued for three of these five pictures.

The rein-

forcer was given on a noncontingent basis for the two remaining pictures.

In the first six sessions , the child 's rate of correct re-

sponding

as over 85% for both the group of three pictures and for

the

roup of two pictures .

cor

c

In the final t hree sessions, the rate of

respond· ng for the

t'~-10

pictures that received nonc.ontingent

reinforcement fell to a low of 25%, and averaged 50% for the three
sessions .
pictu es

89 %

T e rate of correct responding for the group of three
hat continued to receive contingent reinforc emen t averaged
thr e sessions.

0

sho\ tha
\

c

"t

~as

the op r nt technique of contingent reinforcement

o s"ble for

l.v s r

c ild's cor ect respo
1 on

son o

Peoples

iv

t'v

Hay

.
Johnson , and Hay (1976) present a c.ompar-

The t1vo methods had in common the presentation of a ver -

bal imit tiv

t

d~n

he increase and maint enance of the

two methods of teaching verbal imitat ion to four retarded

subj c s .

imit

The results of these two demonstrations

stimulus, the prompting of the child to produce an

r spo se

resp nses .

ferential r su ts

and the co tingent reinforcement of correct imiT e differ nces in the methods, and their dif-

w·11 be discussed in a subsequent section of this

p p r.

Three

t~mulus

li t

of equal

ifficulty, List A List B, and
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List C, were constructed.
w"ll b e d"scussed here.

Lists A and B were directly trained, and
List C was used to test for generalization ,

and will not be discussed here.

The children were randomly assigned into two groups.
as first t ught List A by ·1ethod A.
List B by iethod B.

Subsequently, they were taught

Group B '\<las first taught List B by

an

subsequently they -1ere taught List A by Method A.

to

ontrol sequence effec ts.

f er the s cond list

n

~ere

96 .

B,

This was done

The children were tested on the three

ad been learned.

ur "ng 75% of test sessions.

taken

Reliability checks

The overall reliability was

An analysis of variance showed a significant interaction among
s imulus list , and test session . (F = 14.24; df

tr · · g sequence

4 8
b ,

~fethod

p ior to tra· ·n , af t er the f irst list had been learned, and

list
ag

Group A

hat is,

<: . 01)

vhen

he children were trained on List A

h ir test scores improved on List A

1ethod

=

Uhen they were

tr · Ied on L "st B by 1ethod B, their test scores improved on List B,
et

1. ( 976) conclude that "the results demonstrate that

pe ch tr ining p ocedures based on the principles of operant condi-

tion· g
spe

re eff ctive in establishing verbal imitation responses i n

h-def · cie t children'' (p. 38)
These stu ies have shown that operant techniques can be used to

e

ectiv

h v ors

y
n

ncr ase
v

de rease

ly language ha d · capped children.

voc 1 behaviors

r

ing,

n ming.

pro

nd pictur

and maintain a variety of vocal be-

voc

Among these

ization rate, vocal imitation, object namIn

h cas , changes in the experimental

dur s w re consistently follo ed by ch nges in the children's
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b hav·or.

Thes

results clearly show that operant techniques may be

successfully employed to alter t he verbal behavior of severely language handicapped children , and , therefore, it may be concluded that
the continued use of operant techniques has been experimentally justif'ed

In subsequent sections of this paper, additional experimental
demonstrations of the effectiveness of operant techniques will be
elabo

ted .

The

nee
s · d'cated in the studies cited above and will be demon-

strated in the studies to be presented later, the development of
verb 1 1mitat·o
programs.

is a commonly used technique in speech training

'Le rning

dev 1

t

of funct'o

cornpl'

·n t o majo

r ct d

rds

beh v·o
p

s

l

speech in nonverbal children is to be ac-

phases of training .

The firs t phase is

di ~

stab ishment or improvement of i mitative verbal

h

'scrirn·n

t

d verbal responses n (Garcia & DeHaven, 1974 ,

169).
this reliance on verbal imitation appears to

To a large e ten
be intu· ive.

"Casual obs rvation suggests that normal children

e words by hearing sp ech ; that is, children learn to speak by

acq
imi

Thus

n

ed to
in

eorists generally agree that the deliberate

t

the mo

b n fici 1 and practic 1 starting point for build-

spe ch" (Lavas

st te th t

ch'ldr n fi

heir
t

the estab lishment of imitation . . . appear-

et al , 1966 , p . 705 ).

'~ effor t s

Schell et al . (1967)

have been based on the assumption that

n to sp ak by imit tion'

(p. 53).

This intuitive
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app each is echoed again in Stark, Giddan, and Miesel (1968) when
they say ~•we assumed that children learn many activities, including
spe~ech,

by imitating the behavior they observet• (p. 43} ~

A second reason for relying on vocal in1itation is practicality .•
"It is clear that novel behaviors can be produced in a child's reperto~ ire

merely by providing an appropriate model for those behaviors,

as

ell as by lengthy training methods such as those involved in

sh

ing behavior (reinforcing successive approximations to some ter-

min 1 state or topography) 11 (Sherman, 1971, p . 246) .
back t

The major draw-

sh ping is the time required.

In alleviating any deficit in behavior :t . the mos t time,-,c onsuming
t sk is the teaching of netv topographies of behavior .
When a
child's repertoire does not include a particular behavior and
t e child cannot be taught by conventional means, training can
be carried out by the behavior modification technique called
sh ping. This procedure involves the long and intricate process
o f reinforcin behaviors which resemble (although, perhaps only
emotely) the desired terminal behavior, and then, in successive
steps S
ting the reinforcement to behaviors which more and
more close l resemble the terminal behavior (Risley & Wolf,
1967, p. 73) .
1

•

In

to teach such a highly complex behavior system as

ttempt"n

speech,

th ~e

sheer number of responses to be taught makes shaping an

impos·ng task..

Lovaas (1968} reports that "although our patients

learned a few words in this manner, it became apparent that despite
extensive efforts we would produce only a very restricted vocabulary''

(p , 132) ,

Sherman (1971) is in substantial agreement.

'If, for ex-

ample, an exper me ter had to rely exclusively upon differential re-inforcement , it would have

hild would h _ve h d to b

m~eant

that each response

exhib~ ited by

_rained by shaping procedures

the

involving

reinforcement for behavior closer and closer to a target response .
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Giv n

hat th

children had imitative repertoires, this would seem

to be highly inefficient, since a correct response could be produced
merely by providing an appropria te model or demonstration of the response" (p. 266 ).
The advantage that imitation has over shaping, then, is that it
.,Once a child accurately imitates most \~ords, phrases,

is fa ter.

and sentences, then any topography of verbal behavior (i.e., any
word, phrase , or sentence) can be produced when desired by presenth the prompt to be imitated" (Risley & Wolf, 1967,

· g the ch1.ld

T

p . 74)

at is

the arduous shaping process is not needed once

verbal imitation has been established

Hence, "'the basic reason for

the emphasis on imitation as a process in the initial development of
speech s
t'v

ms cle r; it provides a mechanism or basi s for the relacquisition of new vocal responses" (Sherman, 1971, p.

pid

y

274) .

H r un
im· ation

s · dered a p
cannot b

(1970) is more emph tic in his apprai sal of the role of
He

ys that "not only is i mitative verbal behavior con-

requisite to functiona l speech, but functional speech
eveloped in a non-speaking child unless that child first

imita es the v rb 1 re ponses of others consistently.
c ild

an imita -e most

~ords,

Once the

phrases, and sentences, a diversified

to ogr phy of v rba l b havior can be produc d by individual prompting" (p. 205 ).
gh t
uThe tQchn·q e of
cruci 1 p rt of

s t hlishi g a vocal imitative repertoire is

11 proc

ur s f r r mediating language deficits .
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Cons quently , speech training always has included preliminary vocal
imitation training" (Garcia & DeHaven, 1974, p. 170) ..

A number of

procedures have been sugges t ed for training vocal imitation .
Hevett (1965) worked with a four- and - one-half year old autistic.

boy.

Training procedures were conducted in a specially constructed

booth consisting of ttvo sections joined by a movable shutter.
child, Peter

The

sat in one side of t he booth whil e the teacher occupi-

ed the ot er side

The only lights were focu sed on the teacher such

that :rh n the shutter was do1:m Peter's side was in darkness, and
\fbn the shutter was raised the light illuminated a shelf in f ront
of Peter.

ball drop mechanism with a dim l i ght above served as

Peter's means of signalling to the teacher tha t he \-las ready.

The

teacher controlled Peter's access to the ball.
Tr · ·ng r.v

~s

di cussed here .
ias

~

ed into four phases , three of which will be

The f"rst was the introduction during which Peter

mili rized

mech ni m,

th

div

ith

he booth and taught to operate the ball drop

He was taken to the booth a t meal times and was fed by

teach r in the booth throu 0 h the shutter.

Peter obtained one

spoonful of food or sip O·f drink each time he used the ball drop
m chanism to signal the teacher.

On the third day of this intro-

du t1on phase , Peter was required to establi s h eye contact with the
teacher before th
Ph se two
held

\>las

reinforcer was delivered.
called

ocial imitation .

wice d i ly in the boo th.

Training sessions were

During this phase Peter learned to

follow simple verbal directions and to imitate the teacher'· s hand
mov ments

Other r inforcers were int rodu ced to the training ses-
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sions, for examp l e, a color cartoon movie and

children~s

music..

The

shutter was lowered whenever Peter was inattentive or failed to re -

Only Peter's responses which were in

spond within five seconds .

direct lmitation of the teacher were reinforced, random responses
were ignored .
In phase three
begun to
cu ~e

verbal imitation training was begun.,

spontan ~eously

vocalize during phase one and two.

P ter to respond.

If he did not respond within fiv e seconds, the

again s · gn 1 his readiness .

~.Jas

succ ssfully imitated th@: cue

emitted in pha es one and

shap d by th

e~

allowed to

The cue \vas t hen p resented again,

Peter correctly responded he was reinforced with candy.

Once this vo

during

was presented by the teacher who then waited for

as closed for five seconds and then Peter

shutter

h_

A vocal

three notes of a tune Peter has spontaneously hummed

the previous p ase

Peter had

When

After Peter

a se.c.ond sound, which Peter had

wo , tas trained using the same procedure.

sound tas s,uccessfully imitated, Peter wa s

method of sue essive approximat ion to say the word

eter le rned the response in two days.

On the sixth day

eter stopped responding arpropriately, and for seven days he did

not say 'go'.

The procedure was continued unchanged and on the

eighth day Peter began to imitate the vo1vel sound and was reshaped
to say

'II

go 1'1 .

s cond t..rord, "my'

'tvas introduced and was reinforc ~ed with

Bingo m_rkers which t..rere used in a number matching game Peter liked.
'During training of the new word, care£ul attention was given to
systemati al ly revieY.Ting the prevxously learned ~-1ord ':go'· , and Peter
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discriminated well b e tween the two words'' (p. 932).

Once these first

two words w re successfully imitated by Peter, he 'readily attempted
to imitate all words the teacher said " (p. 922),
period Peter

Over a six month

cquired a 32- word vocabulary using these procedures.

The procedure as described by He,vett (1965) is a sketchy outline
of a program .

It is lacking in detail, particularly with respect to

recisely w at the teacher did to establish motor (social) imitation,
and vocal imitation .

e

1

to

th's ,;ras done .
Data
'the

is presented as an accompl ished
~e

are told

fac t~

fo r example , that

n alternate reinforcer for the new word
d of c nd

en ion of

(~.g.,

Bingo

appeared important in aiding discrimination"

b t no d ta are presented to su

s no

of w o col

931) , but he does not explain ho,,;r

resentat1 n is minimal . ·

·

932)

Ther

n' s m s · c ' 1 (p
I

v ng of

rk r)
(p

his hand on the teacher•s face in order to obtain a

c

of c. ild

gm

For e ample, Hewe tt (1965) says that ''Peter

ort this contention.

ho~

data lere collected , nor is there ment ion

c ed the d ta .

The e is, of course, no ment ion of reli -

ab'lity checks on data coll ction.
Hewett's (1965)
asily re dable
c

nd the material is quite interesting from a

' 1 point of vie\v .
hat he cl ·ms to h v
o supp rt h ·

resentation is very much in story form.

It is
1

Clini-

Unfor t unately , he does not specify ho\..r he did
ccomplished , nor does he offer any evidence

cant nt · n that th

e pe imental manipulat ions \vere

es ons·ble for the changes in Peter ts vocalizations.

Hence, it must

be c ncluded th t, \vh ·1e He,,;ett (1965) offers some potentially useful

techn·qu s

h

eff ct·veness of his metho do lo y remains to be demon-
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stra t ed ..

Sch 11 et al. (1967) worked with a four-and - one-half year old
boy with whom speech therapy had been at t emp ted for six months and
~vas

discontinued because of lack of improvement.

The child, Kipper,

gave no reliable response to any form of aud itory stimuli, that is,
his base rate of responding to auditory stimuli was essentially zero.
Kipp r h d thr e 7 5 minute training sessions per ,,.;reek.
tens·v

pr limin ry training.

crimin tion task
(prompt· ng)

There was ex-

Kipper was first taught a visual dis-

ia differential reinforcement and physical guidance

He was taugh

to place a block on a tray, and, subse-

o place a blue block in the compartment on the tray marked

quently

ith a blue b ock and a yellow block in that compartment marked with
yello

block.

ls

imuli
o ad

ight consecutive correct responses , the sample

r ndo 1

fter this task he was given

alter ated .

1 color discrimin tion tasks

one involving blue and

and the other using patches of color (blue and yellow)

y llo

o

m de

ipp r h

a

t

The e blocks were presented in random order, and,

in

or these last two tasks, the correct responses were

s.

modeled

o

Kipper . but he 'as not prompted.
irst 10 tr"als .

both tasks in th
add· t ~ ona
d·scrimi

su 1 sort"n
tin

pan 1 fr m

~h·

sks were trained .

\-1

o

eks

an

ch s ss ·ons!

The se tasks included
K. and S) and discrim -

f, and k).

r 1 tt rs (t

bout

trod c d to par

In the next 25 training sessions

visu lly differ nt letters (0

n ting v · su lly
ter

t

He reached criterion on

udit ry

iscrimination task

~~as in~

T e appar tus consisted of a

h protrud d two 1 v rs

At the end of each lever \aS
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a soft rubber ball, one red in color, the other blue.

Kipper was

shown how to push the levers and given practice at pushing the blue

er

1

~-1as

He

then taught to push the lever when a light on the

panel went out for tto seconds.

When he was responding consistently,

a loud nclick" sound ~vas presented slinultaneously wi th the bulb
dimming for
~-1as

t~..ro

seconds (but not going out).

Next the light dimming

dis,c.ont ' nued, leaving only the click as a cue.

Once Kipper was

respond ·ng the the click, the "tvord ''push' was paired tvith the click.
Tb

c · ,c k was subsequently diseontinued and Kipper was required to

re po d to th

spoken -.;..rord '''push" .

- erbal imitative training was begun shortly after the auditory
discriminatio

training had begun -

Kipper initially learned to stand

up in imitation of the trainer, then he was required to look at the
linician'

face before standing up

his mou h in the shape of an

spon

t first

pr mpts

r

He was next. required to

0 11 in imitation of the trainer.

el

g adu lly faded.

Kipp ,e r began to occasionally made sub-

ted to try to get Kipper to emit an

Kipper imitatively opened his mouth
bdom n
sound .
duced th

At this point

"a ,·• sound.

Hhen

the clinician pushed on his

to force a vocalization, and simultaneously rna e an
s soon as
"O" sound

This

h sically prompted by the trainer and the

glottal and asp 'rate sounds when he opened his mouth .
't~Jas

open

nou

ipper uttered any sound, the trainer again prond reinforced Kipper .

The authors u ed , n
canting n _ reinforcem nt.

B

sign to demonstrate the importance of
b seline m

sure of the proportion of

''0 1' s unds prod c. d by Kipper was obtained.

Tr atm. nt \vas begun, and
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ft

prompts had been faded , Kipper continued to receive rein-

t

forcement for "O'' sounds produced in imitation of the trainer; the
rela 've proportion of such sounds was maintained for two sessions.
t, reinforcement was made contingen t on all vocalizations except

those similar to the "0" sound (a DRO procedure), and the proportion

of "Orr sounds decl"ned to bas line level.
In spite of this apparent success, this training procedure was
d·scontinu db case the

or

ny
t

0" sounds "were not strongly voiced sounds,

nat ral for him, and showed little indicat ion of becom-

s
ng

11

quent" (p

f

o g

59).

some data are presented, no mention is made of the

met ads used in collecting the d ta

of the people who collected it,

nor of reli bility checks on the data collection procedures.
dd't'o
For
0

e d

th

. amp e
of

u

i en,

m

nd in the

pl ·n d .

t

t

these figures are alluded

These omissions make it difficult to

amount of ch nge in the child s verbal behavior and the

ss

t e authors ' procedures to those changes.

r latio sh'p
t

rk

. ( 968) report on a continuation of the wo rk begun

t

chell et al . ( 967) with Kipper .

by

ppo •t

d
p ompt

with
gr

ch oth
y phy.s · c

pp

mot· on .

o

t o figur s used to illustrate data, there are

but not fully

o

resented are not clearly explained .

tvhich ar

t

In

Cor

t

dibl s such
body mov

espouse
s

ith Kipper and the clinician

the clini ian modeled a response and
1 y m ving him throught the required

w re immediatel

candy or ce
nts.

~

'·'Mor

1.
d ·s r t

reinforced verbally and

The initi 1 training focused
stimuli

such as movements
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of the tongue, lips a nd jaw, could then be introduced and a gradual

transition from nonvocal imitation of mouth movements to imitation of
accomplished~ '

sounds could be
t

(Stark

et al., 1968, p . 43).

This

ansit · on was begun by gradually directing the discriminative stim-

uli tovard the face and mou th.

Among the movements trained were

nodding the head and protruding t he tongue in lateral and vertical
Vocal imitation training 'r1as b egun when Kipper copied these

planes .

more d · screte motor movements.
oc
b

tion training continued t e

im · t

Schell

un b

(1968)~

tal

'g.a me - like proeedures "

and the training began with single

sounds .

These were alternated between vowel sounds and consonent

so n s .

· en

1:

ipper could successfully imita te single sounds, they

ere comb"ned in C

ser ·e
ampl

c

b 'n

Stark

o

/moo/

ions ,

physica

C combinations .

/mi/

in

etc ~

-ext . stimuli vJere presented as

· , h one element

eve

the vow·,e l, remaining constant.

(196 ) note that many of the sounds had to be shaped by

p ompts

nd differential reinforcement.

im1tation seemed to be facilitat d

movements o

Stimuli were presented as

phonemes 1n which one element re.m.ained constant, for

/m I

t al .

and

They also note that

when the trainer exaggerated the

the oral musculature and the differential visual cues.

Th ir account ··

simply a d script ion of l;vhat was done, with

brief s a emen t s to the eff .e ct th t Kipper per~ormed the desired

response.

wer

o da

re presented to indicate that their procedures

responsible for the reported changes in Kipper's vocal behavior,

makin g "t difficult to as

rol·

of

he p o

ss the amount of behavior change and the

dur s ·n causin

those changes .
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Br ·cker and Bricker ( 1970b) worked with approximately 50 child~
ren over a five year period .

ly

The majority were classified as severe-

nd profoundly retarded .

They tested the hearing of each child

-

via a procedure they called operant audiometry to determine whether
h _ r ng was adequate for

sound recep tion.

sp ~eech

Operant audiometry

is a process whereby a child is shaped into making a response to
audible stimuli used in testing hearing, viz ., pure tones of differ-·

ent

r qu n c ies

nd intensities.

call a rote receptive
p

rad· m

vo~ cabulary

~either .

Using

the

They then developed what they
in the children via a t wo-choice

t~isconsin

General Test Apparatu s

O~GTA)

or an automated press panel console, they shaped the appropr iate

ith the

response .
fo d

rom a stimulus tr ,a y

s obj _ct

timu
t

o

GTA

lls on

or example, the child was shaped to take
lvhieh was then progressively cove.r ed with

The re ·nforcer "t.Jias randomly shifted between the

he st1mulus

ray .

e n the child consistently responded to the baited tray, recep ti e

ocabulary trai ing began .

ing objects vere t a·ned unti
rect
p, i

Groups of five 'tvord s and correspond-

the child made five consecutive cor -

hoices to each of the five objects.

The training items were

ed so that each object was the named and rein£ arced stimulus as

the distracting stimulus.

often as it

r inforced stimulu

words r.v s l ~e rned

same procedure.

o object was the named/

on two consecutive trials.

After one set of five

a ne'tol group of five words was trained using the
This procedure established the rote receptive voca -

bul, ry.
Next

Bri k~ex

nd Bricker (197Gb) t ransfor med the rote receptive
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y

voc bu

into a cone pt vocabulary

They maintained that "the key

to sh · t 'ng from a rote receptive vocabulary to a concept vocabulary
to reinforce an act of discrimination based on relevant dimensions

i

and to extinguish the child's responses to the irrelevant components' '
(p. 106) .

such

For

co or, and shape

s siz

ried to

etermine t

io

dim

ple, any object is composed of many dimensions

t the child is not responding to an irrelevant

Responses to appropriate dimensions are shaped via dif -

ferent'al rein orcement an
o

1

recom

d mov

ents

ations

s

cons

t

Each dimension is systematically

e 1
t

tinction.,

beg 'ns 'tvith motor imitation.

i~g

ich

~o1ill

be of use to the child in social situ-

s being precursors to speech sound imitation.
uch as "Do thisu

cue

imita

n t

ng so

an

tiv

p

is recommended for use with motor

from t e
t

hild.

Following the command, the

o be imitated 1;.;rhile an assistant

to im · t te the response.
on

c

ing

ri ls th

s

procedur s.
rs

r

been tr
'

pon

~

ed

n th
hears d

in a r ndom sequenc

to th

response ·s

nd th

sam

r in d

c dur

Over succeed -

re faded until the child imitates the

r s on e s ontaneou ly in tl
t•on h

fuen the child holds the

the assistant reinforces the child,

p ompts

im

A

hat it becomes a discriminative stimulus for

he mov

co

The authors

pr sence of the cue.

After one moto r

a second response is trained using the
second r spo se has be n learned
nd th

th

the

two responses are presented

cl 'ld to promote discrimin tion .
roc ss is rep
u ed for mou t

ted .

mov

t hird

Essentially the

ent imitation and
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speech sound,, word, and phrase :imitation .
B~ricker

and Bricker (1970b) describe a set of language training

procedures tnat have been used with severely language handicapped
children .

Their concern is to describe the procedures, and they do

not offer any experimental evidence in support of their prog ram.

Ho ever, th y describe their procedure in much grea t er detail than
does He ett (1'965).
sp ech to

h

This is particularly important to the teac her of

severely language handicapped child fo r it makes it

poss·ble to duplicate the procedures they used, whereas anyone
to r plicate the work described by Helvet t

ttemp i

(1965) would

have a great deal of improvising to do ..

The procedure described by Bricker and Bricker (197Gb) has a
s· n"ficant advantage over the procedures described by Schell et al.
(1967)

nd St rk et al
d

unified

roc ~e

r ~e .

finem nt of H
al s.

-1

~- ather

tt s (1965)

Schell et al's . (1967'), and Stark et

This

First,, Hewett (1965)

(1968)

than a comprehensive, step - by-step,

Bricker and Bricker's (1970b) procedure is a re-

(1968) procedures .

factors.
al .

pproa

r o

These latter two reports read like

(1968) .

efinement s ~eems attributable to tlvo
Schell et al .. (1967) ,, and Stark et

ch used one subject only, whereas Bricker and Bricker

(1970b) repo t on procedures which evolved through application to
appro imately 50 subjects .

The second factor is the amount of time

evoted to d v - opm nt, a plic tion , a d evaluation of the procedures .

Hewett (1965) m d

Schell et al . (1967) mad

his report

theirs afte

fter six months of tra ining,

approximately four months,

and Stark et al . (1968) present their r · port af ter an additional
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four montl s, t1hereas Bricker and Bricker (.1970b) report that their
proe dur s were developed over a five

y~ear

period, that is, Bricker

and Bricker (1970b) had more tim ~e in which to both assess the effeess of and to refine their procedures ..

tiv

eakness common to these four studies is their dearth of evl ....
dence to suppor t the claim d eff ec.tiveness of the procedures.

only one
conti
l

h r

t

emonst -ation (Schell et al ., 1967) of the importance of
reinforcement in the maintenance of vocal imitation . No-

are the o s

n

r

There

· s not

vat ion and data recording procedures described,
mentio~ n

of an

att ~empt

to establish the reliability

of such record" g procedures .
Th · s cormnon fla

ut" it

and ef

, v ~ d nc

11

it difficult to accurately assess the

ctiveness of the procedures described.

p esente

no

Br ' c

makes

1

r ( 970b)

Based

on the

must be concluded that neither He\vett (1965),
nor Stark et al . (1968), nor Bricker and

(1967)

ve pr

5

nted an

rperimentally adequate procedure

or dev loping v rb 1 imitation in severely language handicapped
child . ,en.

Th y h ve made some interesting suggestions, but, as

there is little

tion

perimental evidence

the utility of these sugges-

n promoting ch nge in verbal behavior is open to serious

quest'on

Experiment 1 demonstrations of the effectiveness of

oper~

antly condit 'on d imitation in promoting changes in verbal behav ior
re ess ntial if . imit t·an ·s to be considered a viable speech train.-.

ng tool.
Lovaas _t al.

(1966) d sc ib

phren · c b ys s lect d for

a procedure used with t'ro schizo -

ra'ning because they did not speak.
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Tr , ·n·ng,
out s ·

~-~h -·- ch

was conducted separately for each child, was carried

days a week, seven hours a day, with a 15-minute rest period
The child a nd traine.r sat facing each other, with the

eac h hour.

trainer holding the child's legs bet'li,e en his own to prevent the child
from leaving

Reinforceme

t

cons isted of single spoonsful of the

c h · ld 1 s meals , and were delivered contingent on correct responses.
Punishment (spanking, shouting by the trainer) was delivered for

inattent1ve

self - destruc tive , and t antramous behavior that inter-

ith training

f red

e bal responses .
havior

The authors report that all such disruptive be-

divided into fou r steps

oc - 1

0

sp

ses ,

the ch "ld ernitte
s

tin
as

on the

int ~ o

St p

u

t't·10

e hal response every five seconds and

r , in ~e , s mouth more than 50 % of the time

0 seconds .

ith teaching a temporal discrimination

~ ds

The child \vas reinforced only if he vocalized

after the adult's vocalization.

adult's vocalization tvas not r quired

t

Imitation of the

this step, and any vocali.-

zat ·on occur ing vi thin the six cecond limit 1;~as reinforced .

the child ' s voc 1 · za t ions "{vi thin the s

times the·r initial rate, step three was
S

step

The tra1ner emitted one vocalization approximately

every

seco

one

as concerned

child .

h"n

a l so for fixating on the trainer's mouth .

d.

to t ,

w~

In the first step, the

s reinforced for all vocalizations , to increase the frequenr-

child

to

ithin one 'l;v eek .

as suppressed
· ning wa

c

but children were never punished for incorrect

p three r.v s simil r

\rJhen

e ond limit were thr ·e e
begun~

to step tlivO, but had the additiona l
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child actually ma t ch the tr a iner , s vocalizat ion

r quirement that th
befor

r ~einforced .

being

Sounds selected fo r imitat ion tr aining

during this step and subsequent training were selected fr om a po ol
of po sible sounds

hich had met one of three c r i t eria,

Fir st,

sounds which could be prompted, that is vocal b ehav i ors tha t e ould
be e icited by a cue prior to any experiment al tr aining , su c h a s by
m nually moving the child through the behavior; second, during the
e rl

stages of tra "ning

~-1as

based on a sound's c on-

is al components, such as those of the l abial consonen t

comit n

nd the open-mouthed vottTels lik~e ' au; the third crit erion 'tva s

"mn

sou ds

hi h the child emitted most frequently in step one ,
~

Step four
ne~

the criterion

s a recycling of step three v-1ith the addit i on of a

sound 'tvhich !()as very different from the sound t rained

s und

tep th ee ·Jas

lect d to facilitate discrimination,

train d ·n st p thr e

n

t p

randomly in

four ·n

The sound

rspersed with the sound being

ndomized ratio of about one to thr e e,

interm'n ling of the t o sounds forced the chil d t o d i scriminbe

_, n them in order to obtain his reinforcement ,

11 steps beyond step four consisted of replications of step
thr

n \

i

h n

new

st p v s int

sounds,

\fords~

previously le

subsequ nt st,

tv th th

~

and phrases wer e u sed.

ned material was rehearsed along

ound in a randomized ratio of one to three,

du

I n e a ch

A new

.Jh n tle child had made 10 consecut iv e corr e ct

!mit t · ,a ns of the adult s vocalization !.

Each new in tr oduc t i on of

sounds and words r quired increasingly fine discriminat ion by the
child

nd 1 nc

prov ' d d evidence th

t

the child \vas in fac t ma tch-
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g th

ltts spe ch
o d

rm·ne if it was the reinforcement given for imitative be-

hav·or that was crucial to learning, Lovaas et al. (1966) introduced
a DRO proced

The tra ·n r presented sounds as in the training

e

procedur , but the reinforcement was presented contingent on the
o nt o
of

e since the last reinforcement.

e'nf r

en s given to the child ,.,as kept constant in the differ -

Th

ent conditions.

authors report that the data show a deteriora-

on behav · or .,h never reinforcements 'tvere shifted from

n

0

In this way the number

to t• e-contingent delivery.
i

r

co tingent on correct, imitative behavior and "t..rith-

t

hold·

re1n ore ment follo ·ng incorrect responding is a crucial

f

ari ble in m

ining :i.m ita t ·ve behavior

n

ol

I

cho

c
c

k"

n

ing

n·c .

au

on

fourt

s

w

n.

d

y

the p ·

t

nd p esent information on four addi-

etarded , and brain damaged , and the

ded and b

ely re

h

t

d

~vi

All of these children

·cally a d usually inappropriate-

sn t h s

a tim

ob·

in damaged.

spo

s

\vO

olf, Risley, &

To of th se additional children "tere diagnosed as

y

ure

· t te,

·

c, that ·

y im · t t d

(~

olf (1967) summ rize their work in train-

an

as autistic ,

ho

proc dures 'tvere intially develop-

ut'st·c ch.ld nam d Dickey

n

o vo a

tion

Th

i 1

ith their subjects .

port on a procedure for establishing

( 967)

lie

' . th

1964) .

e

They conclude that

b

n

h

n

Th

att nd

nt

f so g.

attendant presenting five pic would prompt Dicl ey by naming

.
n our g no D'c ey to r

e t the n ame , f or

33
mpl , "Th" s · s a cat

s nt d .
to~as

o,.;r say cat

t'

After all five pictures had

sented , their order wou ld be mixed , and they would be repre-

p

b

J.

On those occas ' ons \vhen Dickey mimicked the attendant, he

verbally re "nfo ced

nd given a bi t of his meal .

''As a result

D'ckey b g n mimicking more frequently , until after abou t a week he
as mimic ing p act "cal y eery promot ·n addition to almost every·ng else the

ttendant said during the sessiontt (p. 74).

R ' sl y and ·olf (1967) maintain that "imitation must reliably
~ed'a

o cur

ely after a

ic nt

~gn·

for th

nces in speech can be made ' (p. 78 ).

est blis

c 'ld ·s

t

ve

v ri tion on that procedure used

t

th

hi

h

th r # p

nt'n

t

One

I

s thi

II

't

·

0r

1

t "l

Dickey .

The thera -

he is reinforced .

They recomm end

the child is silen t before again pre-

·t ted .

In this manner only imitation is

(p . 79)

hild is reliabl

th

~ith

ord or sound every four to five seconds.

s

o b

t 0

J..n ore

b i

The procedure

ent or control over imitation in a n echolalic

r sents a select
n

ord or phrase promp t is presented before

ha 'or can be exti

uished b

im · tating the word, extraneous be-

the trainer presenting the prompt only

lvh n the child is sitting quietly and at t ending to the trainer.

s ey

bility
ing to

that this is import ant because the prob-

nd Wolf (1967) fe

of imm diate imit tion is great r \vh n the child is attend-

tt

tr

ne .

ter th
ew word · s ·n
and word ·s

reliabl
0

u

d

nd th

lso r li bl

nd imm diat ly imitates one
pr c dure is repeated .
d ·run diat ly imitat d

~vord,

a

Hhen this
the two Hords

34

are alternate y presented

Once the child is reliably imitating both

words, new vords are presented interspersed with the two original
words.,
third

Risley and Wolf (1967) feel that Pusually by. the second or
~..rord,

a general imitative response class will have been estab-

ish d, · e .. ~ the child will then reliably and immediately imitate
any new '..rord ~ ' (p. 7 9)
R "sley and

olf (1967) present a cumulative record showing an

inc e se in appropri te mimics as an indication of the effectiveness

of the"r training proc dure

They also present cumulative records of

vario rs ·n ppropriate behaviors to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the

tinction procedure.

data ·n

herapy and gi e examples of several different methods for
ta.

ga h ring
r v

They write at length on the usefulness of

they

Unfortunately, as with many of the other studies
o not

do they g've an

ay

hat data collection method they used, nor

· d "cat · on of the reliability of their data

record~

ng m thod .
Lov as (1968)

eports on a procedure for establishing speech in

psychotic chi dr n .

The pro

dure is a refinement of the procedur e

d scribed by Lovaas et al. (1966)

The major change is in the pun-

"shment us d for behav·ors that interfered with training from spanking and shouting by the trainer to a five-second removal of all positive

e "nforcers, or

' y resi tant to

hand

when the disruptive behavior proved particular-

tinction

by a loud, stern Hno," or a slap on the

in, "nter f ring behaviors t11ere suppressed within one week.

Punishm nt vas never g'ven for incorrect verbal behavior.
Tra 'ning

~..ras

conduct d s ver 1 days

·we k, from two to seven
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s d i y.

ho

Lovaas (1968) reports that the children varied greatly

n their rate of acquisition

In general, if a child had some vocal

· 'tative behavior at the start of training , acquisition was very
r p "d
t

~

a

11

yi lding

ks o

r

"ni _

s

h

training ,. · th one or ttvo hour training sessions per day"
· i th children oJho had no imitative behavior , t'only exten-

(p. 135),
si e

r ather elaborate imitat ive behaviors within one or

ef orts have brought about imitative speech'' (p. 135).

e presence or absence of an initial imitative repertoire

t

r 1 ·able indicator of the

p ov d

n

rring to th

s nt d

relativ ~e

ease of acquisition.

figure in which some of the data are pre -

Lovaas (1968) notes that the positive acceleration of the

c rve indicates the acq isition of imitation .
p o

dure is not men ione

ve o

nois s

in ·ng

proce ure

"th three se erely retarded children to de Th se subjects made no vocal sounds except

utteral sounds, and one or t'to simple syllables,
with tvvo

Eight residential counselors

20~inute

ses-

'tvho were institution

tat d the re ponsibilities of trainer and recorder for six

staff
ev n

e

ord d

h

Th
for

nor is there any ment ion of the reliabil-

as conducted five days per week

sions per d y

r

k

n.

voc .

cry · n

to

~

(1976)

un

T

ecordi

a

y

The data collection

ions

ith each subject .

Occasionally the trainer also

ta .

tr ining stimuli consisted of 10 single- yllable sounds,
p

/m I, /p w/

/ ee/ .

E ch of these sounds \vas presented

ons cutively seven tim s or until
which v r o curr d fi

correct response was made,

t; this gr up of up to sev n trials is refer -
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red to as a training block.
fo

After a training block had been given

If, after all 10 sounds

one sound, another sound was trained.

had been given one training block, time still remained in the
minut

session, the sounds could be represented.

20~

Food reinforcement

was pres nted contingent on a correct response occurring within four
seconds after the trainer had presented a vocal stimulus,

Only the

first response made during this four second period was recorded.
Vocal r spouses by the subject vere recorded as being in one of
th

fo

H ·

ng four categories .

(a)

A

''minus" \vas scored if the

subj ct d"d not emit a vocal response within four seconds.
''vocal

response

that conta · n

no

no vo,els or consonants similar to the vocal stimulus

rompt d v

o

as recorded if the subject emitted a vocal response

by the tr iner .

pro ide

al

1 to tha

ject
emit

(

)

1.

i

A "correct response" was scored if a

v· th the order of these

the tr ining stimulus

"vocal im · tative" response

d a vocal r

of a "c rre t r
respons

(c)

espouse containing all the vowels and consonants

voc 1 stimulus,

id

A

(b)

't

~vas

vo~..rels

and consonants

emitted by the

sub ~

as recorded if the subject

spouse that had all the phonemic characteristics
ponse" but \vas preceeded by a prompt; or a vocal

th t cant ined only par

of the vo,vel or consonant compo-

nents of the vocal stimulus .
The rel · abi ity of d ta record ·ng 't..ras checked by having two or

thr e obs rv
d

p ndently for

r co d a subject s responses simultaneously and ina

giv n session.

total of seven reliability

scor s w re o tain d w"th the scores r nging from 82% to 90% .

Th

sch dul

of r in ore

nt for

n h typ

of response varied
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w·th the subject 1 s performance .

Initially, all vocal responses

rece ·ved eontinuous reinforcement (CRF)
forced .

n~1inuses 1' 1

were not rein.-

For the purpose of shif ting reinforcement criteria, 10

training blocks for a given sound were considered as a unit.

the total number of

'vocal,

t

When

''vocal imitative, 11 and 'correct 11 re--

sponses for a sound exceeded 45, or the number of

.
tt
.
.
correct·
responses

II .

alone was greater than tl, o in 10 training blocks , the reinforcement
scl dule for uvocal ' responses 'vas changed to variabl e ratio three
(VRJ)

but

es .

emained CRF for ' 'vocal imitative

1

and ucorrect" respons-

n the number of ' vocal imitative" responses exceeded 45 or

the number of

11

correc.tt responses was greater than three, reinforce-

ment was discontinued for "vocal" responses, and Has changed from
vocal imitativeu responses ,

CRF to VR3 for
tinued to r ceiv

CRF

"Correct" responses con-

tVben the number of " correct' ' responses

reach d four, on y "correct' responses were reinforced .
numb r o

"carr ctn responses reached eight or more for three con-

10 training bloc · s~ the sound

units o

secu ti

Hhen the

~vas

considered to

have b en 1 arned.
discrepancy may be noted in the above paragraph .
criteria for change of r inforcement ratio
Specific 1 y
r ~esponses

app ~ear

T"t..ro of the

to be the same.

the criterion which says when the number of \'correctn

'ex.ceeded threen appears remarkably similar to the criter -

·on which says wh n the number of ncorrectv responses "reached four.n
This is all the more remarkable since Hung (1976) emp hasizes that
11

in order for institution staff t o apply the shaping paradigm for

Vocal
·

;~·t
1. a t•
1 on

.LJ.lL

tr

l'n1' n g· ,

cla
_ ,- s ;..a.. f ;

.L

t~on
.L

of the var;ous vocal
...&..

re~
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sponses

s well as objective criteria for differential reinforcement

nd contingency change are :important" (p. 85).

One can only hope

that the objective criteria for differential reinforcement and contingency change were more clearly explained to the residential
counselors.
particularly useful section of

(1976) paper is the

Hung~s

spec 'f · c p ompting techniques he explains..

The first technique is

di f r ntial emphasis of the sound component.
if th

This technique is used

chi d · itates only one component of a vocal stimulus .

In

the train r over-emphasizes those components missed by
the c ild and under-emphasizes the component the child does repeat.
For

ple

tith onl

the f' st sound, /boo/
th

trai
nth
t

if the vocal stimulus is /boot/, the child might respond

o

The

remph s ' zes t e final component, e.g., /boo - TA/.

child is rel"ably imitating t e over-emphasized component,

str

ed.

s

The second technique is exaggeration of mouth

nd manual assistance .

sh p

leaving off the ending /t/.

Labial consonants and front vowels are

a gerated by the trainer exaggerating his mouth shape to

v·su 1 y

provide e sily discriminated cues for imitation.

The formation of

the child s mouth or lip sh pe was manually prompted by the trainer

c. ild did not

"f th
w r

orrectly linitate thes·e sounds.

The prompts

then f ded when the child began to reliably imitate.

techn'que

on ist

sim 'lar sounds.
prornpte

may b

The third

of appro im tion of responses through training of
Consonants that cannot be visually or manually

train d by first training imit tion of other more

easily prompted so nds simi

r to the desired sound .

For example ,
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1

he sound /ch/ was achiev d by first prompting the child to imitate
then / sh/, and finally /ch/~

/ss/

The data presented are a part of the data collected for each subData on the imitation training of 10 sounds are presented,

ject,

three sounds each for subjec ts one and two, and four sounds for subct three .

j

The overal

f equency of minu ses was low.

Hung (1976)

notes that a general reciprocal pattern of responding is present in
th

as "'vocal imitative" responses rose, "vocal'' responses

d t _:

d eli ed· and as ucorrect 11 responses rose, i~vncal :imitative'' responses

This pattern is present in eight of the 10 sounds dis -

d eli ed
cussed .

The pattern ,.,as different fo r

three

~ere

the pattern

eems to be

t\\10

of the sounds for subject

bet~-1een

"vocal n responses and

"co rect" r sponses .

H n

(1976) conclud s that these data indicate that the pro -

c dure was e fee ·ve in teaching imitation of single- syllable sounds
subj cts .

to t1 e thr
ffectiveness

He adds that 'another indication of training

as that the number of 'minuses ,

1

'vocal responses,'

nd ' vocal tmitativ ' r sponses diminished by the end of the training
tole s than half the number in the initial training stage' (p. 88),
and th t
sed

n

lis diminishing trend suggested t hat as training progres-

fewer shaping tri ls were needed before the subjects achieved a

' co ree t

response in each tr aining block{t (p. 88) .,

Unfor unat ly

the proc dures described by Hung (1976) and the

data he presents do not const itute experimentally sufficient proof
that it w s the

xp rirnental manipulat 'ons that were responsible for

the rep rt d ch no s .

He has £ il e d to convincingly demonstrate
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cons·stent changes ·n the subject's behavior associated with the exp,e rimenta

man ·pulations .

Because all of the manipulations occur at

he same time, there lJas no opportunity for the children's responses

to covary with the experimental manipulations.
Risley and \olf (1967) and Hung (1976) present data indicating
~ere

that the e

increases in the verbal behaviors of their subj eets.

Unfortuna ely , the data t ey present and the procedures they utilize

are not

perim ntally adequate to demonstrate that their proce-

c res a e responsible for the noted changes in behavior, although
h y do st ongl

suggest that this is, in fact, the case.

Lovaas et al. (1966) describe experimental manipulations which
sho

d that contingent reinforcem nt tvas responsible for the mainten -

anc.

of voc 1 im·ta ion by their subjects

d scrib

nt 1 ma ip lations which provide a very good experi-

'"P r

mental demons
r

sho ing that the operant procedures they utiliz -

r spon i 1

tion r t

Butz and Hasazi (1973)

fo

and voc 1

the increase in and maintenance of vocaliza-

imitation~

Hence

it can be concluded that op-

erant tech iques can be used to develop vocal imitative repertoires
in sever _l

la guage handicapped children.

phenomenon common to many of the studies discussed above is
th

development of generalized imitative responding.

(1973) not

that

11

tvork on the development of both verbal and non-

v rbal imitative behavio
not unusual

t

reinforc.em nt

(p . 393)
~vas

Butz and Hasazi

shows that such generalized imitation is
Lovaas et al . (1966) postulate tha t since

contingent on the child makin

responses that

increasingly similar to the adult model 1 simil rity

~vere

\vhich was con-
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sist ntly associated 'hrith the food reinforcer, should became usymbolic of re,vard, should eventually provide its own reward" (p. 707).
To test this hypothesis, both of their subjects were exposed to
orwegian ,,,ords.

ords.

Intermixed livith the Norwegian words

English

Correct · itation of English words was reinforced by the

train r; imitation of

fo ced
ords

~.,ere.

the children were unable to imitate the

At first
but

o wegian words was not extrinisically rein-

over time, th

if t , ey \-11e e rew

orw~egian

children improved in their imitation

ded for correct behavior" (p. 707) .

11

as

This general-

z d voc 1 im ·tat ion is reported in numerous other studies (Butz &

1973· Hartung, 1970; Hewett, 1965; Lovaas, 1968; Nel son

sazi
1 .,

19 7 6 ·, _ i sl ey and l o lf , 19 6 7 ;, 19 6 8) ..
Lovaas et al.

f nd"n

child

hat

{1966) hold that 'there is one implication of this

which is of pa ticular interest for therapeutic reasons:
~en

m

b

a

hil

ble to acquire new behaviors on their

o~m"

(p. 707).

t.J"ho has le rned generalized vocal imitation can,

wi h prop·e r training
t

et

develop netoJ language skills

ind~ependently

of

e t erap utic milieu.

Variables Affe ting The Acquisition And Generalization of
Vocal Imitation
B c us

of the differences in procedures used, a number of vari-

abl s ,iliich could potentially affect the acquisition and generalization of voc 1 imit · tion have come to light.

These variables are, for

the mo t part, partially resea ched and incompletely understood, and
include th
K rr,

follow 'ng~

yerson

and Mich el (1965) work d with and three-year-

42
ld gi

J n , diagnosed as mentally retarded

p"leptic

and emotionally disturbed

al1o ·ng 10-seconds to respond vs

cerbral palsied,

They investigated the effect

allo'tving five-seconds to respond

-

on Jane, s responsiveness to experimenter presented vocal imita-

ha

tive prompts.

The procedure used was similar to stage

procedure used by Lovaas et al.
that

of the

Kerr et al. (1965) report

nder the 10-second condition, the shape of the response curve

tas

grossly irreg lar.

cy

s much more r gular '' (p
rio

on

(1966).

t~Jo

ap ea

369) ,, suggesting that the shorter time

d to p oduce more consistent responding .

Because only

as used and the procedure is not experimentally rigor -

subjec

o s

Pe formance under the five-second contingen -

ad i ion 1
lson et

esearch 's needed to substantiate this finding.
1. (19 76) investigated the relative effectiveness of
1

"ning t chniques in establishing verbal imitation in four

two

r t rded c "ld en.

followed the urocedure of Lovaas et al.

thad

~l

B substi tu ed kinesthetic prompts for the tactile

tho

pr mp s us d · n

et od

For

ample, using t1ethod B to teach the

" ' sound, one of the child's index fingers is placed alongside the
nose while the other is placed alongside the child's o~m

therap·st
nos .

H nee

the ncent al difference in the training methods con-

sis ed of the types of prompts used to engender the correct imitative
respo ses' (p
qu

·1y

timuli.

35) .

The results indicated that the t\vO methods were

ff ct 'v · b s d

n

he number of correct r sponses to verbal

M thad B, ho ~ev r

"app ared to produce a lo\.Jer variability

in the number of t a "ning tri ls required to meet criterion" (p . 38) ·
Wh"le N 1

net al.

(1976) is

'P rim ntall more

r~orously control-
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d

Ke r et al . (1965) study, additional research is needed

h n th

to r plicate

nd emplify this finding .

The studies presented in the section on how vocal imitation is
·n d may be divided into two groups , those v7hich begin imitation

t

training w · t

motor imitations , and those which begin :immediately

tr ining vocal responses .

These procedural variations raise a ques -

tion of some practical importance : since the training of motor imitat'on

add~tional

eq ire

time and effort, of wha t value is such

n ?

r

(1970) re i

tun
t·on skil s
men s tha
because

nd functional speech in autistic children.

He recom-

im'tation training begin with motor imitation training
t's ic children'

r

dil

th n

o

r n

c.

ppear to learn motor imitations more

· "tations, especially at the beg inning of an

rb

itioning pr0 0

1

(p. 208) .

ne v mo or performance

lmo t

r comm

s procedures used to increase verbal imita-

ds th

to f cil't t

After the subject imitates

verbal training can begin.

He

constant cue, such as 'Do this," precede each trial

t

the transition from motor to verbal imi t ation.

G c ·a

B er , and Fir stone (1971) examined the development of

g ne alized · ·tat · on ·Jithin topographically determined boundaries.
r

Th ir subj ct

r sp n ' cor

c.t y to simpl

spontan o s im.
w re held one
per

w

k.

plac d in th

four mentally re tard ed children who \ere able to

t 'v

verbal commands

and v rbal

or tw· e d ' ly fo r

repertoire s~

15~

but had no apparent
Training sessions

to 30-minutes

two or four days

einfo cement cons 'st d of verbal praise and an edible
c.hil

s m uth.

The childr n w re successively trained
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to imitate three different types of responses
aminer .

The e response types tver e .

(a)

d ~emonstrated b y

the

smal l motor response s,

involving simple hand movements while seated;

(b)

large mo t or re -

sponses, which were gross motor movements involving standing and
alking; and (c)

short vocal responses 7 \IJhich were vocal sounds .

Ttvo :im · tat ions, of the same type, \vere trained concurrently .

That · s, two respons ,e s were presented in alternation during a training sess ·on

Imitation

(1971) d "d not
i 1

shaped on a CRF schedule!

Garcia et al .

sea constant cue,. e.g., "Do this,u to precede each

in cent a t to the procedure recommended by Hartung (1970) .

The first tt:Vo
larg

~vas

bj ects ,.,ere f irst taught small motor responses , then

motor responses

and finally small vocal responses .

The

t1ivO

emaiuing subjects vere taught only motor responses, and so \\Till not
b

c.onside ed furt

Th

oc du
tra~ning

close

~er

here

train1ng of motor imitations follo1; ed the shaping and fading

s

scr ib d by Risley and Holf (1967).

Vocal imitation

involved a shaping procedur1e of reinforcing successively

ppro imations of the vocalized model .

tra ·ned to look at the

~experiment ~er,

The children were

and \:vere reinforced for any

vocalization that occurred immediately after a vocal stimulus \tras
Tr ining on each pair of responses was continued until
one of two criteria was met :

either (a)

i.m ·. tat ions

ponse , occur ing within lO ~ second s

thr e for each r

ft ,e r t e demonstration; or (b)
pair of respons s .

six successive correct

15 compl te session s of training a

Training on the first pair of responses in each

c tegory continued until the child reached criterion one .

A main-
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nance procedure was applied after criterion had been reached .

1'

Each

previously tr ained r esponse , excluding the pair just trained, was

modeled twice, and correc t imitations '..rere reinforced on a CRF scheThen the pair just trained to criterion was gradually placed

dule .

on a VR3 schedule .

t various points durin g the study, a check by an observer was

made of the exper:iro,e nt ~ s scoring .

Correct imitation was defined as

a r spouse topo raphica.lly similar to that of the demonstration.
For the motor b ha iors, the boundaries of s:imilar topography were

p cific definitions .

iv

ce t

Reliability was c a lculated as the per -

. e of t:.ri ls scored the same by both the experimenter and ob-

s rver

e "ther as being a correct or an incorrect imitation.

The

rel · ability sco ·es for all behaviors ranged bet1..re.en 95% and 100%.

The f rst subject

rn d the first pair o f moto r responses in

l ~e

100 trials (cr't rion one)

a

1

of vocal

resp nse

ot

espons

terion one .

t

subsequ ~ent

The second su bject l earned the first pair of motor

and the r nge of trials to meet criterion

p irs of motor responses \vas bett;oJeen 15 and 30.

subjec t le rned t e first pair of voc 1 responses in 1200

·ials

vac. 1

The first pair

required approximately 3000 trials to meet cri-

responses in 60 trials

Th

deer ased to a low of 15.

Sub- equent p irs of vocal responses required 900 trials

(criterion two).

one on

and trials to criterion on subsequent

and w s tr ined to criterion two on subsequent pairs of
espons s.

During the ma intenance procedure, the accuracy

rate for each subject \>Jas close to 100% for previously trained responses.

On th

ba sis of th se results

the authors conclude tha t a
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topographical y restricted imitative repertoire was established
which was controlled by the recent training history of :imitative
response topographies.
elson et al. (1976), as pretaining prior to the start of their
stu y, taught their subjects to imitate 10 motor responses.

Five of

these were considered gross motor responses , and overlap Garcia et
( 971) smal

a

motor and large motor categories.

The remaining

five responses "tvere considered fine motor responses, and consisted

of

tr·ck·ng out the tongue

ch

a d puck ri g lips .

opening mouth wide, smiling, puffing
The mean number of trials required to

learn each of these 10 motor responses ranged between 5.6 and 22.8
for the four subj cts.

Then
to

lson

oc 11

imit

al. (1976) subjects l;vere subsequently trained

e 12 sounds, four phonemes and eight morphemes,

proc dur s described earlier.

u ·ng t

e

t

ired

for the

o le rn e ch of the 12 sounds rang ,ed bet'\v-een 32 and 295

ou

subj cts.

In both of the e studies
rn t e v ca

th

rang

imitation

Ho .Jever

in the

elson et al. (1976 )

of the number of trials required to learn the vocal

s rna k d y lo,ver than the range in the Garcia et al.

(1971) study.
nv s i

the number of trials required to

re ponses is greater than the number required to

le rn the motor responses.

s udy

The mean number of trials

t

U

rtunately

th se t1:vro studies were designed to

very different questions, and the information given in

each prec ud s more th n a sup rficial comparison,

he most obvio s differ n e is th t

lson et al.

(197 6) train-
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ed mo to r imitations involving the mouth and face muscles , while

Garcia e t al. (1971) did not .

If Garcia et al, (1971) are correct

about topographically res,tricted imitativ e repertoires, then the
procedure of training motor responses involving face and mouth
muscles ~vould seem to have considerable face validity as an important

part of a speech train1ng program.
Garcia et al . (1971 ) examined the possibility that imitation is

not one large class of responses, but may be made up of d ifferent,
topographically d·stinguishable subclass,es which thus defines or

re

t

c

"ts overall generalization .

b en d scrib d above

motor

The third subject "t..ras first taught large

responses and then small motor responses, as a control for

any tr ining order effect
ca e

Their procedure has in part

an

The fourth subject became a i'special

wi 1 be discussed below.

probe procedure · n a multiple baseline design \vas used to
st far gene

lizat · on of imitative responding .

·n four c tegories

~e.r

presented in a

singl~e

Unreinforced probes

sessio n each time a

subj et reached criterion on a pair of tr ained responses and was
el "ably r sponding on the VR3 reinforcement schedule.
was p esented twice during a session

Each probe

Probes were. randomly placed in

the VR3 schedule, replacing one of the nonreinforced responses, such
that no two prob s were pr sented consecutively .

The pro bes con--

sisted of four r spans s similar to the trained small motor responss , four responses sim ·lar to the trained l a rge motor responses,
four respons s similar to the trained short vocal responses , and
fo ur responses 1 beled long vocal responses, consi s ting of '.rords
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cant ining consonant sounds preceding and following those

vo~vels

us d as short vocal probes.
The results for the first subject indicated that increased
imita ion of probes l;vas restricted to responses s:imilar to those
b i g trai ed, and that the number of imitated probe responses

in~

creased as a greater number of similar responses were trained.
resu ts tv-er
zat 'on o
p ob

similar for the second subject.

nRestricted generali-

probe im "tation 'tvas evident in both subjects:

im · ta ion

go ·ng

The

increased

as altvays a close function of the type of respons-

ra'ning

(p. 107).

or the third subject, who had

ce'ved only motor imitat1on training and in a different training
order f om
tatio

he first

t"i<~O

subjects , the pattern of generalized imi-

only to probes simila

occurs a

n

subject

The four
~ bib

to responses currently being trained

•ttl

t

11 motor
responses .

w

treated as a special case because he

neraliz t'on after receiving training in eight

sponses .
\fue

He -was again trained in these same eight

no increase in generalization was observed, he

was train din an add'tional six new small motor responses.
th n tr in d in eight large motor responses.
fou th subj
h ·s

r1

Both the third and

ts received training in short vocal imitation, but

s dis on inued after two months because of the failure to

produce useful p
Th

He was

ogres~

r sul s from the fourth subject indicated that responding

o sm 11 mot

prob s inc

hat the increas

w s not a

ased during small motor tratning, but
at as had b en ob erved wit h the
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Large motor training , howev~er, did produce an

p evious subj e ts.

increase i n imitation of large motor probes, but had no effect on

small motor probes

A further examination of the trained small motor

r sponses and of the fo ur smal l motor probes revealed that
of

r ~esponses

"non-body"
jects

~each

·
pa1r

consisted of two topographically cliff erent types:
espouses

and (b)

which required manipulation or hitting of ob-

'body

p rts of the body

(a)

responses, which r equired touching different

An examination of the

r ~esul ts

indicated that the

four h subject imitated approxima t ely 80% of the "'non-body' probes,
but · itat d only approximat ly seven percent of the "body" probes.
Garcia et al.

(1971) conclude that ''the mul tiple baseline tech-

nique demo scrated that imitation of similar topographical responses
rem ined u aff cted until training was insti tuted for responses repr sentativ - o
~or

111

n

these types" (p

e ch topographical response

imitative
i

G rei

respons ~e

109).

They further conclude that

type~

a topographically correspond ·-

class t:vas demonstratedn (p . 109...-110) .

e th se r sults are intriguing, they are not

and DeHaven (1974) p

t

conclusiv e~

it succinctly when they state that

",..rhether an initial motor imitative skill facilitates the acquisition

ret ntion

rna ns an

or generaliza tion of vocal imitative behavior re-

n nswered empirical question't (p. 171) .

Us · ng .a differen t approach , Schroeder and Baer (1972) investigated the generaliz tion of imitation as a functional class of op -

rant beh viors

This co ne pt of a functional class '''is descrip -

tive; it merely id ntifies a s ~e t of topo 0 raphically different respo nse s wh ose pro b a b 1·1·.

·

t ~e

o f,

, even though
ccurrance vary together
~
~
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only some of the responses are directly controlled by an effective
stimulus

I

(Garcia et al.' 197'1, p

a

102)

That is, Pthe results of

I

imitation training may generalize durably to never trained and never
r ~einforc ~ed

examples of imitative hehavior.

The probability of this

unre · nforced :imitation usually varied directly with the reinforcement

of the other imitative

responses~

and is enhanced as the number and

accur cy of the reinforced imitative responses increase" (Schroeder

& Baer, 1972, p. 293) .
Garci

et

1

(1971)
and Baer (1972) examined the ~effects of concurrent and

chro de
serial

train~ng

tarded gir s ,.

on the generalization of vocal imitation in two reThe girls initially showed some vocal imitation, but

t lo v accuracy.
day

b for

This is essentially the result obtained by

Training sessions were conducted twice each \-J"eek-

he noon

nd evening meals

and usually lasted about 20

Rein orc ,e ment usually consisted of ice cream or sherbet,

min

d oc

s on lly coo

imitat 'on

~a ,

~es

or candy .

sample of each subjectts vocal

made prior to the start of training.

Two judges in-

dep ndently l "stened to the recorded probe items and rated each

vocaliz _tion by the subject for

accuracy~

The

judges~

ratings were

averag d to produce the final percentages of imitation accuracy

score.

Particula

probe items

lin· tat ·on accuracy r.v

sented to th

subj cts ,

g neralization of
it ~e.ms.

Th

r ~e

ranging from low to relatively high

chosen from the initial group of items preThe probe items were used as an index of the

ccur te imitation from trained items to untrained

The probes were used r peatedly throughout the study-:

ch'ldren we e t ught

successively, groups of three items
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by a ternating serial and concurrent training procedures, with four
groups of items being taught by each procedure.

Subject 1 wa s taught

the first group by the concu r rent training procedure, while subject
2 t.Jas taught the first group by the serial training procedure .

Any

training item was 'dentical in both training procedures!

singl

The experimenter held the food

r ~einfo rcer

until the child 'tvas attending to his face.

imit t've prompt .
and the food .

in front of his face

He then presented the

A correct response received both ver bal praise

If the child gave an unacceptable response or failed

pond within fiver-seconds, the experimenter looked away from

to r

the child for five-seconds, and then repeated the procedure .
vo al stimulus

't

If a

as not imitated on the first trial, it '.vas broken

down into · s component phonemes, which 'tvere then taught ind iv idu-

and
th

(b)

t r comb'ned using a procedure as suggested by Risley

nd

y
l~o

(1967) .
on

200 t

Th re \vere t'tvO criteria for ending training:

cutive 100% carr ct imitations of the entire item
·nin - trials

Onc ~e

an item had reached

(a)
or

crit ~e.rion ,

reinforcem nt t.fas faded from CRF to FR4 as quickly as possible without losing correct responding.

The schedule was then changed to

VR2, to facilit , te the presentation of unreinforced probe items,.

E ch p oh

item appe red in the probe sequence once after each

tra ' ning word had r

ched criterion and been shifted to the VR2

sch du e .

In th

eri

tr ining , eac h item was taught to cr it erion , the

reinforcement sch dule changed
b fore th

and the probe sequence ins erted

next train ing item was

introduced~

For the concurrent
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tr in ing , all thr ee it,e ms of the training group were presented repeat.-

dly until all three had reached criterion.

When one item of the

three had r eached criterion, the reinforc·e ment schedule for that item
was ch nged and the probe sequence inserted for that item, while that
training of the other two items continued,

That is, the probe se- ·

quence of -ny one item was intermixed with the training and/or prob\~[}en

ing of the other two items

e · nforcement schedule for that item was changed to VR3,

complete , the
h "le th

the probe sequence f or one item was

s still undergoing training remained on the CRF sche-

it

le
The re iab ·lity of

he imitation accuracy ratings ranged from

The resu l ts indicate nthat

90% to 93% per probe for all probes .
· itation

v 1

ccu

~c

for the probe items increased f rom the preceding

ol o ~ · ng '-oncurrent training

d const nt follo ing serial

and usually decreased or remain-

aining ,

t:

This pattern ·w as repeated

f our r plic tions of the concurrent -serial alternations of

ov

a·ning pr

ures for both subjects over a ll probe itemsu (p . 298) .

Tbe m· n number of trial s needed to reach criterion for the three

·tern groups

id not differ

in · ng procedur s.
p rcentag
ng

o

Schroed ~er

reinforc ~ed

ach ser ial

chedule had been

consistently bet een concurrent and serial
and Baer (197 2) then calculated the

responses during the probe sequences follow .....

nd con urrent tra ining phase, to ensure that the VR2
qual ly maint ined during those times.

o£ 43% and 45%, respectively,

~~ere

The results

not significantly different .

Schroeder and Baer (1972}. speculate about the possible reason s

or the gr a ter deg e

of gener lization ass ciated with the con-
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curr n

training procedure, but conclude that

11

although the advantag -

es of concurrent training displayed here may he advantages only because of the tilay that tr8ining interacts with the probe techniques
used to measure its effects, that in itself is a valuable outcome,
one 'Jorthy of further

research -, ~

(p .. 301).

The studies discussed in this section sugg ,e st a number ,o f proce-

dural v ria ions which may be of benefit in the training and generalization of vocal imitation including the length of time available for

ch ·1d to

th

(

chn·q

t

pond (Kerr et al., 1965), a variation in prompting

lson et al., 1976), the use of motor imitation as a

precu sor to vocal imitation (Garcia et al .. , 1971; Hartung, 1970; and
Risley &

al.

olf

1967), the use of facial motor imitation (Nelson et

Th

97 )

o -e

uce more cons
·

s rial training (Schroeder & Baer ,

1976), and concurrent vs

·no

t

the possibility of tra·ning procedures which pront res ending from subjects, facilitate the acqui-

i.m"t t•v

imi ati e r p r oire

tic 1

nd enhance the probability that the

sills
"to~ill

generalize.

pplication of th se

ariables

Because of the potential prac further research on them is

warranted.

Imit tion is th
sp ech trai ·n

d this

corner stone upon

programs are

found ~ed .

tend d investigation.

tions about the

rol ~e

~hich

the vast majority of

For that reason it has merit -

There remain many unanswered ques-

of vocal imitation> but it is by far the most

promising method for te ching speech ·to severely language handicapped

ch . ldren.
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Vocabulary Building
Lovaas et al.

(1966) report that both of their subjects had

reached a point in their imitation training at which they "had
learned to im ita t e new words with such .e ase and rapidity that merely

adding verb 1 responses to their imitative repertoire seemed pointless .

the children \vere then introduced to the second part

Hence

of the lang age training program, wherein they were taught to use
1

appropriatelf 1 (p

anguag

706 ).

One of the earliest steps in

. eachi g severely language handicapped children to use speech appro , ia ely is the

aming

d ~evelopment

of a naming vocabulary .

s defined as the emission of an appropriate verbal re-

n the presence of some stimulus ob}ect (Hartung, 1970;

spans

'sley & olf
· nvolv s

he

T e deve l opmen t of a naming vocabulary

1967; 1968) .

ransition of stimulus contro l from the

bal·z tion tote

p ~ cture

or object to be

named~

trainer~s

ver-

The paradigm

ommonly used to accomp · sh this transition is as follo\v s.,

Once the ch· d can imitate verbal prompts reliably and with
short

atency after the p ompt has been presented , the shift of

stimul s control can begin .

A picture or an object is presented

along '\vith the verbal prompt
t 'ng the name .

The verba

and the child is reinforced for im ita-

pr omp t is gradually faded 'tvhile the child

cont · ues to receive re "nforcement for saying the name of the pic.tur ~e

or object

he is ask d

11 What

F'or example -

·s th"s?tt

ba ll is held up before the child and

I f the child does not respond, he is

prompted, "Say ballq, and reinfo rced \vhen he imitates the word
11 b

11~

'

The pairing of the object t?ith the verbal prompt is r ·e peat -
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d s v ral times until the child is responding reliably (Bricker &

Brick r ' , 1970b;, Hartung, 1970; Risley & Wolf, 1967; 1968; Sloane

a .,, 1968).

t

The fading of the verbal prompt , by which the transfer of control is accomplished, may b e completed by one of several methods .

Brick r

n

Bricker (1970b) recommend that probes, consisting of

Say

'\ _at is this?

, n be inserted during t raining.
~

child do s not r spond
nd r inforced

\

or imitating correctly .

n the child reliabl

1

ded us

nd

- t·o

to mor

the

r ~ecommend

that the time be t,veen

thi ?n and the prompt be gradually leng thened

t

econds .

h

~ample

If

after several trials, the c h i ld

or the prompt, a partial prompt is presented ,
1

child fails to respond within five -seconds,

If th

b'

o pl te prom

t

is presented

A correct response is then verbal-

nd the part"al prompt 1s imm ~ediately repeated.

ly pr 'sed
r s , ons

responds to this proc,e dur e, "say" is

olf (1967· 1968)

cont·n . s to
0

This proces s is repeated

the same technique.,

sle
q

ithin a few seconds, he i s prompted, ''ball,"

c ild spontaneously fills in the blank by naming the ob-

1

ject ,

If the

t:o the p

ti l

promot is reinforced with fo od.

A correct

After the

h ld is reli ~ bly responding to the part ial prompt, the partial
prompt · s p

s ,_ nt d mar

so£ tly.

The loudness of the. partial prompt

· s v ried with the res onsiveness of the chi ld.

until , h e

t

n e _ "mouths'

continu,e s it alto
Hart

.g ( 97 0) .

th r.

This continues

the partial prompt and, f ina lly, d:isA similar procedure is rec ommended by
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n a variation on this procedure, Lovaas (1968) does not sug g~

s t the us~e of the question uHhat

1s

this?u

Instead, the child is

taught to name the object when it is presented.

Sloane et al.

(1968)

used the question "Vhat is this? ~ ,, but note that it was often omit -

ted

nd the child responded spontaneously when shown the object.
There has been no sys t ematic study of the differential effect

of using the qu ~estion ""What is this? 1 vs , not using that question;
how

er, it

~Jould

appear advantageous for the child not to be limit-

ed s r"ct y to on
ter th

cue for naming.

ch'ld is reliably naming, the first object, he is

aught to name a second object ., using the same procedur e..
o

t

s

bj ects

Then the

re ra domly alternated , and li>lhen re lia ble responding

tabl"shed, a third object is taught and the procedure is r e-

c cl
aug out t e pro edure

T

whenever the child inappropriately

s the quest ·on "Hhat is this? , the trainer tv-ithdraws the
a~~

obj ec , a d looks

fo

child ,

~

olf (1967 ;, 1968) note that once the child has been

ught to name several pic tures or ob j ec ts, naming any new picture

or ob"ect c n be quJ.ck.ly established ..

a

c n n
~e n

it

They caution that a new

consider ~ed to have been learned unti

r sponse c nno t b

b

Hhen t he child has been quiet

seconds , the trainer continues the procedure .

e

Risley and
t

y from th

\v

the child

en it is presented again after other items have

trained, and fo llowing a passag

of time.

By recycling t hese procedures, it is possible to build the
h ild

ts

voc bulary

o virtually any desir

size, with

he limits
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ly b ·ng est blished by the resources available for the con-

typ·c

t'nua ·on of training
can

produc~e

While the procedures oescribed in ' this section

an impressive vocabulary, they typically do not result in

func · onal speech -

That is ., the resultant vocabulary does not enable

the ch.ld to better function 1;'1ithin and manipulate his environment.

nam ·ng vocabulary, produced via the above described. procedures,

Th

it is produc>ed by

in many respects resemb es the speech of a parrot·

rote - it occurs only wh n a -ew sp cific cues are presented; it is,
~n

s ort

nonfunct onal .

Use of

T

functional speech involves the development of a

The tr ining o
~

om 1

o

behavio s 1nclud1ng both expressive and

bil" ties
t- i

u

r ~eceptive

cap-

''T e complexity of language necessitates dividing the

p oc ss i to co ponents vhic.h have

·o

c

~p~=ec. h

& Brick r

(Br 'ck

1970b

________ _ ____.._u_l_a_r__.y"-·_T_r__
in_i_n,.:..!-s .,

stimulus cont ols

p~

separat~e

t .raining pro ,...

102) .

In a receptive vocabulary, ,the

pa ticu ar response t.Jhich is reinforced only in

its pr sence , di f erent responses are not

reinforc~ed.

In this -r.v:ay,

vord becomes disc iminative for a particular response, indicating
th t the child 'knows
1970b, p

105).

d ··, fer nt ·

v nts
(B ick

Sc
r

ly

"Th

he me ning of the word" (Bricker & Bricker,
ability to point at, P -·ck up, or otherwise

nd correctly respond to named objects, people ,

or cone . ts is the g

Bricker

1970b

1 et al.

(1967)

&

spend to verbal conn:nands •.

P~

1 of receptive vocabulary training"

105)

in their work with Kipper

tau 0 ht h:im to

Kip er was first taught to come to the
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p

r wh n his name was called .

imen

e did no

At the beginning of training,

respond to his name 7 the sound of a tap on the chair
'~en

s also us d

Kipper turned toward the sound, the trainer

called h · s name again and gestu ed for him to come.

He was rein-

forced for coming to the trainer socially and with candy.
as ev ntu lly dropped
l

n

ead

i

s

s

uc t ·on

he

i

~bl

turing
.

b ut 30 nouns .

h"

Th

\fue

ipper s receptive training.

stimuli became increas ingly complex,
Th·s te hnique was

panded to include

ese responses h d been established, they

t

h m

sed to t

w·t

odel of th
w

This procedure

i

t

s

d by th

ny informat ·a

the verbal stimulus was presented along

de sir d r

brupt incr
n

or imit tion to Kipper, supplimenting their

oon r s ond · n

the

le

They

on a printed 1 or 0 \vhen these sounds

in o po ated ·nt o the phrase 'Get the

p oc dure

ccom

ke

visually

init"a

Kipp

o data are pre s e nted \vhich tvould help

ontinued

m

lace

lly an

n

supplied

This portion of Schell et al 's (1967) report is

0

v

~vere

The add 'tional cues were eliminated as

1 . (1968)
to

t

In some in-::-

nation of the pr cedur es involved .

the

e

,., r

en n cessary , visual cues

orm of a case st dy .

pli

bot

~

c t · ce .

g

s po

bring~

niti 1 skill was crude and he was given active

nd p

poi r·n
soon

Subsequent commands have been aimed at

st blis ed behaviors under verbal control

stances,

The tap

onse .

to th
s

n

v

The

uthors report that

b 1 stimulus

and that

esp nding to two verbal commands

ni g of two n w comm nds

b ut ho v the d t

lone

re co 1 cted.

Th

y d

not give
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Lova, s (1968) reports his receptive vocabulary training as a
part of his naming vocabulary .

That is 1 the procedure described

above for t ain'ng a naming vocabulary was r un concur rently with the
proc dure to be described here .

receptiv~

The

procedure was begun

f ter the e press ·ve training had been successfully

~established~

The

adult asked the child to nonverbally identify a particular objec t,
for

ample to point to a ball .

The child was physically prompted

to perform the requested task by having the trainer manually move
the ch 1

ur

roc

am

sponse
via

as

us d

earned

rocedur

e

t

h the response .

hro

chi d s · ulta eousl
f

"'

n the expressive training .

the child

scr

n

arm cone p

ach

b . ct

t

~as

~fuen

the f ir s:t re -

taught to identify a second object

T ese ttvo objeC;ts were then displayed to the
in order to make certain that the child was in

d·sc · inati g th

c

The prompt tvas faded foll owing the

stimuli .

e p rticu

r

at t e verbal r

In order to insure that the child

t ribut

of the object involved , and to

~eptive

l ~evel

e introduced to the c ild

numerous examples of

(e . g ~

many different toy

cars)

Lovaas (1968) notes that echolal ic children often persist in repeatin

th

verbal stimulus given

In order to extinguish the in-

echoi g , a varia tion in the procedure '!;vas introduced in
which the i

1 ppr ~opr iate r~

of po itiv

einforcers or the pres ntation of a noxious stimulus,

a

d scribed

Br·c.ke
m

thod

peating was consequated with the removal

bove in t h e naming voc bula ry
nd Br "cker (1970 )

for dev lop"ng

procedur ~e .

eport on the comi?arison of two

rb 1 control over obj ct choice in severely
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t rd d chi ldr n,

Forty institutionalized, retarded children who

h d pass ~ed a screening test which showed that they could perform t he

equired response were divided into four groups of 10, two traini ng
roups and two

contro~ l groups ·~

Each su bject ·w as given a pretest on

the 25 objects to be used in training

Each object was presented

10 times, five times as the named stimulus and five times as the
distr cting member of the stimulus pair in a two choice discr .i mina-

The

tion
o th

eft and

ight placement of the objects was predetermined

b th positions were represented equally and neither position

t

co~ntain

e r inforc,e d object for more than three consecutive

d

trials .

T e order of presentation of the stimulus pairs was prea · ned the same across subjec ts.

dete mined and
ut ·1 ·zed t

\i

cousin General Test

he s

on o

s

u

o t a nin
ubj ct '

he
in th
t

tr in n
n

t

· tern

"als

ct

~

Hen e

airs

procedures also utilized the WGTA to place the

procedure

~vas

similar to the pretest procedure

s presented as the named

choic ~e

on two consecutive

the only reliable cue f or selecting the correct ob-

he name of th

as

pparatus (WGTA) for the pres.enr-

el ction under the control of an auditory cue.

obj c

nd

The testing

objec t.

The 25 o bj ec ts were divided into

ive gr ups of five objects and training was carried out ,.;rith one
roup

t a time.

ob · cts until
ur ing on
pl ted.

Tr inin

~-Jas

c - rried out with a single group of

criter"on of 23 correct responses out of 25 trials

s ess · on,, or until five tr ining sessions had been com ....

Then th

next group of obje ts was introduced

of pr sentat ion of th

object

The order

roups was counterbalanced across the
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u·b j ects in this random tr aining

-0

group~

For the suquential tr aining procedure, the same five groups of

objects was used

A single object tvas presented as the named choice

on cons,e c.ut ·ve trials until a criter ion of five consecutive correct
choic s was reached or one session was
hen

completed~

This procedure ,

contained tvo cues for correct cho ice, the name of the rein -

forced object and the consistent relationship bet1:Jeen a particular

ch i

he presentation or nonpresentation of reinf orcement .

and

ended for on

a

e

bject , anoth er object from that

tly being trained t.Jas introduced ..

0

obj

ts

n each g oup

t -aining

n

uc d .

~as

e

Thi s

continued until each objec t in the group had
Then the next group of objects

cho'ce

¥.7 a s

intra ....

The ord r of pr s ntation of the groups of objects was also
b_

o ot

as cou terbalanced so that the order of

auld not be a factor in interpret'ng the results.

e procedure
n

The presentation of

n

d

c oss the 10 subjects in the sequential training

roup .

H \Jthorne c., ntro
factors .

The 10 subjec ts in this group par ticipated in 25 sessions

of interact · on tvith

c te . of th
o ld

th

group \vas added to control for att,e ntional

n adult

stimulu s objec ts us d in

n ,e of e ch

a l·

jec.t .

througho ut th se s ssion

n

~n

the

given

·O

th

mad e cont·n
control

uring which they played with dupli-

subj c ts
nt o

train~ng

and were f requently

C ndy was given to these subjec ts
amount appr oxim tely equal to tha t

perimental groups,

The candy was not

ny specific behavior performance

roup w s a no tr

_trnent

The second

roup that ~..,a. s given the pretest
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d posttest w· h no intervening training or

interaction~

A postt st, which was a replication of the pretest, was adminis tered to each subject after the subject had completed training.

The

subj c ts from the no treatment control group had the administrat ion
of their posttest randomly interspersed among the administration of
th

posttests given to the other 30

subjects~

The pretest data indicated that two groups could be formed which
ran cended the experimental and control groups .

Specifically, the

subj cts could be d"vided by the improvement shown in the second half
of th

pr t st

the e

a

nt

tw

Those subjects

~vhose

These subject s

performance remained at

nt' lly chance level in both halves of the pretest were called

ta i tic 1

n

For some subjects,

a consistent tendency to show improvement.

e · e called learners.
s

ith the first half.

compared

e

nalys·s in icated that the most consistently signis

l

h

1

·p rim ntal v riable .

n

t

e

t

o

e /n n"'"'learner dichotomy,
There

~vhich

Has not

as no significant difference be-

p rim ntal groups .

A comparison between the

t~.Jo

control groups indicated that the experimental manipulation had no
si 0 ific nt effect

t

Brie er and Brick
"d nti ied as

on~le

learner

hen

m ·n p rfonnanc

in

the

p rlinental

nces b tJeen th

even

gain the level (learner vs

Int resting'y

T.v s s gni ic nt

diff

b

non- learner)

uthors do not report a test of
nd control groups .

(1970) note th

t

'those children who were

ners during the pr t st tend d to remain noniven 25 indiv '"d al
11 plas _

t

aining sessions ._ Their

of this investigation was ess ntiall y
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h nee level'' (p. 604).

at

For the learners, they note that the in-

dividual tra · n ·ng sessions ''mainta ined , but did not seem to Llllprove,
the level of performance " (p. 604).
se ~em

(1970a)

In sum, Bricker and Bricker

to have demonstrated that the procedures they used \.Jere

completely ineff ctive in developing a receptive language vocabulary .
fl1itman

Zakaras, and Chardos (1971) studied the utility of a

hysic 1 guid nc,e procedure used in conjunction v.Jith a reinforcement

p oce u e

or producing appropriate motor responses to verbal ino severely r t , rded children .

truct· ns i

og r,

list

1

f

22 instructions, which his teacher felt he was cap as prepared .

b e of performing

hese in tructions

ev 1 to

br· f rest b tw

•th

d

nted s o 1
r sp nd.

as assessed over a five day baseline

an

in the same order, twice each

n the two presentations .

Each command

s allo"t..red 15-seconds in which to

Roger

R - spons s during this phase \vere not consequated.

B s line

days.

Roger's initial operant response

The c mmands were presented

o .

For the first child)

The t

a

follo ed by training for 20 consecutive school

'ning peTiods 1 sted approximately 30 minutes.

ve bal instr ctions

ere

divid ~ed

The 22

into t\vo sets of 11 instructions .

Rag r w s trained on one s t of instructions while the other set 'tv-as
u

d

o

ssess

ne alization .

attend nt to "t

This latter set and the procedures

ill be discus ed later

The

t~ro

instructions to

which Rog r 1. d most frequen ly responded during baseline 'tJer ,e incltded in th

r

as included to
ject'

~

attention.

in in

group , as

able the

vl

~ s the command

1

look at men, \vhich

perimenter to better maintain the sub,...
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The

ra·ner presented a command and physically guided Roger

through the required

motions~

and edibles (cereal or candy).

Roger was then reinforced with praise
The trainer subsequently reduced his

assistance by gradually withdra"t-Jing his guidance, first from those
physical movements associated with the completion of a given response
hen progressively from those movements which were farther from

nd

the completion of the response until Roger was able to initiate the
response tvi h only the verbal instruction as a cue.
Each tr in ·ng sess ·on began 'tvith the presentation of an instruc tion to

hi h

d prev1ously and correctly responded.

oger

After he

ad r sponded correctly four out of five times to the initial ina different instruction from the training set was intro-

struct' n

du

d.

If

st

c

o

Ll

n

t

oger consistently failed to respond to one of the int

e tra·ner discontinued that instruction and moved on to

on

o spe ific criteria were established for terminating

n th's f

shion .

If Roger failed to respond correctly to

tr

n

th

successive i structions

struc 'on Roger

the experimenter returned to an in .-

as already capable of successfully completing .

A£ er e ch training session
22 · st uctions
the baselin

as determin d

er·od.

follo~ving

The order of the presentation of instruc -

the same as in baseline

ing period, baselin

the procedure used during

During this test period, reinforcement and

prompt'ng were not used
tions wa

the operant response level to all

t

the end of the 20-day train-

proc dures were re~established for five days,

Th"s s cond baseline period was followed by a reinstitution of train~
·ng for a 15-d y p riod.
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Tl e procedure followed vith the second subject ., Hary~ was essen-

ti _lly the same as that u sed with
structions -las p epared .

Roger~

A separate list of 20 in-

Baseline levels of responding were estab r

lished over a five-day period .

35 consecutive sehool days

Training sessions were conducted over

The instructions were divided into two

g oups of 10 , with one group used for training and the other used as
a test for generalization .

fading procedures

~ere

The reinforcement, physical guidance, and

c.h tra ·ning session .

d ys

Roger.

nt response level to all 20 instructions 'tvas re-assessed

T e op.fter

wi~h

essentially the same as those used

A seeond baseline period, lasting 15-

was conducted after the complet ion of the training

period~

This s cond baseline 'tas follo,ed by a second training period l a st ing

0-d ys .

Rel' b ' li
made twice
nt b

r

checks of the accuracy of the data collected were

urin

e ch phase .

In all instances

the percentage of

n indepe dently made ratings exceeded 95%.

The data

pr sent d i dicate that for both subjec ts t here '"as a mar ked increase
in

sp nding during the firs t training period, follo\ved by a de-

crease during the second baseline period
during th

s ~ec.ond

training period .

'li,;ith a subsequent increase

Whitman ~et al.

(1971) conclude

th t ''' the performance of the two subjects suggests that functional
r lationships were developed b etl.J,e en a ma}ority of the specific

motor responses and the correspond ing training instructions given by
the

p rimenter" (p. 288 ).

Stri fel and W ther by (1973) taught a profound! - retarded boy
to m·k

specific re

onse

to sp cific verbal instructions .

Training
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sessions were conducted once or twice a

day~ ~1onday

through Friday.

The verbal instructions were divided into two groups,. one to serve
as training stimuli and the other to assess generalization.

These

latter instructions will be discussed later .
The subject s operant response level to the commands was deter -

m·ned during the initial baseline..

The exper:imenter placed four ob-

}ects on the table and called the child's name.

When the subject

h d established .e ye contact 7 a verbal instruction was given.

sallow d f've seconds to respond!.

c ild

The

During the first three

bas line sessions, no consequences followed correct responses.

For

the final three baseline sessions, each correct response was followed immediately by verbal praise and ice cream!
probe sequence occurred immediately prior to the training of
ec

bhav'o

n _ consisted of three trials on each of the three

beh v'or - at the top of the subject s list of behaviors to he train-

train ' ng trial consisted of the trainer establishing eye contact \'lit

the ch 'ld as in baseline

presenting the verbal instruc-

t'on, allowing five--seconds for the child to respond, and delivering
verb 1 p

ise and ice cream if a correct response

occurr~ed.

Each of

the traini1g ·terns was broken down into a series of steps f.or shaping purposes, which the tra ··ner physically prompted as needed.

The

trainer syst ~emat ··cally faded his physical guidance until the child

would compl t

the response on his o\vn after being given only the

verbal instruction~

If the subject failed to complete the response

wh n the tr iner h d provided partial physical assistance, he was

67

turn d

o the previous step for five consecutive correct

trials~

A corr ct r sponse on a nevJ step of the program resulted in going to
the n

higher numbered step on the next trial.

t

This series of

gr duated steps · s referred to as the putting through procedure.

random s quence consisted of 10 training trials presented in
a

an om or e .

v

bal inst uction that w s currently being trained,

1

reV10US

rn d ,

Tl

tr in"ng s qu

e b

viers on the

ct c rr

s

s

t

he

s q

lu

d.

t

r

d

t

tep o

st

h

n

co d

nd third b hav 'ors from the first probe

t

r ndom s qu nc s ov r
t

spo

n train·ng w s

r nd m s q
or r

n

ulte

the putting through pro.-

dom sequence tvas begun.

r

If the c ild

the putting th ough procedure (verbal instruc-

1 n )

15 cor e

verbal instruction on one or

Af er making 10 consecutive correct responses

tion

o

t

s f ollol ed by t aining tria ls.

\v s initi

cedu

If the sub-

ed learned , and the probe sequence was

ct respons s to t e probes

no co

learned~

nsi

g to the f '

0

b

ad

ist of behaviors to be

item from the list of behaviors to be learn-

th

0

began with a probe sequence on the top

rformed the b havior at the top of the list on all

1

p obes •t

t

t

For the other

·als, the tra·n r pres nted verbal instruc tions that the child

five

j

For five of these trials, the trainer presented the

s in th

nsid er d 1
r

in th

lt d i n

hre
th
r ned

s s ions

The subject was presented
If the child made 14

e random sequ nc e s ~ the behavior
An error b

the child during a

ph si al prompt being given,

hild r turning to t e last step of th

A second
appro-
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ri

utt'ng-tlrough procedure for five consecutive correct

sponse .

re~

Once the child had learned to make the appropriate re -

sponse to a verbal instruction, the next three behaviors at the top

he

o

ist of behaviors to be learned were probed and the cycle
aga n

b g

11 correct responses during probe sequences, training

tr· ls, p tt'ng-through trials
'nfo c d

and random sequence trials were re -

ith soci 1 praise and ice cream.

Star · ng vith sess on 84, the subject 1:vas given one trial on
ac

of f ve

ev·ously learned behaviors during each session.

d

b

· sure that al
e e

re rotated randomly from session to session to

le rned behaviors were

reviewed~

Three behaviors

s cond time

n d

r

~

The

er all 25 train'ng items had been trained 1 additional probes

re oonses on the p

p c

t

ction

ns

b 1

v

h ' ch verb 1 instructions now controlled

e

rm

e

0

rando

sed

t

pres ntat'o

ch v riatio

vith

0

0

t of the
ed th

ubject, and what part of each

subject's behavior.

of different variations of each instruction,

p esented twice.

number of variations 'tvere

includ'ng presentat'on of the noun alone, the verb alone, and

the v rb w'th the pronoun or prepo ition.
bout

v

Carre

t

·nforc

y f urth

Fer th

o~

s

plete verbal instructions were re-

p rti 1 v rba

·nstructions, a response was con-

ct if the child m de any re
s ecif"

n integ

1

On a variable schedule,

ri 1 consisted of a complete verbal instruction.

sponses to th se c

sid r d
d to

This involved

onse that had been

train~

v rbal instru tin of which the presented variation
rt, or

r

onse th t w s

ppropriate f r the
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sp c

·~ f

. c ve bal stimulus e

During the "nitial baseline,, correct responses occurred on
three verbal ins true tions on all days t

For the f inal probe sessions,

co rect responses oecurred on 23 of the 25 training i tems.

On the

prob s that initiated the training sequence, the child responded
correctly on all three trials of the probe sequence for three be-

haviors
q

other correct responses occurred during any probe se -

10

nee .

The s u y o

t·o

the effect of variations of each verbal instruc -

·ndic t d t at the complet

verbal instruction elicited the

greatest number of correct responses, approximately

91%~

Three of

the vari n s , the noun alone, the noun plus the pronoun or preposio ,

t

nd

h

he 1 s

t

o 45%

f

com lete ve b

'ord
tri

el"cited correct responses on approxima tely 41%

c urac

0

of ob ervation was assessed on

of the ·nitial baseline, 10 training sessions, and on

thr

ss · o

f ·o ur o

the: f na

probe s ssions ,.

Reliability ranged from 93% to

tith amen of 98%.

St iefel
sh · p w s

o

instruction with the verb transposed

~ ls.

bil. ty

100%

~1

nd

etherby (1973) conclude that a usef ul relation-

~established

bet' een 20 of 22 motor responses and their

espond '· ng v _rbal instructions as a result of the tr a ining pro -

cedures .

Th

i ures t ' e

present are somewhat confusing .

·n · t· 1 25 training stimuli , the

ch~ld

three on

b~

11 day

of the initi 1

sid red le rn d, and

T....:t

Of the

responded correctly to

eline

re not tr . ined, 1

These three were conv ing 22 training stimuli ·
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uring the probe sequences, the child responded on all three trials
to three behav ·ors 7 m,e eting the learning criteriont;
stimuli~

of the original 25

o t o of the st:ilnuli that

That leaves 19

The subject failed to learn to respond
w~ere

actually trained, leaving 17 responst-

ere successfully trained via the experimental procedure,

s that

Th t is , the child learned to make a motor response to approximately

90% of the commands

train~ed~

C aighead, 0 Leary, and Allen (1975) taught a four-year -old

" utis

o

• boy

12

The experiment was condueted

15 ft . playroom connected to an observation booth via

a o e- a

through 1:vhich observers scored

glass

ch instruc ·o
d th

tia

ollow instructions .,

}!ark~,

w s preceeded by the child's name.

s responses.

If fark ini-

corr ~ect

response 'ithin five-seconds, it was scored cor.-

id no

n the correct response within the five-see-

1e

he r s ons

ond
la

n

h d h d no fo d

he
u

n

s scored as incor ect.
ft rnoon

The sessions were

prior to Iark s evening meal..
JI..

He

the three to four hours preceding the ses-

sio s

Dur ng Phase I, a ba eline was conducted on 36 instructions .
E ch instruction '
m nta

ob

s ss·ons .

rv rs ind

p

s g ·ven once during each of the first two ,e .xperiA eorr ~ect respons,e t~as follo!led by praise.

nd ntly

Tt..ro

ted !ark's responses during Phase I.

Tr in·ng beg n wi h Ph se II

'base

II~A

consisted of five sessions,,

30

o 45 m nutes in l~ength, during which 1ark was trained to follo\!<J

10

f

t

he or· gin 1 3 6 · ns tru t ~ ons,

Jice during

E ch instruction vas presented

a h of the five s ssions..

Ev ry correct response 'l.vas
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wi h a pr:im ar y r

'nforcer (candy or a corn snack) and praise.

Phase

li-B cons· s ed of three sessions, 30 to 45 minutes 1n length, during

which

he procedure was the same as in Phase II-A except that correct

sponses Y"ere follo\ved with verbal praise only (no primary rein-

fore r) .
during

Phase II-C lvas ttvo sessions, 30 to 45 minu tes in length,
hich the reinforcement conditions of Phase

stated

Ph se

c ssed later .

~>las

II

II~A

were rein-

a test for generalization and will be dis-

During Phase IV, which was two sessions in length, a

s cond b sel ' ne vas obtained on the 36 original instructions .
. rk f 1 o

an · nstruction, he '"'as praised ;, no primary reinforcers

e e g'ven .
b

If

Phase V was also concerned with generalization and will

d 'scus ed later .

Th

inter b erver relia ility of instruction- followi ng during

li

y

f '

trai

t

t ' on

n

Th

s . 92
session

ruct~ons .

s onded to 95% of

indicate that lark did learn, in the
to follow the 1 0 training in-

of Phase II -

Dur"ng B

the 10 · n

dat

eline I

he h d responded correctly to 35% of

On the fifth day of training he correctly reem .

During Phase 1!.-B, the rate dropped to 67%,

but return d to 92% of the 10 trained instructions during Phase II - C.
On the ba is of these results

the au thors conclude that the

child h d be n successfully taught to f ollow instructions.
lso note tha
PP '

r d to

positiv

p iring of the primary reinforcers with praise

su t in the e t blishrn nt of the experimenter as a

soci 1 r
h d b

m, nta

th

They

' nfo

n 0a

stimulus~

n noted ·n ear lier sections of this paper, the experi-

r·gor of the studi

nder discussion varies considerably .
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For tun
ous

ly, there a e some reports which are experimentally rigor ....

t

nough to support the conclusion t hat the operant procedures

used are indeed responsible for the noted changes in the subjectts
b havior , and that these same procedures can be successfully utilized
n receptive vocabulary training .

Tra ·ning Productive Functional Speech.

b

of an

If speech training is to

ignif icant value to a severely language handicapped child,

7

must be made functional , tha t is, the child mus t be taught that
c n be used to effect change in his envirornnent .

spee

u se of th ir

n ng . children often reach a point at which

t

nd natural reinforcers can be used to maintain the res ponses

soc

hav

e

ething in his immediate envir orunent, leading to a

h nge

t"sf ction ,

1

p

orne

If the child can be sho vn that his verba l re-

learned .

s o se

b

During the

po

p . 213)
ion 1 by
b h vi r

and s · tu

t

Th

h n it is more probable that language will
· onall

a propriate" (Hartung, 1 970 ,,

t

s

previously 1 arned response may be made func -

n

n

the consequences f rom those used to maintain that

n t e 1 boratory to th

social and other natural rein-

fore rs available ·n the child's d y to day environment.

th

tr ining productive functional speech begins after

y

T pic

e

st

to'r

o n

tr ns·t·on f om
me hod

t
t

of an imitative
~ 1.

(1968) describe two methods for making the

o e sp

ch to functional spe ch,
u ht to name the reinforcer

t

force1 c nt for say ng that name
was

o e wh n tl

epertoire and/or a naming reper-

\oJ

~'~

In the first
Then the rein"This

obtain1n . the re inforcer

s ind p ndent evi enc

sugges ting th

t

the
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tern in qu stion was currently a strong reinforcer; for example, the

ch ld m · ht have been reaching for the
runting" (p. 82) .

water~

or pointing at it and

The child l;.Jould then be verbally prompted to say

nd would be reinforced for doing so with a sip of water.

ter

The second method tvas employed after a naming repertoire had
b

n established

obj ct

the use of that name tvas required in appropriate situations ,

and nonverbal

r
~ r

r

After a child had learned to reliably nam.e an

t

"nfo ced

quivalents, e.g .. , pointing and grunting , were not

"'I

a

child had learned to nam,e doors, and t.Ja s seen

in

to open a door

t v

rbal

r ~esponse

adult help -would not be given unless the cor.1

as emitted.

l'ng the ch· ld to •say door
B

ons

r the question

av or

y th

of m lk

When the
m 'lk.

e included as a part of training the child to

"v

at do you vant?"

They note that some fonn of

if a child is pointing at or tr ing to get a

the trainer

1

ould say "What do you \vant?

~..Jhen

the child is reliably responding in this fashion , time

you Hant?

(delay)

de · ay d pends on th
th

Say milk. n

hild correctly says "milk'' he is reinforced vJit h a sip of

delays are ·ncluded in the statement so it becomes

"lfuat d

(1968).

ch"ld must: signal the appropriateness of the situa -

For example

gl s

(p. .S2) '

sim '1 r to the second method us,ed by Sloane et al.
u

t"on

this by

part of trai ing a naming vocabulary , and suggest a

s

proc du

b

t cue~

ker and B,r icker (1970b) include the transition of function -

sp

T

Ill

The adult might

promptn (p. 108).

Say (delay) Mil k.~

for example,

trhe length of the

child s tendency to em · t the response

~v:ithout

Brick r and Bricker (1970b) also suggest
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hat tr i

n o de,

be extend d to situations outside the training room

ing

th

to maximiz

in his natura

functional aspects of language for the child

environment t' (p

108).

nd \~olf (1967; 1968) begin the transition to the func -

Risley

t·onal use of speech after the estab lishment of

phrases~

The pro -

c dure they re ommend differs from that recommended by Sloane et al.
(1968) and Bricker

19 8) s rue ur
anc
r ly 'n

or

th t ph ase

y

en the child \ould reliably imitate "Out the door,"
t

s r quired before the ther pist would open the door of

ng room.

r

h

h

c · d to use h"s speech appropriately rather than

c ance be avior by the child to begin the transition.

o

amp e,

the

·0

..

0

th

The s

t th

\ ould say ''Out

e proced

"

instead of saying ''Out

This partial prompt vas

th rapist put his hand on the door knob

l

child and the

e is

hild said "Out the door."

ecommended by Hartung (1970), who points

hat the p rticular likes and dislikes of a child may serve as

n tural reinfo ce s,
"ly a posit v
H

i

n r

a h nd p
ook

Th

t

the reinforcing event is not necessar -

·s

r inforcement· negative reinforcement may tork as

or exam le, H

wl om h vi
t

aded· for example

d

unti

nd lo k d

out

ter several successful trials, the cue provided

tra ne

du

0

Bricker (1970b) in that Risley and Wolf (1967;

the environment in such a way that there were more

th

fo

n

dvantag

(1970) r ports on one autistic boy for

tun

c d on top of his head ~·Jas aversivet · The
o

th"s by placing his hand on the boy's head

and simult n ously s ying ttstop it,~·

phrase, th

tr iner immedi

t

ly

\\Then the child repeated that

emoved his h nd.

1 ithin 30 minutes,
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the child no longer needed the prompt to respond correctly,
It should be noted that none of the procedures described in this
section is a new procedure per se,

They are, rather, extensions of

previa sly used training procedures in which the reinforcement which
mainta ·ns the behav ·or is shifted from the 'artificial'', laboratory
derived reinforcers, lvhich are necessary, in many cases, for the
establ . shment of the verbal behaviors, to the more Hnatural 11 , more
norm 1 appear ng reinforcers of the child's day-to-day environment
or th

t nance of the new verbal behaviors,

m i

his shift in re·nforcers

Concurrent with

is a shift in the stimuli that signal

then to make a response from the trainer t s verbal prompt to more
orm 1 appearing cues
'on of Speech Behavior

Ge ne

r•rn
outsid
is of

the area of language

the occurrence of trained behavior

the formal therapeutic settings is of extreme interest.
· tt

use to s end hour

It

of therapeutic time in the acquisi-

tion or maintenance of verbal behavior if it is of no use to the
patient outside that environment .. (Garcia, Bullet, & Rust, 1977, p.
532).

Hence

th rapeutic

"although the establishment of speech is an important
oal

the use of speech in contexts other than those

orig ina ly tr ined should be a concomitant goal of any speech program" (Garci

& DeHaven, 1974, p. 175)

That is, speech training

must ge e alize
Cr igh ad et al

(1973} tested to determine if Hark~s training

on ~nstruction-following would general1ze to a set of nontrained
in tru tions

Aft r

!ark had been taught to respond to 10 verbal
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· structions 1 he was t~ested on 14 generaliza tion instructions.,

Seven

of these were similar to the trained instructions, for example,
111

Bring the train ,, was a trained instruction, and t'bring the doll" was

one of the similar non trained instructions ._

The remaining seven gen-

e alization instructions were different from the trained instructions

e.g .

"Stand up. 11

These generalization instructions were part

of the or ' ginal 36 instructions presented during Phase I (Baseline
I).
Phase III, during J\vhich this test for generalization was made,
consisted of

tl;4l,O

sessions, 30 to 45 minutes in leng th.

During each

of these tvo sessions, the 10 trained instructions were each pres nted tvice

and six (randomly chosen) were presented fo r an addi-

tional tr'al

making a total of 26 trained instructions presented.

urin

the f ·rst

sessio~ n

three similar and four different general-

ization instructions were presented for two trials
s e cond session

presented

t

In the

the remaining seven generalization instructions were

ice each .

The trained and generalization instructions

we e prese ted in random order.
\'laS

each~

Each completed trained instruction

followed vr · th praise and primary reinforcers,, and each completed

generalization instruction was followed by social reinforcers only.
During th

two sessions of Phase IV , a second baseline was con-

ducted on the original 36 instructions.

At the end of each Phase IV

session, 11 rk was presented with 10 completely new instructions .

Each of th se new instructions was presented once in each session
and correct responses were praised
In th

previous sess · ons ~ the training and tes ting for general .-
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·zat 'on was done by a single experimenter,

Phase V was

test for generalization to different trainers

des~gne d

to

During each of the

six 30 to 45 minute sessions of this phase, each of the 36 original

instructions was present,ed once
sessions

In the first , third, and fif th

the original experimenter conducted the procedure using

primary and soc"a '

reinforcers~

In the second session, a psychology

graduate student presented each of the 36 instructions for one trial
each .

In the fourth and sixth sessions , the same procedures wer e

lo~v

fo

d

't •

h fark's father being the trainer in session four and

his rna her the trainer in session six

The data showed that in Phase III , Aar k obeyed 90% of trained
instructions
struct ·ons.

85% of

sL~ilar

instructions

canparison of performance in Base line I with perform-

ance in Basel' ne II sho vs that Mark
·nstruct'ons in B
g n

liz t "o

and 77% of different in-

to

during Phase IV .

follo"~;ved

17% of the non trained

eline I and 67% in Baseline II.
ntirely n w instruc t ions

In the test for

Aark fol lowed 80%

In Phase V, Mark followed 70% of the instructions

presented by t1e graduate student , 64% of the instructions presented

by his father, and 84% of those presented by his mother .
Cr ighead et al .

(1973) conclude that the response of instruc-

ion-follo'l;tJing generaliz d
t

ai ed

dividual

to fo

O'tv

!:;.o

instructions which Mark had not been

and that instruction-follo\wing taught by

one in~

eerned to .generalize to other people .

Striefel and Wetherby (1973) report on the stimuli controlling
instruction-following b havior i n a r tarded boy~

of tra·ning instruction-follow·ng

the

After 77 sessions

perimenter daily probed
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thr

beh viors that t.vere yet to be trained and two generalization

"tems

Responses to these daily probes were never reinforced, and

he generalization items were rotated £rom a list of 10 items so that
al

10 behaviors were probed every few sessions,.

1

The data

sho~ed

that two correct responses occurred on training

items on the da·ly unreinforced probes

No correct responses occur -

red on any gene alization item during either the initial baseline or
final probes

Only one correct response occurred on daily probes

of the g n ralization items .
e child in

that

Striefel and

~~etherby

(1973) conclude

heir study did not respond correctly to general-

ization items as a function of training on other behavior , that is,
general · zat·on did not occur
The

obe procedure used by Striefel and t.Jetherby (1973) is

ogus to the • completely new' generalization items used by
C
t

'gh ad et al . (1973).
r su

s

tan ousl
·nstanc
iza

~er

q "te differ nt:

in one instance the training span-

g ne alized to untrained instructions, while in the other
there was no generalization

on resu

\.Jolf (1967)

s

th

This discrepancy in general-

s common ·n speech training programs.

Risley and

in commenting on this phenomeno n, note that "while ne\vly

acquired appropri t
tv· dely

Even though these procedures are similar,

speech often will

h rapist need not

pass~vely

spontaneously• general ize
rely on this phenomenon"

(p. 87).

Hewett (1965) b g n

neralizing

Peter~s

as he had learn d to say h's f;Lrst word, Hgo n
Pet r to

y ;•go' befor

speech behavior as soon
The teacher required

openl. g the door to h1s ward to take him to
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h

train"ng room .

boot

-nd Pete

A ward nurse was later brought into the teaching

quickly generalized his "go" response to her.

After

s ve al training sessions, the nurse required Peter to say rrgo" before
t king him off the ward to the dining room and on walks.
t acher

as also brought into the training booth for several training
Later Peter vas required to say "gou in order to enter the

s ss·ons .

s hoolroom door .

ob ain a d sire
a d cr ck rs
h

'my''

s also required to say

He '

object during

chool periods .

before he could

Items, such as juice

serv d in the scho lroom were also given to Peter only

sk d for them .

g booth ..

i

A preschool

ords 'tvere not introduced in the train-

These

Still later in training ,, both of

Peter~

s parents wer e

b ought ·n o the training booth and successfully evoked Peter'" s reper -

o

T e parents

j o ·n d

on w
s

h

ch r for

t

s

k

and occasionally Peter ' s brother and sister,

ad th

e

ly training sessions .

ent ·re famil

nose

d.

damage
n

d Costello (1970) worked

t

of m nta

et rdation

em tional disturbance

a boy, Teddy , who had

and arrested hydrocephalus.

Teddy had

ught to say "That 's a" in labeling single objects and "Those

a

us d ·n 'That

15 obj c
"Tho se

~vith

infantile autism, organic brain

are" in la el · ng plural objec ts.

re 11 tr · n ·ng

~

r

pr

a t t 1 of 60 stimu i .

Teddy was ask
w

became involved in reinforcing his

ech .

Su zb che

fo

Peter \vas sent home

e not r

, 'T ddy

nor

d.

In testing for generalization, the

tr ining and the 15 objects used in

ented ·n both singular and plural form,
A stimulus was place

what do

X have

here~

T ddy m de only thre

t

on a table and
Correct responses

'Those are q response s,
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and no

"That~

s

a'· ~ responses~

\~Obviously~

generalized and more teaching was
Another

60~item

these responses had not

necessary~\·

(p .. 272).

probe was administered using the questions,

"Teddy, what':·s that?" or nTeddy, what are those?" to see if these
stimuli would provide cues for differential responding.
of

Teddy~·

All but one

s responses were single words,

Analysis of Teddy''s responding suggested that the stimulus events
that controlled Teddy's sentence responses were absent during the

gen~

eralization probes, and i .t was postulated that his responding was
specific to the CRF schedule used during training.

Therefore, the

schedule was thinned from CRF through VR2 to VR12 over three sessions.
The 60-object generalization probe was presented again with the
question "Teddy, what do I have here?" and with nondifferential reinforcement.

Teddy emitted 100% correct responses.

Sulzbacher and Costello (1970) speculate that the reinforcement
schedule might be a functional discriminative stimulus.

They suggest

that using the training reinforcer in other settings would enhance
generalization of the newly acquired behavior, not necessarily because of the reinforcement value of the edible, ' but because of its
stimulus

properties~

Garcia et al.

(1977) conducted an experimental analysis of the

generalization of trained speech to settings outside the speech
training environment.

Two mentally retarded children were taught to

use complex sentences to describe pictures.

Cue cards were xerox

copies from the Peabody Picture Language Kit Level Two, depicting men
doing the action phase of the sentence,

All training by the trainer
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was conducted in a five,-foot square tutoring booth wi.th one door and
Sessions conducted by the teacher in the classroom were

no windows

located in a public school for the emotionally and mentally handi,....
Sessions conducted at home by the parents were done across

capped .

the kitchen

table~

For the training trials, a cue card and a verbal cue, "(Name).
T 11 me about this picture. Lt, were. presented s:iroultaneously.
rect response was followed by verbal praise and a token.
c

and

as then asked to repeat the correct verbal response after

it '\as modeled by the trainer!
teac er

If the

an ·ncorrect respons ,e , he or she was told "Stop!." or

· d ma

' o!'

A cor-

~o.1as

Training done by the parents and the

done eit er in the training booth or in their respective

settin s.
Phases 1-3
tra · ed

es onse usage outside of the training situation.

tr ·ner ta ght
subject,

ere designed to demonstrate the nonexistence of the

~hile

h

The

first response to a learning criterion of each

he teacher and parents sampled the usage of this re-

sponse ·n the classroom and in the home (Phase 1) .

When no general-

iz tion 1\..ras observed, the teacher (Phase 2) and then t he parents
(Phase 3) began to train th · s same response within the training
booth.

ain, generalization of the first response was not observed.

In P ases 4'""'6
the tr iner who

training of the first response "lvas continued by

lso t

i ed a second response which "tvas similar to

the t ·rst response (Phase 4)~

The second response was then trained

by the teacher in the classroom (Phase 5) and by the parents in the

hane (Phase 6}.

Use of the first response did not genera lize to
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th s

other

settings ~

In Phases 7 and 8, the trainer continued to train the first response while the teacher (Phase J} and then the parents (Phase 8)
began to train (i.e., to consequate and/or correct) the usage of the
first five-'tvord component of the first response (the 'if" portion of
an "if, then" statement) in their respective settings.

In this way

training was extended beyond the training setting for the first re sponse, but only for the first five - word component.

The response

d "d not gen r lize.
Dur · ng Phases 9.-17, a ''minimal" extended training technique was
introduced.
er

Five samples of the response being trained by the train.-

ere i traduced to the classroom (Phase 10) and home (Phase 11).

One of these five

v s

r sp n
thi d

nd

espouses received training, that is, the complete

rained.

In Phases 12 and 15, the trainer taught a

ourth response 11hich were introduced, follo\..ring the above

procedur , to t e classroom and home in subsequent phases.
Du ·ng prob
classro
the cu
and then

es ions

i.e., those sessions conducted in the

and home, the probers 7 the teacher and parents, presented
card along with a verbal cue.

The probers waited 10-seconds,

resented the cues for the third and fourth responses.

s ri s was rep ated five times per probe session.

This

Probe sessions

were he d twice in each setting prior to the beginning of any training and once on
G r .c ia
within the t
th

trai

t

ach training d y ..
al~

(1977) note th t the near 100% correct responding

ining sessions had little or no effect on the use of

d r spons

outside th

training s

ssion~

In addition, the
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training of that same ;response by the teacher: and par;ents in the same
tralning environment, the tra:;tning booth, had no e:Cfect in producing
the use of that response outside the training environment .

It was

only after the teacher and parent had become involved in the actual
training of one complete response in the other settings that a general
increase in responding within these settings occurred.
111

that

They conclude

the empirical objective accomplished by this study indicates

that language generalization is therapeutically elusive and continues

to require further research effortst• (p. 545).
Thes ~e

studies illustrate some of the complexity involved in the

generalization ·Of neJ;.rly acquired speech behaviors.
revi

't<J

Included in this

have been examples of genera.lization of responding to one

trainer in different settings or environments, to different trainers
in one environment
ments

11 of these

and to different trainers in different
ar ~e

environ~

properly termed generalization, and they

·11ustrate two of the m jor generalization dimensions:

the general -

ization of trained responses to other persons, and the generalization
of trained

esponses to other settings.

Each of these dimensions is _

of critical importance if a speech training program is to yield any
functional value for the child beyond a highly restricted training
environment.
eonsidered

The generalization of ne\,_rly acquired behaviors must be
s an

int ~egral

part of every speech training program.

Generative Response Class

Most students of children's language

development would agree 'that very early in the development of language, children appear to exhibit '-generative~ repertoires.

That is,

children emit language that has not appeared in their repertoire pre-
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viously, and that apparently has been neither directly taught nor
demonstrated to tlem by other speakersH (Schumaker & Sherman, 1970,
~ ' To

p . 273) .

the behavioral psychologis t, the

linguist~

s use of gen ....

erat ·ve language is probably analagous to the terms generalized or
functional response class.

A general ized respo nse class exists when

all responses ·n the class show an effec t of a manipulation (e.g.
extinction or differential reinforcement ) which is made in relation to
only a fe

members of the class' (Wheeler & Sulzer, 1970, p. 139).

11

ance of the response.,-class phenomeno n lie s partly in the

Th

impo

ount of ne

be avior produced, and partly in the fact that this new

be avior can result from a properly unified sequence in instructions 11
( uess

Sailor, Rutherford

& Baer, 1968, p. 297).

fuitman et al . (1971) used a physical gu id ance procedure in conJUne

ion

motor re
d

n

set

ith a

reinforc ~ement

procedure for producing appropriate

o ses to verbal instructions in two severely retarded chi!-

In their procedure

two sets of instructions wer e used .

One

as for tr ining purposes , and the other set was to mea sure the

extent of gen raliz tion.

After each training session,, a new operant

level \vas , stablished for all instructions in both sets for each subject .

The traine

p esented the e ntire list of instructions, 22 for

Roger and 20 for 1ary , twice without any type of primary or social
re·nforcement , phys·cal guidance, or fa ding procedure being used, as
i n the in'tial baseline .

After the initial t raining phase (20 days

for Roger and 35 days for Mary )

a second baseline phase was conduct-

ed , l as ting five days for Roger and 15 days f or Mary.
ond bas,e l "n

was completed

When this sec-

training was reinstituted, along \with the
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daily m a sure of the opera,nt response. level!.

This second training

phase lasted 15 days for Roger and 10 days for Mary ._

In Bas line I, both

subjects~

responding was quite low.

In the

first training period, both subjects showed a marked increase in re spending to both the trained and untrained stimuli.

During Baseline

Roger sho ed a marked decline in responding to both sets of in-

II

structions.

Iary showed only a slight

decrement~

In Training II,

both subjects sho ed increases in responding to both sets of instruc -

on
Conside ing the subjects' responses to the generalization instructions ' t is evident that an extensive generalization effect
occur ed.
lthough responses to these instructions were never
'nforced both subjects sho\\fed a marked increase in the number
of such responses during the training periods. That responses
to t ese generalization instructions were brought under control
o the reinforcing stimulus is also suggested by the fact that
the trend o
spouse increments during the first training per a
espon e decrements during the second baseline period, and
s bsequent esponse increments during the second training period
e e quite similar to t e trend of responses to the training
inst ct'ons du ~ng these same _periods (p. 288~289).
Th's 1st s nt nee is

in essence. the definition of a response class.

Baer and Guess (1971) taught the receptive use of adjectival inflections to three severely retarded children .
scr

The subjects were

ned by a test ,o f correct receptive use of adjectival inflections.

T e three subjects chosen for the study were either near or below

ch nc

1 vel when

ointing to the comparatives or superlatives

eluded in t e screening test.
s ts of pictur s,
displ yed

in~

The tr ining materials consisted of 19

ach set containing four cards,

Each card of a set

quantitatively different picture of the same basic stim ~

u1us, for example, cir les of different sizes (diameters).
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Three s_quential training conditions were used within each set
of stimuli .

First, using two cards of a set, training established

the receptive identification of two opposite adjectives .

The subj ect

\.Jas trained to point correctly to one of the two pictures labelled by
the trainer as opposites, e.g. '

'bign and

'small n.

The two pictures

.Jere placed in front of the subject and the trainer said, "Point to
If the child made an incorrect response, the experimenter
sa·d " o"

po'nted to the correct

c rds
t

Or-seconds~

aga ·n after

sented th

card~

removed the cards, and pre-

The positions of the training

ere changed unsystematically and the order of requesting the

o opposites 1\vas random..

e . g ., "big'~ underwent comparative training ·,

one oft e oppos'tes
e . . , nb·g 11 ,

Second,. us 'ng three cards from the set,

big er' .

The three stimulus cards included those

orig ·nally t ained as opposites plus a new card which, quantitatively

repr sent d th

comparative of one of the opposties.

~:J

r in arced for po 'n ting to the picture previously taught as one

of the oppos · tes ~he

The subject

requested, e.g., "big", and the new stimulus

c rd when the experimenter asked for its comparative, e.g.,
These r quests \v re m de in random order.
t ,e rem ·n 'ng stimulus card.
un ystem tically.
tive tra nin .
th
sho

11

biggern .

No requests were made for

The positions of the cards were changed

Third, the other opposite then underwent compara-

The procedure for training the second comparative was

same as used in tra 'ning the first comparative.

The subject \as

the ttvo cards originally taught as opposites, plus the card

d picting th
Thes

camp rative for the second opposite,. e.g~,

1

smaller n.

thr e sequenti 1 tr ining conditions \vere also fallowed
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n th

Superlative

the Comparative

Phase~

Phase~

~irs t~

the opposties were trained as in

The subject was then shown the two stimulus

cards trained as opposites plus an additional card which represented
the superlative of one of the opposi tes.

This log ically converted

the stimulus p eviously trained as the other opposite to the anchor
item of the superlative series to be trained, e.g., udeep" became
•'shal ow' , "shallow" became ' shalloweru , and the new st:imulus re-

On the first trial only, the trainer re.-

presented "shallowest".

1 belled t e ''deep' card as

1

shallow" (t'This is shallow.") and then

b g n a rando

ser·es of requests to point to either "shallown or

's a lowest'

The position of the cards

ly

~-1as

shifted unsystematic-

The second superlative was trained by the same procedure .

Criterion for succe sful performance in all training conditions was

10 con

cutive correct responses .

Subj cts
· th

ere re'nforced for correct responses on a VR3 schedule

ok us th

we e redeemed at the end of a session.

The VR3

sch dule was establish d gradually with the first set of opposites
taug t to the subject .

Thereafter , it was quickly esta'blished for

each training condition that followed.
One or

nether of three types of probes was given to the sub-

ject, in erspersed within the training trials, following that point
at which the subject
·ng condition
inforced.

d r ached criterion in the particular

o be prob d.

train~

Re ponses to all probes were never re-

The VR3 schedule allowed for the insertion of the probes

without an obvious change in reinforcement probability.
Th

t

nsposition 1

mparativ

probes measured the extent to
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subj ct applied the comparative rule to stimulus combina':'""

\vh · ch th

t'ons

hat had not been taught directly in the comparative training

conditions .
tirnuli
tiv

p r

Th

subject was asked to point to one of two different

no'" labelled as a

comparative~

Eight transpositional cam-

probes were given for each stimulus series, covering pairs

stimulus cards not directly trained as comparative in the preceed -

o

o

ng

it ions~
ontranspositional superlative probes were taken as a second

a el ·n

d

i g the ea

j ct

as presented

ing

nd h

s

qu ntit t ·vely

equested to point to the stimulus card

s cond camp

For example, the subject

s a ked to point to the

at ·ve training condition

to th

pain

which~

rds originally labelled as ubig", "small", and

e

d he~

11

The sub -

ith t e same three stimulus cards used in train-

auld be the superlative.

s sho m the th

"t

y comparative training conditions.

s • of th

thre

11

smalles t 11 •

After the

the subject was asked to
timuli .

These probes \.Jere pre-

s nt d four times after the training of the first comparative, and
four times
T

s

ollo ing tr ining of the second comparative.

nspositional superlative probes followed the same procedure

e nont

nsposition 1 superlative probes

se s of cards .
d th

pos

~t

s

but used different

Hher as the nontranspositional superlative probes
three c rds used in the training condition, the trans-

·on 1 s p rl tiv

stimu · i cant in
r nspositional

p ob s included every other possible trio of

in e ch four cards.

E ch of the three possible

upe 1 tive probes was presented twice

tr nspos · ti n 1 sup

and the non-

lat ·ve prob s were introduc d to each subject
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three stimulus sets before the beginning of superlative training.
r ~esults

The

indic.&te that during the tTaining sessions the

ber of trials required to reach
of

suc.cessiv ~e

fi rst and

sets of

s ~econd

1,.rere trained.

opposites~

cr~terion

num~

performance during training

first ,a nd second comparatives, and

superlatives decreased for each subject as more sets

For the probes, the three subjects responded accurate-

ly to the comparative probes from the outset.

Sup,e rlatives were gen-

erally not identified correctly until they were taught directly .

Concurrent with superlative training, there was a rapid increase in
correct responding to the untrained superlative probes.

Baer and Guess (1971) conclude that the severely retarded chil dren had been taught to identify comparatives and superlatives via
di ferential r 1nforcement

and that this learning generalized to

st:imu us combi at ions .Jhich had not been trained directly, but tvhich

· ,e d the same dimensions that characterized the original
tra 'n"ng

rperiences .

These studies
along with th

~lhitman

et al.

(1971) and Baer and Guess (1971),

study by Craighead et al.

(1973), provide

evidenc ~e

that receptive sp ~eech behaviors can be trained in such a way that

they become g nerat ·v e.

These demonstrations covered the d iscrimina-

tion of adjectival inflections by mentally retarded children, and instruction-following by both retarded children and an ''autistic '{
child.

The practical significance of this finding is that at least

some severely language handicapped children can be taught a speech
related behavior which approximates a capability of normal children.
Specif"cally, these children could, independently, apply a previous-
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ly 1 arn d 'rule" to novel stimuli .
capability~

to this

There are numerous l:imitations

but this progress represents a significant start.

Studies of the development of genera t ive repertoires of
sive speech behaviors have also been conducted .
· s that of Guess , et al . (1968)
use of the plural morpheme f.,-sJ.
girl, J net,

typ

o

One of the earliest

which investigated the productive
The subject was a severely retarded

v o had previously undergone a verbal training program

and had developed a small , w·ell articulated
single 'o d

and simple ph ases .

erbal repertoire of

She had not been provided with any

systematic training in the use of plurals .

before the study

mirro

oom

On several tests

J net gave only singular responses.

Experiment one
a one-.,

expres~

as conducted in a soundproof room connected by

nd intercom system to an adjoining observation

obs r er station d in the observation room recorded data,

as di

t e experimenter .

il y and r n e

Experimental sessions were conducted twice

· n 1 eng t h from 15 to 4 5 minutes .

Stimuli for the

s udy cons · st d of various small objects which were placed on the
ble in front of the subject .

t

fol owed
Fa

d ily , three stage sequence .
St ge 1, Janet \v s shown a single object and asked "What do

you s e?u
¥'

The order of object presentation

If she correctly named the object in its singular form

h · n 20 seconds of its presentat · on~ she \vas given a bite of food.

f she f il d to r

pond within 20 seconds, the experimenter correct -

ly 1 b led the obj ct , ~..rithdrew it from sight for 10 seconds, and

then pres nted it again .
obj ct cor

ctly .

This was repeated until Janet named the

If J net incorr ctly labeled the object,

the

ex~
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p r · ,enter said

o ', and followed the procedure for no repsonse.

P

cr·t rion performance for this stage was three consecutive correct
responses .
During Stage 2

Janet was presented with two of the same objects

and asked

What

r spo se .

If Janet made

o'

do you see? ' ·

Reinforcement was contingent on a plural

a singular response, the experimenter said

stated the correct plural label, and withdrew the objects for

10 seco ds .

cr · terion performance was three consecut ive correct re-

pons s
t g

In

presented.

3

a random s quence of single and pairs of objec ts was

C "terion performance required a sequence including three

correct si g lar responses intermixed with three correct plural repon

s

:.1ithout ·ntervening errors .

Cr1te ion for

Co

b g n

and p ur 1 1

~v

re r ver

r spouse to s'ngl
cts .

and each sessions involved a ne\v item

These three stages were repeated fo r each item pre-

Janet

I

gul r or plural labels.

j

devoted to the training of the singular

1

th o ghout e ch of the experimental conditions.

In Co dit · o

g nc·

he third sta e constituted the end of a

els of one item

not us d b fore .
nt d

stage was to be reached before the next stage

et ·on of

E ch session

s · on .

s

ac

~..ras

trained to respond correctly with sin-

In Condition II , the reinforcement contin-

d such that Janet 1-1as required to give a plural

objects

Cond "t' on III

nd a singular response to pairs of ob-

e~establi

hed the contingencies of Condition

I.
Dur ·ng Condit · on III , J n

t

was sho'm five objects whose labels
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governed by ir egu ar or different plural rules than her training had

encompassed~

e.g~~ man~en,

leaf-leaves.

These probes were

conducted to see if her experimental plural training would control
her pro

c ·an of normally irregular plurals.

These probes were

c.ond t d at the ends of five consecutive sessions late in Condition
III

one object pe

session .

Correct responses to single object pre-

sent tions "\ere re ·nforced; responses to pairs were never reinforced .

T e r l"ability data indicated that the 1 345 responses emitted
by J n t throug o t

gre

on one.

both J

h

study, the observer and experimenter dis-

It should be noted that the observer saw and heard

responses and the experimenterts reactions to these re-

e

s ons s

T o meas res of th
ped

d v

h

numbe

f

me
pa rs

from Janet s performance .

v d

of

g

for each new word she was taught .

The other

ed t e p obab"li y tat on the first presentation of items in
rat e

th n one at a time

she

auld consistently shift to

1 lab 1 'lvithout training or correction.

The first measure

alcul ted as a percentage of correct responses displayed in

ach· v ng the c

iter~a

cored as a succe
J n t cor

throughout tr ining.

ful plural sh"ft if, on the first item of Stage 2,

plural us ge was achieved by the third word of Con-

dition I and rna· tain .d for t e
With

The second measure ,.;as

ct y supp ied t e plur 1 label.

Product'v

tion.

One \vas based on

requ·red to bring her to the multiple criterion

ul r-pl r 1 u

th ir plu

ws

re d

tent to \vhich a generative repertoire had

r v

emaining sev n HOrds of that condi-

s 1 of canting ncies (Condition II), Janet's
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p rcentage of correct respons,e dropped ;marked ly~· but gradua.lly rose
as she developed a rev ·e rsed singular-rplu~al usage..

Upon the return

to the no:onal contingencies (Condition III), Janet almost immediately

recovered her previously mast.e red singular-plural usage.

On

the sec -

ond measure , it was again demonstrated that productive plural usage
was achieved by the third word of Condition I.

The disruption of

plural usage and acquisition of reversed plural usage is again shown

in Condition III.
To the irregular probe items, Janet. consistently added an "s''' to
the

nd

- .g ,

mans .

for pluralization

For the probes that required an

I ez/

sound

Janet simply repeated the singular label.

Experiment two 't..ras arranged ,.,hen it was noticed that, \vith one
exe ption

the items used in experiment one had labels that ended in

con onant .

Session 45 '..ras made the first sess1on of a second ex-

periment aimed primarily at examining the possibili t y that the term.n l sou d of a label could affect Janet's ability to use its singu-:
la

a d plural forms correctly and productively .
The basic procedures of presenting it.e ms and scoring Janet's re-

sponses to them were identical to those used in experiment one.
major variations were th

The

nature of the label endings used, their

cho · ce from previous parts of experiment one, or their presentation

n trios instead of pairs.
Item labels w ·· th terminal vowels were presented in Conditions

IV, VI , a nd VIII
ed during Condition

V were

Item labels wi th terminal consonants were presentV a nd

VIIe

The final four sessions of Condition

used for the present tion of words mastered in Condition II,
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wh n th

rev rsed plural rule had been learned.

The words chosen

were ones that Jan t had pluralized according to that reversed rule
tvithout error .

During Stage 3 of the four final sessions of Condi-

ion VII, trios of objects were presented interspersed with the usual
p irs

a , proximately half of the time.
comparison of those conditions involving terminal consonants

'th t

se conditions in olving terminal vowels suggests that the

erm'nal so nd of a labe
d c iv ,

did affect Janet's performance in the pro-

if er ntiat'on of its singular and plural usage .

ch'ev

She

pe formance on 26 of the 32 items with terminal

rrorles

c nsonants, but on only 8 of the 20 items involving terminal vowels.

On t ose
v rsed pl ra

'rs of
G

usag , Janet responded according to the conventional
ru e

o

1 raliz

ords lhich she had previously learned under there -

bjects

~

en the t ios of objects were interspersed with

Ja et sho ed errorless performance .

1 . (1968) conclude that the productive use of plurals

ss

c n be taug t to a severely retarded child through imitation and
ei forcem nt.

d'fferent

The acquisition of conventional plural

us ge in Conditions I and I I I and its reversal in Condition I I pro vide st ong
wer

vidence that it was the experimental manipulations which

responsible for that acquisition .
S ilo

(1971) not d Jan

t~s

nding in conson nts vs . lab ls

He

tudied the

differential responding to labels
nd ·ng j_n vo vels (Guess et a l., 1968) ·

t nt to which differenti 1 reinforcemen t from an

adult mod 1 could control the acquisition of appropriate or inappropriat

plu

11 m rphs

y t\vO r t rd d children.
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A screening procedure tested the subjectts ability to produce
th

component allophonic sounds , and subjects were selected on the

bas·s of their articulation ability on these components as well as on
their demonstrated absence of plurals.
Both subjects began the experimental procedure with reinforce ....
ment training to establish the plural response class.

held twice per day

once in the morning and once in the afternoon,

and lasted 30 minutes.

all

Sessions were

Stimuli for the study consisted of various

bj cts held up in front of the subject either one at a time
pair of

or as

he same objects.

The order of object presentation

fo lowed the three stage sequence used by Guess et al. (1968).

VR3 sch dule of reinforcement was established during the second

nd thi d stages

co di ·ans

f object training about midway through both

both subjects

~·t

ed pro e obj cts

ithin e ch condition .

condit"ons

rime t
non ending

o

\~

to enable the insertion of unreinforc-

~hich

Each subject received two

\ere defined by the type of plural

ich the subject "tas exposed on the training list.

In Condition I, Subect 1 received initial training on a list of
obje ts wh"ch required the /-z/ plural allomorph according to the
ru e of English morpholog,y.

Criterion

~vas

at least 10 consecutive

ob· cts on which the subj ct made correct "plural shifts", that is, a
corr ct plural response to the first pair of objects presented in
Sta e 2 o
shif s,

train"ng~

criterion of at least 10 plural

se ies of probe objects was intermixed 'tvith the training

1·st object .
th

fter th

In o~der to insure that the subject kne~~ the names of

probe objects, they

ere tr ined in the same manner as training
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list obj c ts ' n the firs t stage

During Stage

2~

mulitples of probe

objects w re simply presented for five seconds and withdrawn with no
reinforcement or training given .

Probe objects for Condition I for

Subj ct 1 consist d of objec ts requiring the /-s/ plural allomorph .
according to English morphology .
same manner as th
jects

Probe objects were presented in the

training objects in the second stage.

Probe ob-

e e presented on alternate trials after criter ion had been

ached and consist d of 3 replicates of 12 probes for a total of 36.
Co

ith objects calling for / -z / plurals .

and probed
dure

s

oce ur

l

d /-z/

s·b

f

ndi g '

cts

f

eli b1lit
r t

th

or Subject 2 -c;..ras exactly the same as for Subject

that Su j

~c

t

Otherwise the pro-

actly the same as for Condition 1

he
1

rain d on a list of objects calling for I-s/ plurals

vas

Subject

the training and probe lists were interchanged.

' tion 2

pe

t

2 was t ained on /~s/ ending words in Condition

t

ds in Condition 2 to counter-balance for pos-

e initial tr ining list .

\vas determined by having

t'(vO

speech pathologists

cordings of the subjects 1 responses to probe

pr sene

of the /-s/ or /-z/ allomorphs .

~..ro rds

for

The raters performed

ind pendently and conditions , as -c;vell as \vords within co nditions,

wer
thos

sc amb

d and pr sent d to the raters in random fashion .

wo ds on

ph"c ending

N

' ch the

The data show that
spons

to th

ters were in agr ement a out the allomor-

were used 'n ev luating th

for Subject 1 w s 100%

Only

hypothesis.

The reliability

and for Subjec t 2 \vas 98% .
in Condition 1

Subject 1 made 25 plural re-

36 prob s, all of \vhich used the inappropriate /-z/
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a lomorph; Subject 2 made 32 plural responses, all of which used the

·nappropriate /-s/ allomorph~

These results clearly indicate gent""

eralization of responding.
In Condition 2, Subjec t 1 was trained on /-s/ ending words and
probed for 'nappropriate

g ~eneralizat ion

to

1-z/

ending words.

Sub-

ject 1 made a p ural response to all 36 objects and all 36 had the

/-sf allomorph.

Subject 2, trained on /-:-z/ ending words and probed

for 'nappropriate generalization to /-s/ ending words, made a plural
r sponse to all 36 ob}ects and all had the /r-z/ al l omorphic ending.

Sailor (19'71) not,e s that many of t he words tha t made up the
p obes for Condition 2 for both subjects were from the same list of

st:imul s obj cts that had been presented to them as training object s
·n Condi ion 1 .

He concludes that the effec ts of immediate plural

raining overr "de the effects of previous training in producing a
st b _ and r li ble generalized response class .
Schum ker and Sherman (1970) taught three retarded children to
produce past and present tense forms of verbs in response to verba l

r quests

Th se children wer e c.hosen because, when questioned, they

emitted appropriate phras s about their environments \>lith approxi-

.

mately correct articulatio n of words but did not exhibit the proper

use of regularly- formed pas t tense verb forms.
In Eng lish, three types of regular endings or inflections can

b

added to

V'

b stems to form the simple past tense, depending on

t he sound that terminates the verb stem.
voiceless phonemes
th

past ten

(/p/, /k/

, e . g ., stopped .

Verb stems ending in most

/f /) require a /-:-t/ inflection to form
Verb stems ending in voiced phonemes
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oth r th n /d/ require a /\:""d/ inflection, e . g , climbed.

Verb stems

ending ·neither /t/ or /d/ require a /-d/ inflection, e.g . , painted
and graded .
During the initial phases of this study it was found that the
production of the past tense form I ~d/ ·following the voiceless /t/
h d to be taught separately from the /-d/ ending following the voiced
Because of this, two distinct behavioral classes were defined

/d/.

wit in the /-d/ inflection for this experiment ..

th
are

' ted

111

class and the "ded" class!

ef rr d to as the

"t"

They are referred to

The remaining t"tvo classes

class and the "d 11 class.

chumaker and S erman (1970) note that as the formation of the
present p og essive tense is completed through the addition of the
in 1 ction, "ing"

am

b h v·aral classes

s v ra
sump ·

n t

o all verbs, it was questionable whether

isted within this formation .

On the

·on th t these classes m · ht exist, four classes 'tvere desigor

t

p

nd to the four past tense classes.

The classes were:

-·ng folloving stems that end in the voiceless /t/, e.g., painting;
g

stems

ollo ·

follo~

ing

nding in the voiced /d/ , e.g., grading; -ing

11 other voiceless phonemes, e.g., baking; and -ing follow-

ing all other voiced phonemes, e.g., playing .
f r

s the "t 'ng 11 , the "ding", the ning (t) 1

to

present t
h

"ded

These classes are re,

and the "ing (d)"

se classes , and they correspond respectively to the nted '',

1

'

he

11

tq

and the

tdiJ

past tense classes.

The ve bs chosen we e only those that were included in the above
mentioned classes.

No irr gular forms 't..rere

used~

choose as m ny non-rhyming verbs as feasible.

Care

~vas

taken to
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Subj cts came to t he experimental room

~anc ~e

depending on t heir individual class schedules!

.or twice each day,
On arrival, the sub.-

ject chose an item to earn during the experimental session from an
array of small toys and penny candy .

The subject was told how many

tokens it would cos t to buy the item, and the tokens and the chosen
·terns

w~ere

placed on a table and the s ession began.

When the subject

had earned all of the designated chips . he traded them for the item
nd the session ended.

Experimental sessions lasted approximately 30

minute s
There

er

two types of experllTiental sessions :

s·o s and probe sessions.

training

ses~

Each subject was trained on a verb in both

its past and present tense form until a criterion performance Ivas
r

ched .
d

verbs

Then the subject was probed to determ ine i f this training

e eral·zed to the production of the ttro tenses in untrained
Ano

er verb was then trained and the subject probed again

or gener lization of this training .
throughout the --1hole

This sequence was repeated

__ periment.

In the training sessions , the subjects were trained not only to
discr:iminat

\o~hen

response to

v ~e rb al

to use the past or the present tense of a verb in
cues,, but also to us'e the classes of inflections

within each of these t ens es .

In general, the subjects were trained

on verbs with·n one class of inflections, next on verbs within
another class of inflections , and then on a discrimination between
verbs of these two classes.

one verb fr om that class

w

When one class was being trained, only

s emp loyed in each training

session~

When

discrimination b etwe n two classes was being trained one verb from
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ach of these classes was employed in each session ..
The basic format of all training with one of the subjects,

Jimmy, consisted of the experimenter presenting a verb by saying, fo r
~exampl ~e,

"Now the man is painting.

Yesterday he • , . ?"

The subject

could correctly r ~espond to this by saying~ "Yesterday he painted.

tt

V rbal praise and a token ,.,ere given after each correct response in
the training sessions.

th

s

t

Incorrect responses were follow,e d by "No,

ong " and a five-second period of silence, after which the

same stimuli were presented again.

If the subjec t did not respond

w ·thin f iv -seconds of the exper:imenter · s request, the stimuli were

presented again .

If the subject failed to respond correctly after

f our s c.cessive presentations of the same stimuli, the experimenter
modeled t e correct

of presentat ·an

"n

as

s ~ed l .

ith the other

and ''' Yesterday".

ned .

For

present

ample

presentation of the \olord "paint" became, "Paint.

tens ~e .

Thes ~e t\\TO

presentations by saying,

'Paint. No"t<..r • • • ''for the

su bj ec t s could correctly respond to these

'Yesterday, painted'' and, "Now, painting u,

· ctiv ~ely .

Dur ·n . training sessions
th

subject s, . Patty and Ruth,

The form of stimulus presentation was short -

esterday . . . ' for the past tense and ,

resp

t~vo

A variation in the form

th y s em d un ble to discriminate bett..reen the cue tvords,

b e caus
" o

The subject received praise and a

imitating this response.

en for correc.tl

t

esponse .

pr sent Lens

were randoml

requests for the past tense and for
sequenced in a nonalternating pattern.

Training of both tenses continued until the subject met criterion
pe fonn nee .

l.Jh n tr ining the first two or three verbs within a new
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con · t ' on, s ubj ec t s wer e in i tia lly g iven a series of 10 requests for
he p st tense form , then a serie s of 10 requests for the present

tense form .

The number of consecutiv e r equests for each form was

then gradually reduced unt il t he sequenc e wa s random.
A

probe session followed ever y t r aining session in which a cri-

In the probe , previous ly trained verbs were inter-

terion was me t.

spersed Jith untrained (probe) verbs f rom ea ch of the four classes of
infl ctions .

The same stimulu s presentation f orm was used as in the

ning s ssions .

After eac

criterion training session, the newly

tr ·ned verb plus verbs previously t ra i ned wi thin the same class of
inf le t ons
aver ge o

l-7

re randomly in·t erspersed am ong the probe verbs on an

one trained ve b for every pro be verb.

For ea ch probe

s ss · on , the probe verbs 'tvere newly r andomized.

n·
t

nt consequences followed pr obe ses sion res ponses to

f

n d and u trained verbs .

due d ve b 1 p

ise a d

v rbs produc d ,
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lenc ,

fte

Correct respon se s to trained verbs pro-

token .

Inco re ct re sponses to trained

o , tha t s \vrong ", f ollo\ved by f ive-seconds of si-

'tvhich the same stimu li 'tvere r epresented.

p ated until the subject produc ed a c orrect response.

t o untr ined

This was reAll responses

e bs .,,e r e f ollo ed by a short period of time in which

the expe 1menter looked

do ~m

at the recording sheet and recorded the

respons .
subj

Each of t
s i ns was
tr

~rritt e n

ts

down by th e ex pe rimenter.

n e d or untr ined v rbs

ac co ding to th

r espo n ses du r ing training and probe ses-

~v

A response to either

s sc r ed a s cor r e ct if it was inflected

mor pho l g ic a l rul s of spoken Eng lish.

All other
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responses were scored as

incorrect~

Tape recordings of the probe sessions were independently scored
by two research assistants to estimate the reliability of the experimenter 's recording.

The reliability scores ranged between 94% and

99%.
The experimental design involved multipl e baselines, one for
each of the four classes of inflections 1 running through several ex-

perimental

cond~tions.

The basic design was to train a series of

verbs from one class (Condition I), next to train a series of verbs
rom a

pairs

second class (Condition II), next to train a series of verb
one verb from each of the first two classes (Condition III),

and so forth.

The data shot/ that

in general . large initial in-

creas s in co rect responses to untrained verbs occurred only when
t er v rb

Schum ke

rom that cl ss were trained
nd Sherman (1970) conclude that the performance of

t e th ee subjects indicates that the generative use of verb inflec -

tion

c n be taught to retarded children through the use of imitation

and cliff .rential reinforcement .

They also note that current train-

ing conditions appeared to override past training such that verb
terns that prev · ously had been inflected correctly were ho'..r inflected

w' h a n w form currently being trained.

These results are similar

to those obt ined by Sailor (1971).
~.Jheeler

br

~ in

damag d

nd Sulz r (1970) taught a boy
autistic

variously diagnosed as

and retarded , to use a particular sentence

form to describe a s t of standardized pictures.
s"sted of 13 p" ture

rd

The stimuli con-

from the Peabody Language Development Kit.
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v n of the cards were selected for use throughout a,ll experimental
bases .
l

Five of these ca1:ds were selected for training.

ere selected for generalization trials.

the

Two cards

The remaining six cards,

st cards, were to be presented only during the first baseline

phase of the experiment and during the last part of the final phase .
The seven cards could be adequately described by a particular
sentence form (Form I)

which was defined as including the article

'the" follo ed by a noun subjec t, followed by a verb phrase consist.,-.
ing of the auxil · ary verb "i s" and a present participle, followed by
an object phrase consisting of the article "the" and a noun object.
second sentence form

e k y

Form II, was defined as consisting of the

ords presented in the same order as in Form I, but omitting

icle " he" and the

the
h

erb "is"

e pe imental m ni ulations took place during the first 10

inut s of each 30-minute speech training session.

he d four days a

eek .

Reinforcement during all types of training

con ist d of the immediate presentation of tokens.
e

ccumulated

Sessions wer e

Tad was

allo~ed

When four tokens

to count them out into the ex peri-

nter ' s hand in order tog in access to one of several toys in the
room, h v
men ter.

someth· ng to

at, or be tickled or rocked by the experi-

Each back-up reinforcement period lasted for 30-seconds after

\'llhich work was resumed.

Th

init·a

b s line ph se last ed four sessions, during which

al l 13 cards were presented .

The trainer presented ea ch card by hold-

ing it up and s y · g " Hhat do you see? "
giv n an

no re·nforcement was

vailable~

No other instructions were
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Dur ·n

the five sessions of the fi_r st training period,, Tod was

trained to us e the Form I response on the five traj.ning
Form I response was treated as a three-component chain.

beginning of the next
~n

The

The correct

ach component was the discriminative stimulus for the

compl tion of

sulted

cards~

and completion of the terminal component re -

he deli ery of reinforcement. If Ted failed to use Form I

n any co ponent of his response> he was stopped and given an imita t

·ve prompt for t e missed component.

the Form I respo se before he
p

t

or to rece ·ve

im t · ons

1

~as

He was then required to emit

allowed to go on to the next com-

reinforcement~

o shaping by successive approx-

as ever used in the training because imitative control over

Tod s verb 1 responses was good enough that an imitative prompt del" ered

r a trrong

f

espo se reliably occasioned the correct re -

nse
The
ph s

n r liz tion cards were presented throughout this

t~

' ut

vit out any prompting or reinforcement.

Thus, baseline

condit · ons t..rere maintained with these t wo cards throughout the phase .

In the n

t phase

sessions .

Then

s ss · ons .

Th

baseline conditions were reinstated for six

the Train Fern I conditions were repeated for seven

e

"i.-.7

s a

eturn to training for the five training

nd a continuation of baseline conditions for the two general -

c rds

izat ·on c

ds.

Fonn II

entence s

five s s ions.
and baseline

In

h

~ve re

tr ained in the next phase, "\vhich lasted

Tr ining was conducted on the five training card s ,
ond"tions continu d for the two generalization cards .

1 st ph se

Tr in Form I conditions

~ere

repeated .

This
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phase lasted 11 sessions.

Training was conduct.ed on the five train-

ing cards, and baseline conditions continued for the two generaliza ,. .
tion cards.

The six test cards that had not be presented since the

orig ·nal baseline were

pres ~ente d

as a post-test without any prompt-

'ng or r ,e inforcement during the eighth, nineth, and tenth sessions of

this phase .

Reliability checks were made during the first and second baseline phases,, during the first and third Train Form I phases, and

during the Train Form II phase..
and the percent ge of
For both

A total of seven checks were made ,

greements ranged bet'tveen 88% and 100%.

a·ning and generalization cards, correct Form I re-

t

sponses increased from a range of 7% to 33% during baseline to 83%
and

00% respect 'v ely by the£ ifth session of Train Form I.

tom nip lat'on

produced little effect .

The next

The Train Form II manipu -

1 tion produced a large and rapid drop in the use of the Fo.n n I re,_

ecovery of the use of Form I on both training and general-

sponse .

iz t on cards was rapid upon the return to the Train Form I condiFor the six test cards, performance improved from a mean of

tion .

21% dur

~

baseline to a mean of 67% during the final Train Form I

phase.
Wheeler and Sulzer (1970) feel that their study demonstrated
th t a complex verbal r sponse could be trained in a speech-deficient

ch 'ld, that
r

tl ~e

response t..ras measured '"ith an acceptable lev ,e l of

ability, a d that the response generalized to untrained and

novel stimuli.

They conclude that the experimental manipulations

demonstrated that th

training procedures, a combination of chaining,
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imitative prompting

and differentia.l rei.n fo.rcement, were the crucial

factors in the dev ·e lopmen t of the response ..
Garcia , Guess ,, and Byr n es (1973) also studied. the development of

a syntactical form with a severely retarded child.
al initially

but she had completed an intensive imitation training

program before this study began .

The training resulted in a small

verbal repertoire consisting primarily of
t

singl ~e

as seen five days a week in 10-- to 15-minute

s ss · ons·

Sue was non-verb-

wor d labels.

sessions~.

She

During the

o adults we e present~ one· acted .cts a -model ;:~,nd the· other

t

as the experimenter

Sue

t-1as

seated at a table next to the model,

and the experimenter sat at the end of the table closest to Sue.
Primary reinforcers consisted of such sweets as pieces of cookies

and candy .
In a pretr ining session
sentence production

us d lat r
ach item

~vas

a n experimen tal check of phrase and

completed ..

Sue 1:..ras shown a number of objects

n the experiment and 't-J"as asked " What do you see? ' as
~

s presented ..

s~..reets

'tvere nonc.ontingentl y dispensed on

a variable interval (VI) 30-second schedule during this session.
In Experiment I

experimental sessions consisted of bo th imita-

tion tr ining trials and probe trials.

During t ra ining trials, the

per:imenter sho't..red an object to both Sue and the model, and asked
the model ,

11

periment r

What do you see? l'

After a response from the model , the

sked Sue the same questi_on .

S\ve ets and verbal praise

were deliver d on a VR2 schedule for imi t ation of the model .

If the

subject faile d to imitate the model correctly, or did not respond at

al l, tl e exp rimenter waited 10 seconds before g oJ..ng on to the next
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Each session contained 20 training trials and all trials had

tr ' a l.

The model'· s responses during training trials varied

the same item.

In Condition 1, the

systematically over two conditions.

mod~l

re-

spond d \.Jith the singular declarative sentence "That is one
In Condition 2 ,

''

he model responded wi th singular word label appr o-

priate to the item displayed, e . g .,
dition 1 follo,ed Condition 2.

" hat~' .

A reinstatement of Con-

There was no interaction between the

perim. nter and the model other than the question -answer interaction .

Inter ct "on between the subject and the model was minimal.
Probe

rials were intermixed between imitation training trials .

For probe trials, the experimenter displayed an item to Sue and asked
II

at do you see?" . -1ithout a preceding response from the mod el.

co seque ces
t pes o

s
s st
t

't

prob

ere scheduled for probe responses .
tr ils .

No

There \.Jere two

(a) Probe trials that made use of trained

e e int rm· ed among training trials each session.

They con,...

of t'o probe trials that displayed the item used in training

ials d r ' ng th t particular session

and an additional number of

p obe tri ls that displayed, singly, those items used in training

tri ·ls of previous sessions

The number of these additional items

v

depending on the number of previously

' ed between zero and four

trained ' tems.

These probes mea sured the transfer from imi tation of

the model

to

lab ling of

n object, with

rec iv·ng

t

aining

trials th

t

made use of untr in d item

Th s

measures, the same item

and other "tems not receiving training.

probe trials and training trials in th
t ~o n.

t"tvO

(b) Probe

were intermixed among the
last session of each condi-

prob s consisted of six items, each individually dis-
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played twice.

In all cases, probes were intermixed among training

trials such th t a probe trial was always preceded and f ollowed by a
training

trial~

The model scored all

responses~

from recorded tapes of the session .

Reliability measures were taken
An observer listened to a random

select ·an of sessions, with at least two
t·on.

s ~essio ns

from each condi-

Reliabilities for imitation training trials and probe trails

t4lere 98% and 88% respectively._
The results indicate that Sue '·s imitation of the model was uni, orrnly high in all conditions.

pretraining

The probe data indicates that in the

session, all items were labelled in the singular word

During Condition 1, Sue responded with high level of correct

form .

se t nee usage for both types of probes .

During Condition 2, there

w s a decrease in the use of sentences for both types of probes to
0%

and an

trials

\

inc~ea

e in the use of single

labels during probe

n Condition 1 was reinstituted, there was an increase in

se tence labels for each type of probe

0% in single \vord 1 belling.

sentence and singular
control

~ord

t

and a concurrent decrease to

Garcia et al . (1973) note that singular

ord labeling

~.Jere

brought under experimental

and that the control was extended to the labeling of items

not immedi tely preceded by a modelts responses and als o to items
t at were never 1 belled by the model~

Experiment II replicated Experiment I by investigating the
development of a simple declarative sentence in plural f onn with the
same su bject ,

Only two changes were made in the training procedure

design d for Exper~nent I

Pair s of items were now displayed in all
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·a s and the model'· s response was ej.ther the plural sentence form or

t

th

single word plural f;orm .

TO.e- t-r.a ini,ng ±tems- we-re tho$e used in

E per :im en t I • ·

Reliabilities for training trials and probe trials were 92% and

84% r spectively .

Initially

Sue's imitation was low, but increased

rapidly from zero per session to the maximum of 20 per session in the
first six sessions .,

Consequently, imitation was high in all condi-

tions .
Th

d t

die te that during the pretraining session, Sue did

i

n t use any plur 1 labels.

In Condition 1, plural sentence responses

increa ed to above 80% for both types of probes.
n Cond"tion 2

at 0%

r

s · creased to above 70% for both types of probes.

b

plura

r

ting Condit'on 1 r
or

pons

1 bels to 0%.

Re -

ulted in an increase in plural sentence

ach type of probe and a decrease in one-\.Jord plural

G rei

m nt II replic t
i

plural sentence responses for both

robes returned to 0%, while,, concurrently, single word

p s of

ins

Single word plurals

et al . (1973) note that the results of Experi-

the findings of Experiment I:

the use of a speci-

plur 1 s n ence label and single word plural label were brought
perimental centro .

und r

ith r of the t\.JO previous experiments examined the function o~
the sen duled

~ p riment III tv s designed tQ determine if the modeling

l!espons ..
of the

onsequ nee . for :i.mitati~n o.f any spec~.fied labelling

s onse al ne mioht have tfie same e;Efect .a. s .itlQde1ing and re"7

·n,f qrcement!

Th

tr

nin

items u ed in th

previous experim nts \vere

lso

110 .

used in Exp riment III~
perimental setting

A second mod ,e l was int·r oduced into the ex-

Each sess~on .consisted of 20 training trials in

which the experimenter held up a single object and directed the
q uestion "What do you se ~e? '· '· first to one model , then to. t·· he oth er ,,

then to the subject .

Which model was asked firs t on each trial was

d termined randomly.

Model I answered ''That is one
~~-

II

nswered "These are two

---

sa.

1
''

Model

The plural label was over -

emphasized b cause Sue had an articulation problem~

Ther
(basel· ne)

re four conditions in this experiment~

Premeasure

during which all items were displayed to Sue twice each

ithout any response from the models, and sweets were delivered on a

noncontingent VI 30-second schedule; Condition I, in which consequ

nc ~es

ting

t

were

provid ~ed

for singular sentence imitation, that is, imi-

Condition 2

lodel I

in which consequences were provided for

plu al sentence imitation, that is, imitating Model II; and a reint

t

ent of th

Condition I contingency .

The probe techni,q ue was similar to that used previously.

During

a pro e tri 1 the experimenter displayed an object and directed the
question "Hhat do you see? ' 1 to Sue \Jithout any previous response from
the mod Is .

During each session there vTere six probe trails con-

sisting of displays of those items used either presently or pre ....
vi

sly in imitatlon tr 'ning

trials~

\~en

Sue had met 70% correct

imitation c.rit rion on a item being trained, 12 additional probe
tri ls were inserted in the succeeding session.

the same nev r-trained i ems used
Data wer

These probes used

previously~

r corded by both models and their trail-by-trial
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agreement was used to compute interobserver

reliability~

Reliability between the two models ranged between 80% and 100%
with a mean of 96 . 4% for training trials, and 67% to 100% with a mean

of 86.5% for probe

~rials.

During reinforcemen t for singular sentence labelling, a gradual
inc ease was seen in Sue's singular sentence labels, with a concur rent decrease in plural sentence labelling.

In Condition 2, there

Mas a gradual increase in plural sentence labels accompanied by a
gr du 1 d

n

1 res lted in

of singular sentence labels.

Reinsta ting Condition

n increase in the singular sentence labels and a de-

crease in plural sentence labelling,
In th
\it

premeasure session of probe labelling, Sue responded only

p ural sentence responses to both types of pr obes.

th

e

as a shift in

In Condition

robe responding from plural sentence label -

i g to singul r se ten

labelling .

Concurrently, plural sentence

1 b 11· g de reas d to 0% for both probe types.

In Condition 2,

plural s ntence responding reached 67% for trained items and 58% for
nt- ined "terns

while singular sentence responding decreased to 0%.

\ith the reinstatement of Condition l, singular sentence labelling

re che

h " h of 83% for trained and 75% for untrained probe items.

Plural sentence respond ing decreased to 0%.
G rcia et al . ( 973 ) feel that these data demonstrate the
tion of th

reinforcer in controlling selection between the sentence

b havior of two models and
us

func~

of that

sults of th s

entence

uggest its importance in the generalized

str ucture~

They state that the cumulative re -

studies indicate the experimental development and con-
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trol of simple syntactical

usage~

and that this

us~e

generalize beyond those items specitically trained.

was shown to
They note that

when the teaching technique of modeling and differential reinforce m

~ nt

of imitat ion combined as one procedure was applied, accompaning

con trol over

non~trained

exemplars of the trained behavior was also

demonstrated .
practical implications of these results are, they feel,

Th

1

apparen
al use

train·ng a specific example of syn tax leads to addition-

of s:imilar syntax under conditions not specifically trained"

( . 309- 310).

The s udie

discussed here provide strong evidence that pro -

d ctive speech behaviors can be trained in such a way that they beco e generat·ve.
beh

so be trained as generative

iors can

Sulz ~er

(1970) feel that ''much of languag e other than

he resp nse class model ,, (p. 140).

howeve
spon

To -

sp nses can b e at least theoretically analyzed in terms

· tativ

of

classes.

cone ptualized and trained as response classes.

b

m

0

\fueeler and
·

respons ~e

these f ·ndings suggest that perhaps a great many speech be-

t

h

This suppliments the finding that receptive speech

~es.

l..rhy

~.Jheeler

It is not entirely clear,

and Sulzer (1970) wish to exclude imitative re-

Indeed , several of the studies presented earlier in the

amination of the phenomenon of generalization of imitative respond..d ~emonstrate

th

t

fulitativ

tion of a re ponse class, viz

r sponding can indeed meet the defini ~A

generalized response class exists

wh n all r sponses in the class show an effect of a manipulation
which i

m de in r lat ·on to only

f w members of the classt•
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(Wheeler & Sulzer, 197'0, p. 139)

-e

It is concluded? therefore, that

imitation can be taught in such a way that it! too, becomes a genr-

erative

r ~esponse

class .

The studies of generative response c lasse s
r ~eceptiv ~e

treated

and

expressiv ~e

revi ~ewed

above hav e

s kills independently, while, as

Guess (1969) notes , a "eorrnnonsense analysis would suggest that recepti\J''e language is highly influential in the development of pro ....
ductive speechn (p. 55) .

If this in fact is true, it would behoove

the teacher of speech to language handicapped children to begin with
re eptiv

training.

Guess (1969) conducted a functional analysis of receptive language and productive speech with two retarded children.
th

acquisition of the plural morpheme as the class of behaviors to

he subjects were screened to determine that each did

be studied.
not
hon

He selected

lready

ave a plural concept , and that he could articulate the

s /s/

nd /z/

vhich t...rere necessary to express plural words .

Bob 1 s expr ssive speech was characterized by th e use of single words
nd short,
ple

s ~ent

s~ple

phrases .

Ken was quite verbal and often used

sim~

nces

The study was performed in a snail, soundproof room connected
by a one-way mirror to an adjoining observation room ,.

The subject

was seated at a table directly across f rom the experimenter.

Each

session was taped to allow later verification of scoring .
Pre-train ing procedures, in which the children were taught a
size discrimination,. were u sed to establ ish an intermitten t rein.forceme n t sch dule (VR3 ).

This was done to accomodate unreinforced
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probes used in subsequent sessions..

Chips were used as reinforcers

They were redeemed at the end of each session

for correct responses.

for a variety of sweets and/or small toys.
In Condition I, receptive auditory training of the singularplural word dimension followed the establishment of stable performance on the VR3 schedule of reinforcement.,

This training followed

the three stage sequence used by Guess et al. (1968) and by Sailor

(1971).
ob· ct
in

C iteria on all three stages had to be met before the next
~

s ·ntroduced

s r es.

sio s.

Each new object thus required its own train-

s many as four objects were presented during some ses-

pool of 30 different objects was used for this training.

1o t objects

'\~ere

represented by one or two syllable words.

verbal probe for plural acquisition was given at the end of
the

r

ining

eries for each object.

For this probe, the subject \vas

pr s nted the obje t(s) of the prece ing auditory training series
n

th

bjec (s) to be used for the subsequent training series.

The subject

as fi rst shown the single object used in the prior

training t sk and asked
pair of

"\\That do

ou see? 11

He was then shown a

hose objects and the question t..:ras repeated.

The subject

'v s th n presented with the object (s) to be used in the subsequent
training task in the same manner .
probes w re not rein£ arced oe
1 beled the single

The subject's responses to these

The child

't~Jas

corrected only if he mis-

object~

In Condition II

productive plural training took place.

of pointing to the object( )

t

Instead

e child was required to respond verb-

ally w · th their sin ular or plural labels..

The s quence of present-
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t'ons was identical to that used in Condition I.
shown either one or a pair

The subject was

ot objects and asked, "What do you see?P

The same criteria were required for correct labeling responses .
There were no probes of any

sort~

For Condition III, reversed receptive plural training was conducted vherein reinforcers were delivered for pointing to a single
object when given its plural label and for pointing to the pair of
objects

hen presented \vith their singular label ._

Expressiv e plural

ere used as in Condition I.

probe

Cond·t·on III

~o~as

followed by training sessions that reversed

the children s receptive singular-plural responses and left them
with a norm 1 use of singulars and plurals at both the receptive and
eJ

press ·v

levels

erfo

a ce of the t"tvO subjects indicated that their receptive
s functionally independent of their expres sive speech

hension

m

n the

ram tically productive acquisition of the plural morpheme .

n Cond'tion I, the auditory discrimination of singular and plural
ords

wh ·1e gramatically generative , did not generalize to the pro-

dective sp ech of either subject .

In Condition III, each subject

continu d to co rect y use singulars and plurals in the unreinforced
pressive p obes Nhile, at the same time, they \vere receptively
r v

h

s

r

1 bels f om t

pointing response in ans"tver to singular and plural
exp riment .

Guess (1969) concludes that the study

s ggests that r ceptive language and expressive speech can be two
sep rate and functionally independ nt classes 0f behavior!
G

ss

nd Baer (1973) not

that th

Gu e ss (1969) study was not
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competent to demonstrate that training one language repertoire,
either productive or receptive, would not facilitate acquisition of
the other repertoire:t even though there was no direct generalization
from one to the other . · In Experiment I of their study, Guess and
Baer (1973) examine whether a plural rule wou ld generalize between
two language modalities, receptive and productive, if both modalities

wer

being maintained and extended simultaneously~

Experiment II

was to determ.ine how to produce appropriate generalization if it
failed to emerge, or how to analyze any appropria te generalization
that did occur.
Four se erely retarded children were selected as subjects.
pretest established that each subject
articulat ~e

~vas

A

able to label objects and

the .... s and -es sounds necessary for plurals, bu t did not

display a ready generalized plural usage at either the receptive or

productive

vel.

The study ,., s conducted in a small soundproof room connected by
one-way mirror and intercom system to an adjoining observation room.
11 trials requiring a verbal response from the subject '"ere tape
recorded to allow later verification of scoring.

A small store,

located across the hall fron1 the experimen tal room, contained numerous commodities which served as back-up reinforcers that could be
purchased w ' th tokens earned in the sessions.
The training materials used were 74 trios of identical objects._
F'orty sets of objects required .-.s endings in the f onnation of
plurals ; 34 s ts 'required -es endings .

Training sessions were held

ach w el day except for occasional unavoidable absences of the sub-
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j cts

nd experimen ters .

I n general, each session lasted 30 minutes.

Each successive object trained was a new one, not previously used in
training , unt ' 1 the 40 objec t s requiring -s .... ending plurals and 34 ob. cts requiring - es- ending plurals were exhausted.

Then the objects

ere re-used in the same order ; these cycles were repeated until t he
end of the study .

Evidenc·e of genera tiv e plural usage was examined

he lists were repeated .

before

The bas1c experimental procedures consisted of concurrent
tr

i~

ing of both

peech (labelling) and receptive comprehension

( o·nting) as spar te training baselines.

Training in one modality

s restricted to objects requiring -s-endings for pluralization;
train'ng in the other modality was restricted to objects re quiring
-e- nd ' ngs f r pluralization.
in in

ere identical for items requiring either

on .
1.

volv d.

The procedures for receptive plural

Tr 'nin

(1968)

ues

rS

or -es plural-

followed the three stage sequence used by Gue ss
(1969)

and Sailor (1971) for each object in-

The procedures follo't ed for productive training 'tvere identi-

c 1 for obj cts requiring either - s or - es pluralization.

Productive

tra ·n·ng followed a three stage sequence similar to that used

p ur

or receptive plural t aining .
Poss'ble generalization of either type of tr aining to the other
mod l ' ty withi
p

e

th

same p ural-ending baseline was measured by re-

probes int rspersed among training trials within each train-

baseline.
opposite to th

Th se p obes were presented in the response modality
one b ing trained in that

baseline~

Thus, if an ob-

j ct had been tr ined produc tiv ely (as a label), the interspersed
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probes demonstrated any generalized receptive (pointing) respon se t o

Receptive probes were adminis t ered in a

that object and a new one.

manner identic,a l to recep tiv e training t-rials, but without any reinforcement of correct

responses~

repetition after no response.

correction o£ incorrect responses, or

Similarly,. productive probes were pre -

s ,e nted exactly as for the productive training trials, but again without

r ~einforcement ,

correction, or repetition ..

T o subjects were trained to use

-s~ending

and respond to -es-ending plurals recep tively.

plurals productively

For one of these sub-

jects, the first item of each session was taught productively, and
the second receptively

ject

alt,e rnating, thereafter.

the reverse order was used .

For the other sub-

The remaining two subjects were

tra ·ned to use -es-ending plurals produ ctively and r esp ond to - s nd · ng plurals receptivel .

For one of these subjects, the first

· tem of e c.h session was taught productively , and second receptively,
lternating

her , after .

For the other subjec t, the reverse order was

used .

The results indicate that despite the fact that the subjects
had learned near-perf ,e ct generative pluralization rules concurrently
in both r

c ~eptive

and. product ·ve modalities, and were receiving r ,e -

inforcernent for maintaining these rule-bound behaviors, as a group

th y showed relatively little tendency to generalize these rules
across tho se modalities..

For these subjects, automatic generaliza-

tion aero s modalities in eit her direction remained more the exception than the rule
In Experiment I,

ne subj ec. t, Gary, showed clear generalization
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of tra 'ning rules to probes of the same ·r ules in opposite modalities,
hile the other three subjects, David 1 Dan, and Kevin, showed partial,
veak , or no such generalizati0n.

In Experbnent II, the same four baselines were observed within
each subject as were observed in Experiment I.

In Experiment II,

however, whenever probe performances failed to show generalization of
the
se

rained rules
if

nd ·

correct responses to the probes were reinforced to

he desired level of performance could be separately produced,
o produc d , whet er it would remain stable when the respon -

sible rei

orcem nt of the probe responses was discontinued.

When

probe performances sho1 ed generalization of the trained rules, the.
probes

e e sepa ately treated to see if the generalization could be

separate!) undone, and if undone, whether it would be recovered after
he contra y r info cement of the probe responses was discontinued.
Oth r\vise

nta

pe

proc dures remained identical to those used

I.

n Exp r:im n

or David

Dan

and Kevin, the desired performance was produced

by temporarily reinforcing correct responses to the probe, following

actly t

same procedures used in training trials.

For Gary, an

an lys's was made of the durability of his generalization by temporarily reinforc ·ng incorrect probe responses.

Specifically, a rever-

sal of the pluralization rule was taught for these probes.

These

reinforced reve s ls of eac.h o _ the t~vo types of probes ~vere conductd at sep r t

times during the

ac h could be eval

study~

ted separately

generalization in one cas

so the success of modifying

and so that any effects of undoing

could be observed on the current general-
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iz t"on f or the other case.

Otherwise, the training procedures used

in these reversals of correct responses were identical to those used
n

the training baselines.
Reliability was uniformly high across all conditions and sub-

jects , var ing between 94% and 100%, with a mean of 99%.

The results indicate that the three subjects who showed only

p rt1al or no gener lization wer e trained to a high and durable level
of corrent response in probe trials, and thereby were made to resem-

b e the fourth
p riment

ubj ct

ho did show gene ralization at the end of Ex-

It 1as further shown t hat the range of individual dif-

fe ences in pe formance could be either produc,e d or eliminated by
ppropr"ate

r ~ inforcement .

11

Ov

it

g n r t ·ve

t"on

Gue

tv ,en t e t o

~v

s seen that while the within-modality performances
here tvas little or no cross-modality generaliza-

a d Baer (1973) conclude that while generalization beod 1· ties can occur

it "by no means is an

l

automatic'

phenom non" (p . 328) .

T e results of the Guess and Baer (1973) study are in some ways
simil r to the results of Garcia et al

(1971) who found that the

g ner lization of imitative r,esponding occurred only within topo-

graphically determined boundaries .

The practical implication of

these findings is that the generalization of a learned response cannot be

n

p cted to h ppen on its own.

Generalization, whether with-

res onse class, to different trainers 1 or to different environ-

ments, must be an int gral part of any speech development program,
and

app r ntly, each of these different types of generalization must
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be indi idually

programmed~

Complex Language Behaviors
The majority of the studies discussed above are. concerned with
the development of simple, basic verbal behaviors~

While these

basic skills can be of great value to the severely language handi.capped child, the ability to utilize more complex speech behaviors
~auld

allow the child to appear more

normal~

and increase the prob-

abi ity that he would be able to engage in more normal social intercourse.
0 e of the common strategies in developing more complex speech
behav1ors is to extend the procedures used to establish a naming
voc bula y to develop the use of short phrases.

Risley and Wolf

{1967) note that this expansion frequently occurs without explicit
r

·ning.

\ ere t aining is need ,e d, the same procedures as used to
ords are employed (Hartung, 1970; Risley & Half,

e ch individual

967· So ne et

1968).

1.

Bricker and Bricker (197Gb) and

Sulzbacher and Costello (1970) suggest the use of "pivotal' phrases .
These are usually two word utterances, one word of which comes from
th

naming vocabulary, while the other word denotes some function or

ct1.on, sue

as

11

'tvant milk"

"'-v:ant doll", ' g o out", "go potty'', etc.

The first step in establishing pivotal phrases is the selection of a
group of pivot ·w ord
words .

which can be sequenced with a number of other

It · s suggested th t the words selected as pivot \.Jords be

on s which will b
envirornn nt.

maximally useful to the child in his day~to -day

Then the child is taught to say the two word sequences.

The u e of phras s is quickly introduced to the child~s d Y to day
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nv·ronment to promote both their f unctional value to the child and
th ·r generalization (Bricker & Bricker, 197Gb· Hartung
~

'

1970 ·
'

Risley & Wolf, 1967 ; Sloane e t al., 1968; Sulzbacher & Costello,
970).
The ab ' lity to answer questions is a skill which is used daily

by most people
e

and is, therefore, of considerable importance.

Sev -

1 methods have been reported successful in developing a question

sver ' ng skill .
h v ng a v

In general , these techniques rely on the child

bal imi ative repertoire

nd fa ing techniques

m n

and on differential reinforceT""

In one method, the child is first taught

to imit te the question and the answer, e.g ., " Hotv are you? Fine."

the qu stion

Tl

''Hot are

t'on,

nds .
11

or

t ' on o
.g .

ou?" and the anstv-er

How

requently anticipate the response and

1970· Risley & qolf

d d (Hartun

this t
1

whil

Prompts, if needed,
1967).

II

re you? Say

pre

In a varia -

to cue the child to respond.

chniqu

enphasiz 'n

11

Hhen

Fine", the prompt, "Sayr' is faded.

involves presenting both the question and anstver,
theansver, e . g ., "Howareyou? FINE ."

phas · s is soon faded (H rtung, 1970; Hewett, 1965).
Ritvo

say~

hnique, Bricker and Bricker (1970b) use a probe,

the child does spontaneously say ,
second

"Finett, to more than five sec -

the t ainer prompts a respon e .

qui k

r

faded by len thening the time between the ques-

ch'ld wi 1

Th

'ne ' b

~s

This added

Freeman,

and iill r (197 5) suggested a procedure in which the trainer
nted t

nswer to th

the chi d had imit ted th
que tion, h

ws

qu estion foll owed by the question.

After

answer but before he could imitate the

'nfor ed.

Then t e qu

tion alone was presented,
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These authors report that on a pretest measure, the subject j_napproriate.ly imitated the question on 73% of trials
this tvas reduced to 3%.

while on a posttest,

The basic criteria for selecting a method

are the capabilities of the subject and the capabilities of the
trainer .

Tramontana and Shivers (1971) and Tramontana and Stimbert

(1970) report on procedures used to develop a question answering
sk ·11 with two subjects who 'tvrere precocious readers-:

The procedure

involved presenting a verbal question and a written response~
subjects would

ead the responses and be reinforced.

p omp s \ve e later faded

The

The visual

Once established,. the question answering

be avior is introduced into the child's day-to-day environment as
quickl

as feasible (Risley & Wolf

t

1967)

The procedures used in developing the use of phrases and
q

ti n

nsw rin

t nc s (Ga ci
lz r
erativ
tu

1970).

have been combined to develop the use of simple
et al .

1973; Risley & Wolf

1967;

~fueeler &

Stev ns-Long and Rasmussen (1974) developed the gen-

use of four different types of sentences to describe pic -

s in an autist ·c child by the use of :imitation and differential

einfo,cement.
tmportanc

The authors used an AB B design to demonstrate the

of contingent reinforcement in maintaining the

r sponsivenes ,

During training

child~s

the child 'Iivas required to give two

simple sentences describing a picture in response to the question,
''Wh t do you see? '

fter the second training phase

the child was

taught to say •'and' betw en the £i:rst and second sentences 1 thereby
pr ducing a compound s ntence
the generative nature of th

These results were repl~cated and
sentence

demonstrated by Stevens~Long,
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Schwarz ,

nd Bli s s (1976) ..

Garcia (1974) used imitation and differ-

nt "a l reinfoTcement i n a pr oc edure s imilar to that used by Garc i a
et al

(1973 ) to teach a conversa t ional speech f orm to two nonver bal

rofoundly retarded children.

Ea ch of t hr ee simple sentences \vas

taught individually t o the children; then these sentences were chai ned to ether

ith experimenter su pp l i ed cues, viz . , the experimenter

displ yed a picture and the chil d ask ed , " Wha t is that?' ' ; the experi menter said
r

1 · ed

"This is a (label ); wha t d o you see? ' , and the child

'' It s a (label) ' ; the experiment er asked, nno you want the

(1 b 1)?", and the child replied, "Yes , I do. "

This response pattern

w s shown to be generative ; it also gener alized to dif f erent

expe r i~

menters in differe t settings after the use of an "intermix 11 proce.dure

:imilar to the p obe procedure of Garc i a e t a l. (1973).

1

Stev ns-Long et
he sent nc
p a

f orms h
nv

round

entence form
day objects
studies

h·

( 976) no t e t ha t t heir subject began to use

had acquired during tr a ining in his classroom
s

ons .

~

en the boy wa s t aug ht the compound

teachers reported t ha t he began to .describe every-

nd events using compound sent ences.

None of the other

hat taught sentence usag e r epor ted such spontaneous, i.e . ,

unprogrammed

generalization.

Lov aa s (1 968) notes that the majority

of the children who have been i n his prog ram f or a considerable time
r r ly volu n teer to

pe k, t hat is, there was little indication of

spont n ou s sp

Lov as (1968 } s e t ou t to rem edy this, and re-

p

c.h

t s on two proced ure s he used to incr ease the probability of spon-

t a neou s

peec h.

Th

fi s t pro cedure is similar to the methods used

n dev e lo p 'ng t he f unc tional us e of sp eech · essentially, the child
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them~

r ce v s no reinforcers unless he asks for
dure is s:imilar to the
Stark et al. (1968).

11

The second proce-

games '' used by Schell et al .. (1967) and

The child was trained to give the adult orders,

e.g., 'clap you hands', ''stand up", ''sit down", etc~,

which invari-

bly become very reinforcing for the child, generating considerable
spontaneity' (Lovaas, 1968, p . 146).
The studies discussed in this section have demonstrated that a
v r·ety of complex speech behaviors can be developed in severely
lan u ge h ndic pped children via the use of relatively simple operqu s .

nt tech

It was also shown that, with proper training, these

ehavio s can generalize to a variety of settings and people,

by

there~

ppro imately normal language

p

number o
r v
v

\vh · ch

in the course of the above

ssues have come to ligh

'hil· not ne

ssarily a part of the training process,

pr ctic 1 imp ic tions for training .

Some of the more common

of these i s es ' ·11 be discussed here.

Tr

t

the onset of training

a room with

liro"ted possibilities for distractions is typically used.
setting w"ll be spar ely furnished
nonbreakab

Such a

usually containing only simple,

furniture consi ting of chairs for the child and train-

and a table (Garcia, 1974;. Garcia et al., 1973; Hartung, 1970;

r
w

tt

1965; R"s ey & lfulf

1967· Sloane et al., 1968; Stevens-

Long & Rasmussen, 1974· Stevens-Long et al.
se ti ns on generalization
or

le rned in th

1976)

t

As noted in the

nd developing f unctional speech, behavt-

training environment

re introduced to the
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child~ s day..,...to,.day environment as quickly as

Trainers,

:t; easible ~

Who may effectively serve as a trainer is dependent

primarily on the child s repertoire.

In children with little or no

1 nguag ~e skills,. the trainer is typically highly skilled (Lovaas,

1968; Lovaas et al., 1966; Risley & Wolf, 1967}, with experience in
differential re "nf or cement of successive approximation, prompting,

ding, e.xtinct1.on, time~out ,

f

and stimulus control, as well as being

able to · dentify reinforcing stimuli (Bricker & Bricker, 1970b)

~

se of such highly skilled personnal in the initial training of

The

speech skills restricts the number of children who can receive such
training because the number of such skilled personnel is limited.
It

't

ould be advantageous to have

procedur ~es

that could be success -

ully conducted by less highly trained personnel.
&ni h

and Ensm ·nger (1970) report the use of

a "des

trained

beh vior

t~-10

Guess, Rutherford,
former psychiatric

s "la guage developmentalists'', in teaching

spe~ech

to institutionalized retarded children, and Hung (1976)

reports the u e of eight regular ward staff in developing verbal
imitat.ion in mute ret

ded children.

These two studies suggest that,

with rel tively simple training, non-professional or paraprofession.al personnel may be capable of implementing speech training programs ,.

Hung (1976) notes that "for institution staff to apply the shaping
p radigm for voc 1 imitation training, classification of the various
vocal responses as well as obj,ective criteria for differential reinforcement and contingency change are important 1' (p. 85).

He further

notes that 'a data collection systau which will describe and analyze
the pro,cess of successive approx:imat1on is also essential~' (p ~ 85).
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Tha

the use of paraprofessional personnel requires additional

' S,

, eparation before the speech trafning program begins,
Cheseldine and McConkey (1979) report on the use of parents a s
inte v ntion aoents with retarded

children~

The children in this

study had repertoires of at least 20 clear words, and 'YJere starting
to u e a few t~vO-"tvord utterances.

The development of two - word pivo t-

al phrases was selected as the target behavior.

Seven children and

nine parens pa tic"pated in the first part of the study.

The parents

giv n a langu ge objective to use vith their child, but no

\ r

speci~

fie ·nst uct·ons as to how they should attain that goal; they were
told

o conduct at least four

e ks
ons

us

0

an

to tape record the sessions.

sessions over one to two
With these minimal instruc-

three of t · e seven children sho"tved a marked increase in their
et to ds .

t

or of the
ond

lO~inute

B sed on an analysis of the differences in the

arents of the "improvers" vs. the "nonimprovers", a

prim nt tas conducted.

p ted in t e second

per:imen t.

Three of the nonimprovers particiParents of two of the children 1:vere

k d to cant ·nue for fo r sessions as before.

the r

ining child

w"th the c

'ld

For the parents of

the experimenters demonstrated the techniques

nd discussed them with both parents in one 30-minute

s ssion in th ·r own home.

The parents \.vere provided \VYitten in ....

str ction \vhich t ld t em that they should describe what they are
doing or wh t th

child · s doing (that is, as the behavior \vas occur-

r ·ng) ~ and mo el the target sentences or w·ords clearly; that they
should give · f

mat ··on ·n the form of statements, rather than as

em nds or questj_ons; th t they

hould use shorter, less complex
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utt ranees; that they should regulate the amount they talk, to allow
the child a chance to initiate the interactions; and that they should
follo' the child s lead

develop the theme of the interaction

'

and

give app ·opriate feedback.
The results 1ndicate that only this child showed a marked increase in his spontaneous use of the target words over the. four sessions .

The authors conclude that by altering parental language

strategies in an appropriate manner, it is possible to produce a
co respond· g improvement in the child's language.

That is, when the

1ld already has some degree of language capability, it is possible
for m ·nimally trained individuals to successfully intervene with the
c .ld

This fact has been implicitly acknowledge by the various authors
o r por

the ·ncorporation of a child s parents into the training

p o ram once. the

ch~ld

(Hevett, 1965· Lovaas

has reached some degree of speech proficiency

1968; Sloane et al., 1968; Stark et al.,

1968 · Sulzbacher & Costello, 1970· Wolf, et al., 1964).
al

Sloane et

(1968) note that although the mothers of language handicapped

ch"ldren do not do as skilled a job as professionally trained teachers

th y can do an effective job.

They further state that although

training a mother initially required a large time investment per
child, this rapidly declined

and they contend that a much higher

yield is returned when an hour of professional time is spent trainchild~

ng several mothers than when it is spent seeing one
A other
t

aJ.nin

ample of the use of ''non~professional

program is p

t

in a speech

vided by Hargrave and Swisher (1975) and by

l29
J

£frey (1972), who used a Bell and Howell Language :Haster as an ad -

junct to their procedures.,

Hargrave and Swisher (197 5) worked t..rith

a boy t.Jho exhibited "autisti-c!' behaviors.

During half of the train-

ing sessions) a Language ~ 1aster was plac,e d on the table between the

therapist and the child,

The Language Mast~er Cards were placed in the

mach1ne by the therapist.

Peabody Language Development Kit pictures

repres ~enting

sions

the words we-re used as the visual stimuli in all ses-

The primary reinforcers used were pieces of breakfast cereal,

pair d with praise
correct respons

Initially, reinforcement was provided after each

but this

sponses were reinforced
hand the therapist the

~.;r:as

faded until only 10% of correct re-

In the first phase, Robbie was required to
pictur ~e

representing the word spoken.

Next,

Robbie t..Jas required to imitate immediately after the word and picture
re present d

In the third stage

he was re,q uired to name the pic.-

ture presented \-Jhen the therapist asked "What is this!'''

se

· ons las

Training

d approximately 3 0-minu tes per day, three days a week.

The 10 ..rords selected for training lvere randomly assigned to the two

presentation conditions .

On days one, three, and five, the stimulus

presentation 1\vas by live voice· on days two, four, and six., the presentation was m de by the Language Master ,.
and f ollot..-r-up

\ver ~e

al

The pretest, posttest,

administered by live voice, and Robbie was re -

qui ed f irst to inunediately imitate t .he therapist r s model, and then
to name. the pictures in response to the question . "What is this? n
T e pre- and posttest measures indicate that Robbie learned to imitate
and name the pictures.

The data also indicate that Robbie's p ~ereen-

tage of correct r sponses during the Language Master presentation
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(m an = 97%) was higher than for the live-voice presentation (mean =
90. 66% )!.

The authors report that :Robb:;i.e. became very excited during

the Language . . 1aster sessions and refused all food reinforcement,.
whereas he readily accepted food during the live-voice presentations.

The r sults show that hi s percentages of correct responses were consistently higher ¥ith the Language Master presentations.
Jeffrey (1972) ·'' working ~-Iith a retarded girl,, used procedures
similar to those of Lovaas (1968) and Sloane et al,

(1968) to teach

the ch ·1d to reliably 1m itate a vocalized sound and to n am e some obj eets ..

To help maintain the behaviors she had learned and to help

promote generalization beyond the training setting, Judy practiced on
self-ma aged language

and Hovel
th

op

Langua.o· ~e

machine
r~t

the

volved a

program~

She was taught ho\..r to use the Bell

faster by the therapist first mod,e ling how to use

nd then fading control over to the child until she could

achine

independently~

our st p sequ nee .

First

Use of the Language Master inJudy looked at the tvord card

and then sent it through the Language Has t er and orally recorded her

r

ponse .

S cond , she sent the card through the machine on the in-

struct botton tvhich played her card back to make the discrimination
o

'tvhether

r sponse wa
if

he had a correct or incor ect response..
correct

she placed that card in the

'nc.orr ct she pl ced in the the

0

Fourth, if her
good pile", and

not so good pile'''

1

She t-7as

taught to go thr ough the same proc ~edure for each card in her pack
without the therapist b iug in the room.
after Judy h ad

This proc·e dure ~..ras started

tabl~shed a high rate of vocal imitation;

it was

continued one to three times a week for about 10-rninutes duration
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throu hout the treatm nt phase,
form of a case study

Unfor tunately, this report is in the

and no ;information is presented on the relative

contribution of th · s technique; nor is there any data indicating that
the child did, in fact, follow the prescribed

procedure~

Th se two studies suggest that it is possible to use electronic/

mechanic 1 devices as an adjunct to t he training process, thereby
reeing the therapist while simultaneously providing additional pracic

for th

child.

the effectiveness of the technique is

~~ile

· t · s of suffici.e nt clinical interest to warrant further

unp ove
study.

'ning in Groups .
ha

een conducted on a one-to-one basis .
nd th

·t

t

th r

· th a group o

m ny

ar

m r

They note that tvhile

they

11

elieve that short individual sessions

v lue than a long group session '' (p. 99).

cause of thi
However

children' (p. 99) .

11 kno'\m pressures to ards working \vith groups,

\OJ

lim· t d time

h

Sloane et al. (1968) con-

'is ne rly impossible to maintain precise contingencies

n \vork 'ng

s

In the vast majori t y of studies, training

Perhaps be-

sentim nt, group treatment has rarely been attempted.
re~

while r

such reports do ex ist.

Guess et al! (1970) and

tusnik and Rut snik (1976) report on training procedures involving
roups of stud nts .
Gu ss et al.
siz d g oups ·
t · on, Group 2
p cial

(1970) tvorked Hith 80 children in four unequal~

roup 1 receiv d language training and special educac iv d 1 nguage training only, Group 3 received

ducation only

and Group 4 received neither language train~

ng nor sp cial education,

The dependent measures ' vere changes in
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test scores on the Stanford~Binet Intelligence. Scale and the Illinois
Test of ns cholinguist ic Abilities~

Training was conducted by the

two 'tlanguage developmentalists ", mentioned above.

The 40 children

vho participated in the language development program, Groups 1 and 2,

w re divided into eight classes of f:ive children each.

The grouping

..rithin the classes "tv-as determined by mental age and chronological
age

not by experimental group.

The four high level classes '\vere

taught from the Level #1 Peabody Language Development Kit.

The les-

son plans for the four low level classe.s were developed by the trainnd the au hors .

e s

The only comment on the specific techniques

used 'ttlas that the use of fading and shaping seemed to be t he mo st

valuable teaching technique available in achieving the goals set for
t

e lo

1 vel classes .

Tokens tv-ere utilized, but the contingencies

for their dispen ation are not specified .
Group 1

The results indicate that

significantly better than Group 4 on the two dependent

~d

o oth r differences 'tvere significant .

me s r s

Unfortunately, the

information presented in this report is of minimal utility from a
p

ctical point of

fied

iew .

.ot only are the procedures vaguely speci-

but there are no d "rect measures of the childrents progress in

the actual tr inin

groups .

Ratu nik and Ratusnik (1976) "tvorked "tvith four psychotic childr n

They

study.

It

ot
lJ

that a "control group was not used in this clinical
felt that l.v "thholding services from children who

r quired a nd might benefit from treatment was impr a ctical and con~
trary to the basi
(p. 72) .

Th

philosophy of a state mental health fac;ility~'

ch1.ldren participated in a one-:-hour language group pro-
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gram t'tv· ce a week and received individual language therapy for half
an hour twice a week.

The primary activities presented in the group

format inc uded a roll call and calendar task, an interactive language story presented by the clinician, a story presented by the
ch"ldr n, and a visual- motor activity .

The language story presented

by the clinician was composed of syntactic and morphological forms

sliohtly in advance of each child,. s current level of language usage.
conclusion of a language story, the children were allowed to

th

t

· pulat

rna

f · annel board and figures to formulate their own
djuncts to the group program 'tvere individual speech and

torie .

1 nguage therapy sessions administered by the speech clinician and

carry-over programs implemented by child care counselor s, special
educ to s
h

i

to

and paren s.

p cif·c l

nguage modeling suggestions and activities in order

t nd the c ildre
ons.

Professional staff and parents wer e provided

s communications skills beyond the clinical

lso included ·n the 'therapeutic rnilieu lf were counselors,

school pro ram, medic tion, and family therapy.
me asur s wer
tu e Voc

ca

scores on a battery of tests including the Peabody Pic-

ulary Test

receptive

The dependent

Form B

The

nd express·ve portions

, d·git snan,

ortb't.Jestern Syntax Screening Test,
the Stanford-Binet Intelligence

nd the Developmental Sentence Analysis.

Also,

'an a sessment of cone pt of body image (Goodenough Draw-A~1an) and
nonsp

c

n

ngu g

measure of fine motor skills and eye-hand

coordinat ·on (Beery,....Buktenica Dev lopnental Test of Visual-Hater
Integr tion) w r

d f

s

n

used because all four psychotic children presented

go functioning and developmental delays in all areas of
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unction 'ng

t

(p! J 5).

'Thus, the Goodenough Test

vJas

used to measure

growth of the ego indirectly through changes in the childts

self~

cone pt as reflected in his drawings of human figures" (p. 7 5).
auth

The

s ' feel that interactive language story technique in a group

setting eliminated the echolalic responses and disordered prosody
also contributed to development of higher level grammatical

n

tranformation usage'' (p . 90).

The data from the repeated measures

of the nine dependent v riables are quite complex and 't.Jill not be

pr s

d he e

n

but they do not support the author s conclusion.

fac , b sed on the information presented in this report

In

the only

able conclusion that can be reached is that, over time, the

r

ch'

ren s performance improved for a reason or reasons unknown.
In e ch of th s

r

ha

ct

is

chan e

ctu 1 p o r ss
r

ddit · n
one tr in ·n

studies, the independent measure has been inin test scores have been measured, but the

n the tr ining setting had not been delineated.
'

In

s no c mparison made between progress in one-to-

vs . . ro ress made in group training.

This lack of

in~

rmation m kes it impossible to determine the relative effective -

f

ne s of group treatment procedures .
g o p Ian uag

Hence the practical utility of

tr ining for sever ly language handicapped children

moot question.

em in

The importance of reinforcement in the
lishm nt

nd main

estab~

nee of vocal behaviors was demonstrated in a

numb r of the studies revie\ved above (e.g., Butz & Hasazi, 1973) ·
G

unc

ons;

r inforc

ent in a speech training program serves two

'rst

i t t lls the child that he is right, that he has
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itt d the desired response; second 1 it increases the probability

that that response will occur again? that is, it strengthens the
d sired response .

A question of some practical :irooort is what to use

- s a reinforcer

In the studies reviewed above, a variety of mater.-

'als were reported as the reinforcing stimuli, including a bite of
the childts meal (Wolf, et al , 1964), various sweets, such as ice
cream, candy

and breakfast cereals (Freeman, et al., 1975;

raisins

effrey, 1972· S ilor, 1971; Whitman et al.

1971), and tokens, for

thich a v riety of back up reinforcers were used, including sweets,

g

es

to s, clothing, books, cosmetics, records, costume jewelry,

· uids, and p ivi eges (Baer & Guess, 1971; Bricker & Bricker, 1970a;
Gu ss

1969· Guess & Baer

lr

.fu

Sulz r

1970).

1973; Schumaker and Sherman, 1970;
Risley and Wolf (1967) note that while at -

and p aise can be used as consequences to strengthen behavior
ch ·1dren

n no
k

os't'v

sue

"soph · ticated consequences often are only

rein orcers for a severely abnormal child.

For this

e son food must often be relied upon as a reinforc ing consequence
for mod 'fying speech and other behaviors of deviant children'' (p. 7576).

i

r

Lovaas (1968) is substantially in agree:nent!
orcers

(pl' 150)

b

primary

the program would not lvork 'vith many psychotic children'
Risl y and Wolf (1967) consider ice cream and sherbet to

n m ny resp cts

r lly a favori

ideal food reinforcers because these are gen-

food of chil ren

dis pp ar rapidly from th
srn 11 amounts a
r

'''~ithout

iven s

uth.

can be eaten in quantity, and
Whatever food reinforcer is used,

that large numb rs of responses may be

·nforced b fo e the child b comes satiated .

Risley and \volf (1967)
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not

that for

'the most rapid and significan t changes in deviant

ch'ldren the necessity of using powerful extrinsic reinforcers, made
mo

effective by sufficient deprivation, cannot be overemphasized"

(p. 7 6)

Tangible reinforcers are never presented alone; they are always
accompanied by social reinforcers such as verbal praise .
done for two major reasons .

This is

first, since the delivery of a tangible

re · nforcer requ 'res some t:ime, the use of the verbal reinforcer allows

tra ·ne

t

ngible
s

to immediately reinforce the correct response "\vhile the
· nf orcer is still in the process of being delivered, that

erbal re

he

~nforcer

bridges the temporal gap between the occur.-

the d sired response and the presentation of the tangible

rance o

e "nfo cer · second

the continued pairing of the social and mater ial

"nforc rs s rv s to stre gthen the control that verbal reinforcers
h v

he ch ·1

0

th

t·f·c

s b havior

r

of train·ng.
m"ght be

the transition from

L aas (1968) notes that is has been possible to

ry to secondary reinforcers after

t~o

or three months

He c utions that early shifts in reinforcers, "such as

ttempted during the first days of training 1 are invariably

cc mpanied by

ng

smoothi~g

ppe ring primary reinforcers to more normal appearing

1

oc· 1 reinfor ers .
s "ft from

thereby

bstantial deterioration in performance,

necessitat~

h

reinst tement of p imary reinforcers ' (p. 150- 151 )

~~

t m y be used

u

is

th

ch~

nyth"n

s a reinforcer during speech training, simply

that works, or, perhaps more appropriately, anything

d is vill·ing to work for

Sloane et al

v riety of r inforc rs w re us d during the cours

(1968) note that a

of their program,
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nd that the reinforcers were changed based on what worked.
einforcer no longer

~·worked, t

"When a

new ones were tried until something
(p~

as found that seemed to exert control 0

84).

In this respect, it

should be noted that the use of tokens as reinforcers has a

signifi~

cant advantage ov,e r other tangible reinforcers because the large vart;"
iety of back-up reinforcers available for use in conjunction with the
tokens obviates the problem of a child no longer responding for any
e re·nforcer· there are always a number of reinforcers from which
to c oose.

(For a more complete discussion of token economies, the

red r 1s referred to Ayllon & Azrin, 1968 .)
Controll·ng Disruptive Behavior.
ch.ldren f
e

Severely language handicapped

quently exhibit behaviors which are incompatible with

h t a·ning, such as inappropriate vocalizations, temper tanand attempt'ng to leave the training session.

trum

One commonly

d pr cedu e f r controlling such inappropriate behavior is

u
u

rom po 'tive

& 'olf, 1967·
e opportu

t

einforcement (Hartung

loane et al .
y

time~

1970 · Lovaas, 1968; Risley

1968), in which the child is deprived

o earn positive reinforcement.

Typically, such

a procedu e involves looking al\vay from the child when he exhibits
mild in ppropriate behavior; for highly disruptive behavior, the
th

apist tak s . he primary reinforcers and leaves the training room

until
proc.ed r

1cReynolds (1969) describes

d'sruptive behavior subsides,
·n ~..,hich
.
t:im

~out

was used

~vith

a brain damaged boy to

r d ce ' ap rooriate vocaliz tions.

The child was taught vocal imi-

tat ·on v

ure

ch

a backward chaining proc

It '"as noted that the

d would aft n emit vocalizations r sembling English phonemes,
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~J

·~

ch ar

eferred to as jargon.

These jargon emissions occurred

fter a response had been emitted and before a ne'" model was present -

ed,

In this technique, after jargon \vas emitted, the trainer took
turned in her chair~ and sat with her back to the

the reinforcer
child.

T

ning to face the child again was contingent on his ceasing

the jargon and remaining quietly in his chair for approximately 30econds
m st z

The

r ~esults

o for an

indicate that the use of jargon declined to al -

tended period each time the procedure was employ-

d

S · lor

Guess, Rutherford

and Baer (1968) note that the time-

rocedure may have the disadvantage of subtracting from the time

au

av ilab e for training
a lin
r

lv s

and describe a different technique for con-

disruptive behavior.

ded

irl

'ord o

h

The authors taught verbal imitation to

The basic unit of speech selected for acquisition
ph ase

in o 1 v

n e ch unit of s

graded into levels of ascending difficulty,

s of i creasing numbers of words and syllables
· ulu

material.

The

simi ·r to those of Guess et al. (1968).
tra ·n ·ng \ver

"ti ted

Sixteen sessions of verbal

c nducted before the tantrum.-control procedure "tvas in-

That procedure consisted of alternating the difficulty of

stim lus units in eithe
tingency w
t·o s

training procedures were

I

appl · ed

t~vi

Conditions I

uc d two cons cutiv

of tva possible contingencies.

Each con-

e over a series of four successive condi-

nd III, the occurrance of a tantrum pro-

presentations of new stimulus units of de-

ere sed difficulty (shorter length) r lative to the stimulus units
curr nt y b ·ng pr

nted .

In Conditions II

nd IV

the procedure
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was revers d;

a t antrum resulted in two consecutive presentations of

n r.v stimulus units of increased cliff icul ty (greater length),
f ·rst of these new units l:vas presented when the tantrtnn.

The

ceased~

Each

additional tantrum during these contingency words caused two addi•
of equal difficulty to be presented~

tional un ·

results indicat

that changes from

In general, the

high~ifficulty

to low-difficulty

stimul· for t'tvo tr · als contingent upon disruptive behavior increased
th

of

rat

hat behavior;. changes from low- difficulty to high.-diffi.-

cu ty stimuli for t'.;o trials conting .e nt upon disruptive behavior de . . .
crea

d ·ts rate ,

Th
ca

be

results of these studies indicate that disruptive behavior
ffectively and relatively quickly controlled by the applica-

on of r la ·vely simple techniques
ques c n
r

in o

trol in
o

The efficacy of these techni-

su lly be enh nc d by the simultaneous use of powerful re to st

n then desirable behaviors.

d . ru tive

The techniques for con-

ehavior should never be used alone; they should

y be used in conjunction with the reinforcement of desirable,

fer b y ·ncompatible beh viers .
rect vocal responses

~ere

pre~

It is important to note that incor -

not punished; only behaviors

~:vhich

inter-

£ rr d r.v · th the t a · n ·ng were punished .

electing Verbal Behaviors To Train,
hav ·or to be
ch'l

t

ained depends on a number of factors, including the

s v rbal abilities

e ds and

t achers
for ·niti

The choice of verbal be-

the childts

day~to-day

pect tions of significant others

environment, and the

such as parents and

For seve ely language handicapped children, three criteria
ound training are cormnonly rec.onunended :

first, it is
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recommended that sounds the child spontaneously emits be brought under imitative control; second, sounds

l~hich

can be physically prompt -

ed , such as
the plosives 'b 11 and "p" ) third, sounds which have easi d · scernible visual feat ures, such as ''m " and

1

''o 1-'

(Hartung, 1970;

1968; Lovaas et al ~, 1966; Stark et al. ,, 1968)

Lovaas

'!

With child -

rcn \vho have relatively more complex verbal ·r epertoires, such as
ec olalic children or children who have been in training for some
time, the se ection criteria are more

numerous~

mo ly be ·ns y- "th d veloping a naming

vocabulary~

the

Early training

com~

and, typically,

ords chosen for this are ones associated with visual cues, such

as everyday object

act·ons ( e ett

personal

1965 · Lovaas, 1968) .

ucators are of im ortance

s

tha

· n 1 v

ue

P lyo

Cook

1970) .

St

sounds and

body parts, and common

The concerns of parents and

especially in teaching instruction-

d the selec ion of environmentally useful words for the

f ollo "· ng

child

possessions~

select "ng words that will potentially be of func:o th
Schuler

h "ld (Craighead et al .

& Apolloni

1973; Hartungt 1970;

1979 · Sulzbacher & Costello,

ketal. (1968) feel that it is important to include
"\.JO

ds "'hich are in the presumed order of articulatory

m tura i n for nonnal children.

In seconding this, Pal yo et al.,

( 979) st te their belief that it is crucial to incorporate developm nt
tiv

as \.Jell as function 1 eonsiderations; and re..c.ommend that cogn~:and linguisitic

haviors.

ssessments precede the selection of target be-

A f inal criterion, recommended by Weiss and Born (1967),

s t e s lecti n of sound
or

re pr r quisit s

w rds~

f futur

and phrases that will facilitate

tr ining goals .

_
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Time Required For T·r a inin_g_t

The time required in training a

child will depend principally on two variables, the desired terminal
1 vel of speech behavior

and the initial capabilities of the 'child.

The fi st variable is self-evident;
to a child
the second

the more one wishes to teach

the more time required to complete the
va ~ 1ab le,

training~

For

Lovaas (1968) notes that if a child had some

imitative voc 1 behavior at the onset of training, the acquisition
was re

tively rapid

but in those children who evidenced no imita-

tive behavior of any form
bo t imitative speech .

extensive efforts were required to bring
~\Tolf,

Risley

and Mees (1964)

~

in acknow-

ledging the contribution made by Dickey's initial capabilities, note
that his ab'lit

to mimic entire phrases and sentences was crucial

to the rapid progress in ve bal training
· ng effort should be is not kno'\vn
three 75

inut

How intensive the train-

Schell et al . (1967) compare the

training sessions per week \vhich they used \.Jith the

sev n-ho r t ain·ng da s per week used by Lovaas et al

(1966),

and conclude that it 'm y v1ell turn ou t t hat such extensive and in:tens·ve involvement in the life of a profoundly disturbed child is
r qu· ed throughout or during certain periods of treatment or, at
1

st

th t it is mo e necessary than many professional people cur7

r ntly bel · eve" (p . 63).

Lovaas (1968) notes that one of the dis-

dvant ges of h·s program is the large amount of time consumed in
accom pl'sh'ng its ends~

It is not possible to specify in advance

ow long a particular speech training program \.vill require

but any-

one comtemplating cond cting a speech training program with a sevr ly langu g

hand' apped child should anticipate spending a con~
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s ·d

b e amount of time

potentially several years, in that endeavor.

Si.d e Effects of Spe~e~~ Trainin? ~

Fallout!

;potentially, a con-

sid rable in estment of time, money, and effort will be made in
t aching a child to speak.

It is important, therefore, to consider

what benefits will accrue to the child as a result of his speech cap~
ability

that is,. l:vhat return 'tvill there be on the investment?

Among the reported side effects of speech training programs have
b en spontaneous generalization of trained material to new persons
nd env ·ro

1971)

e\..rett ( 965) reports that the "children in the preschool

e very interested i

ns

Peter s attempts at speech and provided

nt re"nforcement of his

vou d hold

g

to

s~zeable

ords by prompting him.

t

One older boy

car at the top of a slanting block runway and let

when P ter directed him verbally .

onl
t "cip

au

1976; Tramontana & Shivers,

nd incre ses in social behaviors (Tramontana & Stimbert,

970).
b c

ents (Stevens-Long et al!

·n su h gamesn (

934) .

Peter proved a will -

The author concludes that

communication breakthrough occurred bet\..reen an isolated,

stic bo

nd the social environment

at onl did th~s breakthrough make Peter more aware of his
sac· 1 environment but it also altered the reaction of others
tO'tvard him, Th · s 'tvas clearl seen \vhen nursing staff sought
him ut f r verbal interaction providing cues for imitation
nd hold'ng him for speech before granting requests! Although
m n p oblems exist between Peter and his family, his newly
acquired sp ech seems to hold prom1..se for improving their relat"onship (p. 935)
t

sonne

who had obs rv d Kipper was that 'tHe looks more like a normal

boy

al .

(1967) report that the consensus of professional per -

S ark

(p ~ 62) · he more f

qu ntly laughed and smiled appropriately~
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responded to his name~ to gestures, and to comments~ payed attention
to people and things around him
simple tasks

asserted hfmself, and performed

Kipper s parents reported that he interacted more fre -

quently with them, and that he was generally more alert and respons ·ve

Craighead et al. (1973) report that Harkts parents \.Jere train-:-

ed in operant procedures and a home training program was established,
and that

t last report the subject was a student in a tnormalt

p blic school classroom"

(p. 176).

Sulzbacher and Costello (1970)

re art th t in the three-and-one half years since the initiation of
r a

nt

ed rap'dly

Teddy has completed three years of schoolt

of

advanc~

skipping the equivalent of one grade, and is currently

n an ·n erm diate leve

cl ss

He has

(grades four and five) special education

"Ps chological testing in the school has confirmed the report
t

h r that his reading,

spelling~

al

0

bove

rade level" (p

273).

d r ·

hi

thi

y a

s

skills appropr ' ate fo

of school

and arithmetic skills are

They further report that

Teddy "began to acquire social

his age and routinely played with other child -

ren in school and in his neighborhood.

His favorite game is baseball

and he plays it well enough to be included in sandlot games in his
ne· hbo hood" (p. 273)

They conclude that it is expected that

Teddy will continue in his special education class for the next
ye r an it is expected that he \vill enter a regular education
p o ram t the junior hig school level. There is no question
at th mom nt th t this previously untestable child \vith grossly
d v·ant autistic b h~ior can now look forward to a meaningful
ad p oduct~ve ole in society, It is gratifying to note that
11 th behaviors t t were programmed for Teddy have remained
·n his rep rtoire, which ha in turn exp nded beyond the specif xcally pTogrammed response _(p 273} 1
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Sununary and Discussion
Of a~l the phe omena observable during the first developments of
a ch1ld perhaps the most astonishing is the facility with which
h
earns to speak . When one thinks that speech, which is without question the most marvelous act of imitation is also its
first result, admitation is redoubled for that S~preme Intelligence whose masterpiece is man, and lfuo
[made] speech the
prinicpal promoter of education . e
•
(Itard 1894/1962 p
85) .
I
'
So strongly d1d Itard believe in the importance of speech that he
spent several years attempting to teach Victor, his "wild boyn, to

Itard 1 s attempts proved to be an extended exercise in futili-

peak
ty

or

·ctor n ver le rned to speak.

of

'f ral 1 child,

side abl

~ere unusual~

more common

Victor's circumstances, that

but his failure to speak is con-

and the search for both a theoretical under -

tand"ng of speech and language behaviors and practical methods by
't.Jh · ch su h behavio s may be taught continues today.
Tlo
t"on

r

di ferent appro ches to a theory of language acquisi-

re exem lified b

Skinner (1957) and Chomsky (1972a; 1972b)!

( 957) be i ves th t the emphasis must be on finding "the
functional rel tions \ hich govern the behavior to be explained'' (p.
~vhile

10)

Chan sky (1972a) feels that the "fatal inadequacy of all

sue h appro ches
th

bstra

t

,

.

study of

results from their un\villingness to undertake
·nauistic competence" (p. 112).

While a

study of the th oretic 1 implications of these approaches is beyond
th

scope of this pape , the practical implications are very much

erm

tu
tha

~ne

s

Chcmsky (1972a) emphasizes "the studv of abstract struc-

nd mechanisms of mind' (p. 112) · Skinner (19572 maintains
·
h · s pro os d netv f ormu 1 atr:ons
of ver b a 1 b e h ayio r

":1·
.s

1·nherently
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practical and suggests immediate technological ~pplica.tions at every
st p

(p. 12)

Chomsky (1972b) is almost certainly correct when he

says that ' it goes vlithout saying that any theory of grarmnar that
can be formulated today must be highly

tentative~

Many questions re-

main totally open and many partially so 11 (p, 92),
ced ·ng

revie~"

However, the pre-

of literature on operant procedures used in developing

speech behav ·ors in severely language handicapped children strongly
up arts Sinner ' s conclusion of the immediate technological applicaio s o
operan

h · s p oposal, for it seems appropriate to conclude that an
tee nology presently exists for the establ ishment and main-

t nance of expressive speech and receptive language skills,
This operant technology is fo unded on differential reinforcement
u ed in conj nction with shaping , fading,
lit

t

se t ols

chaining~

spe ch d vel pm nt
rtoir

~..rh

modeling~

a v ri ty of verbal skills may be taught to a great

m ny sever ly langua e h ndicapped children ,

e

and

The initial step in a

rogram is the establ ishment of a verbal imitative

· ch is the corner stone upon

developm nt is based .

~,vhich

all fu rther speech

This verbal imitative repertoire should be

taught ·n such a way t hat it becomes generative, that is, in such a
w

that the child
icitely reinforced

im tation skills

ns to imitate verbal behaviors that are not
Pith some children, pretraining on motor

m y be necessary before verbal :imitation training

may be success ully im lern nted~

The establishment of the verbal

· itative repertoire is typically followed by the development of
Ither a naming voca ulary or a que tion~answering capability, al~
though th

e may be combined into

ne procedure.

The use of the
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nam·ng vocabulary and/or qu es t1on~answering capability should be
quickly generalized to other persons and other settings wherein the
funct·onal utility of these skills may be demonstrated, taught, and
maintainedt

It is very important that the functional util1ty of

speech skills, at all levels of complexity

be emphasized as soon

after the onset of training as possible, preferably as soon as the
f

f "rst word is learned , for this enhances the probability that the
skill

'ill be used and maintained, that other people 1:vill attempt to

mm n · c te

nd inte act w ·t h the child, and that the child will be

po ed to addit "onal

informal speech training.

The limiting factor

n the speed of transfer from the training reinforcers, e.gl, food,

o the mer
t

na ural reinforcers by \-lhich functional speech is main-

·ned · s the relative strength of these reinforcers.
r

For example,

pening t e door to the training room contingent on the

ch "ld sa in

''d or" -lill actually reinforce that behavior depends to

t nt o
hi

what associations the child has with the training
past experience in that room; a large number of pos-

room

i

~t·ve

associations enhances the probability that opening the door

wi

I

be an

f

ctive reinforcer.
verb 1 imitative repertoire

ti n- nswering capabilit
h v

b en

of factors . includ ·
mated b
th

th

stablished

t

the

naming

vocabulary~

ques-

and the funtional use of these skills
next step ln training depends on a number
hild

t

capabilities (which may be esti-

amount of time and effort requj..,red to reach this point),

resourc s ava·lable to the trainer

to pa t"cip te

If the

and the willingness of others

b"ld has progressed slowly and with great
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~t

ffor t,

may be best to accept a limited terminal goal, such as

the f unctional use of single 'tvords or pivotal phrases,

If the.

child s progress has been rela tively quick and easy, muc.h more comp ex speech forms may be considered

The trainer's skill, time

va · lable for the task, and inclina tion to pursue the speech training

a 1

ave a bearing on the child\s terminal training level,

fhere the trainer is h1ghly skilled , the time is readily available,
and the enthusiasm is

high~

much more may be attempted than 1vhen the

trainer h. self is poorly trained , or has only limited time available

or the trainer has other, more pressing interests!

Many of

the constraints imposed by the trainer s limits may be mitigated by
the \ illingn ss of others to par ticipate in the training process.
If

'

~

for exam le
h th

equ r
o

c ild

to he p the child rehearse learned materials, to

t e ch· d to us

on w lks

n h"s

the parents or 'tvard personnel are willing to speak

his speech to ob tain his meals or before

to p rticip te in activities,. in short to function

nvironment, then

again, much more may be attempted than

\.Jhen th · s p rticipation is lacking.
~

ateve

terminal level of training is

desired~

the generative,

eneral"zed usa e of the new skills must be continuously emphasized
nd developed .

Speech behaviors that are generative and have been

g ner liz d to persons other than the trainer and settings other
than the tra·ning

com have no f rther need of explicit training and

reinfo cern nt for their m intenance and expansiont
r ·ng consequenc s appli d to a small portion of a
sponse cl ss may b

Naturally occurgenerat~ve re~

sufficient t~ maintain responding for the entire
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class .

That is

the child may be able to learn and use new speech

b haviors Independently of any formal speech training

e

1.Jhen this

occurs , the clinician~s efforts can be devoted to overcoming other
f·ci s
hav ·or

ithout significant risk that the previously acquired be-

~vill

be lost .

The children who part icipated in the studies reviewed above
have h d all manner of labels applied to them,
child has had multiple
obv1ous
eros

ff ct

labels ~

Often, an individual

These labels, though, have had little

for training techniques have remained constant

di gnost ic c tegories , while in terms of

results~

the most

c mmon y mentioned variables affecting acquisition rate have been
the chid s level of ve bal behavior prior to training, and the
r

nee o

cend d.
Ov

c

absence of an imit tive

nostic ca
ra

th n

repertoire~

both of

~vhich

trans -

or ies .
the resu lt s of the studies revie"'\ved above indi-:-

that it is possi le to develop an operan t based, step-by- step

pro ram for the est blishnent of funct ional speech behaviors in
s verely langua e handicapped children
ability of
capab~lity

res

chievi
Th

~vhich

\vill have a g ood prob-

at least pra tial success, if not full language

vari tions in both the procedures used and the

ts obtain d indicate that it is not likely that any one program

w · 1 be

pplic ble to all children, and that allowances for indivi-

du 1 v riability must be mad
Prog·ram

In this section
per ant

t chn · qu s

a general spe ech training program: based on
res nted i n th

material reviev1ed above, 'v-i ll
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outlined~

b

These recommendations are advanced without references

to specific studies
sources P' ev ·ou sly

but represent an integration of many of the
reported~

It is the author's intention to outline

p ocedures 't..rhich "till be app licable to a 1.vide range of language
andicapped children .

An attempt will be made to note distinguishing

behavior ch racteristics of the child which indicate the need for or
possible util"ty of each of the suggested

procedures~

That is) not

of the p ocedures are needed fo r all language handicapped child -

1

r n.

In attempting to utilize these recommendations, the reader

should select those procedures which appear best suited to the ind"vidua

child's capabilities and needs.

ny procedure designed to teach speech behaviors to a language

hand·cap ed ch "ld must take into consideration the individual abili a d ne ds of the child to be trained.
·ties sh
r

t

ld b

The child s needs and

expressed in tenns of observable behaviors

h n in t rms

f hypothetical internal structures, for this

foc u es the clinici n ' s attention on the behavioral strengths and
knesse
o

sfmpli 1ing the process of selecting behaviors and words

sounds to be t

1 vel

Asses

nt
Th

initial step in starting a speech training program is to

ssess th
n

ds

n h'

mine, f ·· st
re

as well as establishing the appropriate

to begin training.

wh~c

t

ined,

pti.o n

c i d's cur ent level of performance and to evaluate his
d

-t -day environment.

This assessment should deter -

hat the child s hearing :is ade quate for speech sound
Determination of hea ring

cuity may be made in a number
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of ways .

A relatively simple method is to present words within the

normal speech and hearing limits and to note if the child makes any
consistent response to the sounds .
th

child

This may be done by talking to

or by using simple music toys.

Should this prove incon-

clusive, a professional hearing assessment and/or operant autiometry
(Br'cker & Bricker, 1970b) should be considered.

Then the child's

expressive skills, such as the frequency and _ complexity of vocal
sounds and \\i'hether these sounds are used appropriately, and the
chi d's r ceotive sk ' lls are evaluated, for examp le, whether the
ill follo\v simple verbal instructions or respond to his name.

ch 'ld

Includ d i · the assessment process should be a detenuination of reinf orc ·n

stimuli which appear sufficiently powerfu l to establish and

m 'nta·n r sponding .

S' c

· h

devi nt children exhibit behavior which is incompat -

man

'bl

~

th

t

t'v

reinforcement

fore rs

h

b hav'ors involved in speech training, it is important

e behavior

be reduced or eliminated .

Time-out from posi-

when used in conjunction with powerful rein-

c n usually be relied on to reduce or eliminate disruptive

b haviors w'th'n one to two weeks .

Time-out has a disadvantage in

that it reduces the amount of time available f or training, but this
may

off s t by the fact that it is very easy to use, which makes it

uit ble for us

by

and w rd personnel ..
m

th d is ch s
e us d a onet

ersons \vith minimal training

such as parents

It is important to emp hasize that no matter \vhat

for controlling disruptive behavior

it should never

Pu ishment should only be used in conjunction \vith a
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program to establish a

desired~

or more appropriate

response~

In-

corr ct verbal responses, I believe, should not be punished, at least
not during initial speech training, for it could result in the suppression of the very behaviors the trainer is attempting to elicit,
and cons itutes an unnecessary risk.
Gain ' ng the Child's Attention
Before operant procedures can be utilized satisfactorily,. the
c ·n·c·an must have the attention of his subject; it is imperative
ha

th

c 'nician establish some sort of control over this behavior.

ch'l

T

s

ttention may be maintained by the clinician holding the

re'nforcer in front of

is own face

Initially, it may be necessary

to accompany this 'tvith a loud noise and/or manual guidance.
tage
ra·n

of training

applying time-out for not paying attention to the

be sufficient to maintain the child 's attending behavior.

r rna

ng An Imitative

E

t bl's

Th
i

1 r

fading,

In later

epertoire

nt of an imitative repertoire depends on differ-

· nfor ement used in conjunction lvith shaping
nd modelin .

Th

prompting,

procedure selected depends on the child s

in'tial repertoire .
Fo

children with little or no imitative skills and no

spontan~

eous vocal behavior, training should begin by establishing a motor
im •tat ·ve repertoir ,

this '
spons ~

In this method, a verbal cue 7 such as "Do

s pr sent d followed by the modeling of the desired motor rer
.g

r ising the left arm~

The child is then physically

guided thr ugh th m tion and is reinforced .

The prompts are then

p ogr ss ·v ly fad d ov r subsequent trials .

When the child reliably
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1m· a es th

r spans

firs t response , a second is

When the second

is learned ) these first two r esponses are nonsystematically

alternated to establish a discrimination,
taught, and procedure recycled
ne

trained~

\~en

Then a third response is

the child is reliably imitating

motor responses on the f irst presentation, vocal training is be.-.

gun .

It is

econnnended that motor movements involving the face and

mo th be included to ease the transition from motor to vocal imita t•on

Vocal training should beg1n with any sounds the child spontan-

o sly

or sounds which have easily discernible concomitant

v · su 1 components, such as T'm'' and no", if the child continues to
emain mute .
tatlon of th

In the latter case, training continued with the presenvisual component of the sound by itself!

When the

h . d is r liably imitating this response, the sound component is
dd d .

vocalization by the child is

reinforced~

Then

o cern nt ·s shifted to those response s which are progressively

i

los,

nd closer a proximations of the cue, until the child is

match · n
n

Initia ly an

the tr iner's vocal ization

This is fol lowed by the train-

of a second vocal response, discrimination training , a third
o s

and so on until the child is reliably imitating new vocal-

iz t · ons lith ·n the firs t few presentations .
In the c

e where the child began to spontaneously vocalize, or

for children 'tvith little or no :imitative skills and sane spontaneous
vocal b havior, the voc 1 imitative repertoire is taught directly~
The ch . ld s initi 1 spontaneou s vocal·zat~ons are reinforced to in~
cr ase the ' r frequency.

When the child emits a vocal response approx-

imately six to 10 tim s per minut e, imitative control is established
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by t h

cl"nician presenting a verbal cue and reinforcing any vocal

r spouse

e child makes within

t

·gnored.

five~seconds;

other responses are

When the child is reliably responding within five - seconds

the trainer, s voca lization, imitatlon training is continu,e d by

o

r inforcing only those responses which are progressively closer and
closer ap roximations of the cue, until the child is matching the

iner ·s vocalization .

t

th

s

oc ~edure.

e p

sound

th s

st b ·s

a

Then a second response is trained following

When the child is reliably imitating the second

f ' rst two sounds are nonsystematically alternated to
iscrimination between them.

trained

and the cycle repeated .

r liabl

im · tates n w sounds

ithin the first fe\v presentations.

roc d r s fox c nditioning func tional speech depend on

h

d that hi

h

cl in

verbal responses can change something

~ vironment,

in h ' s · m
or

This is continued until the child

1 Speech

Cond·

t

~

A third sound is then

ersonal s ~ t · sf action _

leading to some reinforcement, re\var d,

This may be done in a number of ways, in-

rocedure of Schell et al. (1967) and Stark et

al~

c udin

th

( 968)

in ~vh "ch an imitative prompt is presented while the trainer

s pl
th

ng with the child, and continuation of play is contingent on

c ild

esponding correctly .

It is important to note that it is

not n cess ry to wait until the child can exhibit a complete response
b fo

b ginning

t

con ition functional speech~

Even if the child

r li bly imi at s only the initial sound of a "ivord ~ the functional
u

of that so nd may be conditioned~ and then, gradually

sponse ca

be

borated a

training

ontinues.

the re -

The conditioning of
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ch should be considered as an intergral part of all

unct ·anal sp

subsequent procedures.

The Transition From Imitation to Naming
The child 'vill eventually reach a point at which he imitates
ew

o ds on the first presentation .

to b gin the t
bul

y.

When this occurs, it is time

nsition from an :imitative repertoire to a naming voe-

The procedure involves teaching the child to emit an appro-

p iat, ve b 1 r sponse in the presence of some stimulus object.
p c ur

n obj~ c.t · s presented along with a verbal prompt f or the

o

e of

1

he object

ct

h

j

t

e child is reinforced for imitating the

ol

up

h n •t alone is presented .

s

For example, the clinician

ball b fore the child and prompts "Say ballu.
or imitating "ball' .

r in o ced
th

t•

ned t

c ild do
p

and

Th n the imit tive prompting is faded until the child names

name .

occ

b

mor

not

se ,

t~een

tha

the first and second

fiv -seconds,

pont neousl

11

ords is gradually

Say (pause) ball. '

respond "ball

1

Hhen the child is re-

spond·ng to the partial prompt, it, too, is gradually faded .

d by th
s

If the

vJithin the five -second

ter the c. ild is reliably responding' the initial prompt

p

The child

'.Jhen the response reliably

ti 1 prompt is presented, ,ba'',

liably

f

A

t

d

p ocess o

intr clueing partial prompts

ther th n the complete word "Say".

nsay'~

is

e !g., ''S" is

Eventually, the

ch ·1d will r spond "ball'

vhen the ball alone is presented to him ..

By r

rith a variety of

ting

t

·is p ocess

v c hula y m y b
·ng t

established .

ng emphas ·z

bjects, a simple naming

It is recommended that initial

words wh "ch will have a high functional
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valu

f or the individual child

Generalization of Trained Responses
Teaching the child to respond to persons other than the trainer
and in situations other than the training room must be actively encouraged ~

Initially , this is done by introducing,

one~by-one,

per~

sons lvho \.Jill work with the child in other settings, such as a parent
or teacher, into the training room to teach the child to respond to
the new person .

After the child is reliably responding to the new

person in the tra ' ning room , training is shifted to that environment
in \vh · ch the ne\v person will usually work with the child, such as the

A second person is then. introduced to the

home or school classrocm .

training sessions, and the procedure is recycled,

Generalization can

be

cilitated by initially selecting words to be taught 'tvhich can

be

sked for fr quently during the day, such as the names of toys,

rt' 1 s of c othing

and fur iture

·onal ·n the child's environment
beverages.
f cilitat

als

such as the names of foods and

The continued conditioning of functional speech will also
generalization .

trained responses begin
-r.vords

and which are immediately func-

~vhen

It is recommended that generalization of
the child is capable of saying complete

s it will be easier fo r nonprofessionals and paraprofessiono respond to a complete word from a child!

t aini g sho

Generalization of

d continue as an int egral part of all subsequent phases

of tr aining .
Th

nt of Phrases
The procedure u sed to establish phrases tvill depend on the ver-

bal :imitatj_ve rep rtoir

of the child.

\~ith children \~ho are capable
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im'tating seve al words in succession

o

s that used to teach individual words:

the procedure is the same
the child is reinforced for

mimicking the phrases until they are consistently

i~itated,

then con-

trol is shifted to appropriate circumstances via prompting and fading,
For children 'tvho imitate only single words, a chaining procedur e is
used . It is suggested that '\vith these children t'\vo word phrases be
taught initially, using wor ds from the naming vocabulary.

First,

mimicking the last \vord in a phrase is reinforced until it is imitat .-

ed

ons ' st ntly

fter th

then the first word of the phrase is presented and,

child mimics it, the second word is immediately prompted,

The child is reinforced after im itating the second word.

\men the

ch'ld r liably imitates the two words presented in this fashion, the
ords are presented sequentially
prom pte

'f

n eded) to say both 'ords.

contingent on s ying both
· i

t d

prom t ' n

~..rithout

ords.

\~en

pause

and the child is

reinforcement is delivered
the phrases are consistently

co t ol is shifted to appropriate circumstances via
and . fading .

The shift of control to appropriate circum -

stances should incorporate the fun tional use of generalization of the
phras s .

ing Questions
I , · tial development of a ques t i on-ansvJer ing skill should utilize

he
ex

hild' s namin
p e

th

vocabulary f or the ans't..rers to the questions.

For

trainer asks, "What is this?n and presents an object

the ch~ld r liably names .
ject, he is reinforced
ond obj ct, an

When the child responds by naming the ob The question is next presented \vith a sec-

th n with a third.

The pre entation of the object
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is no systemat · cally alternated among these f i,r st three objects until

the child reliably and correctly names each object in response to the
question, then three new objects are

introduced~

This procedure is

r peated unt'l the child reliably names objects from his naming voc abulary on their first presentation, that is, until a generative re s onse class has been established.
duced, and the process recycled~

Then a second question is intro With questions for which a genera-

tive response class does not exist, the question is presented, the

child is prompt d, and the prompts are faded as in the procedure
d in establishing the naming vocabulary,

u

prompts

1

.Jhat is yo r name? Say John", and when the child imitates

" ohn"

he is reinforced.

"John"

the time bet"tveen

mo e t an
s

For example, the trainer

iv

ppropriate .

seconds.

After the child is reliably :im;itating
11

Say' and nJohn" is gradually increased to

The child is prompted, and the prompts faded

The establishment of the functional utility and gen-

r 1 · zation of the question .....answering skill should be encouraged

throughout this training.
Speech Behaviors

Compl

Speech behaviors which are more complex than those described
bove may be developed by utilizing essentially these sane procedures.

The basic p radigm is as follows:

imitat

a de ired response; when the desired response occurs re-

the child is prompted to

liably, the prompts are faded, and control is shifted to appropriate
env · onmental variables.

For example, the techniques described above

for developing the use of phrases and for developing question.-.
answering skills may be combined to produce simple sentences and

1 58
simple conversational speech patterns ..
General Considerations
These procedures should not be consider,ed fixed and unvarying;
the child's individual needs and capabilities must be taken into consideration in selecting an appropriate speech training strategy.

The

behaviors selected for training should be readily usable in the
child's day-to-day environment, for this will enhance the probability
of generalization.

The training of a new response class should utilize

previous y learned responses and skills to facilitate generalization

b tween response classes.

It is strongly recommended that, whenever

feasible, training of a particular response class be continued until
generative response class has be,e n established, as this will enable
the child to increase his repertoire. independently of the structured
tra 'ning en ironment

thereby approx:imating nonual speech development.

never a ne\oJ response class has been learned, previously taught
r spouse classes should he r ,e viewed to both insure retention of the
material and the check for overgeneralization of the newly learned
res onse class· discrimination training should be conducted as needed.
Future Research Needs
In the studies

r ~eviewed

here

a number of independent variables

have been comb ·ned into pr,ocedures and the effectiveness of these
combinations of variables have been assessed, but no single variable
has been systematically manipulated~

\fuile the implications of this

fact are mostly theoretical, since in practical applications combinations of the variables will normally be used

there are areas of

applied importance in which f urther research could prove very benef i -
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ci

~

Among these areas are the function of training motor imitation

pr'or to vocal imitation

particularly the value of training fac i al/

o al motor movements; an analysis of the development, l~its, and
rn intenance of gener alization of trained speech behaviors and of generative

espouse classes· an analysis of those ,.,ho benefited from

speech training and those who sho\ved little improvement to target
those subjects most likely to benefit from this training; a compar ison of one- to - one training vs. group procedures, to determine whether
roup train ·ng is a viable alternative, and, if so, under what c.ir cums

nc s · and a determination of the cost/benefit ratios of differ -

ing amounts of speech training
Conclusion
I

seems appropriate to conclude that there currently exists an

perant t c. nology for the development of speech behaviors in a great
m n

ev

ely langu ge handicapped children.

p radi ms by mans of

~h ' ch

Whether the operant

these speech behaviors are learned are

a so r sponsible for speech acquisition in normal children is, at
pr sent

unk.no m .

But

~vhile

the theoretical importance of these

procedures in normal language acquisition is moot, the practical
plications a e clear:

language handicapped children may be taught

speech behaviors by means of which they may function in, interact
with

im~

a d m nipulate their day-to-day environments .
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